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New Orleans
residents
leave homes
By JOHN DANISZEWSKI
Associated Press Writer
Rivers surged to record levels
today in the Gulf Coast states
where flooding from three days of
relentless rain has washed into the
homes of more than 40,000 people
and seriously crippled the city of
New Orleans.
"The worst is yet to come,"
warned National Weather Service
forecaster Fred Lowery as runoff
from ground saturated by up to 20
inches of rain bloated rivers in
some of the worst flooding on.
record in Mississippi and Louisiana.
Flooding that began Wednesday
already has killed 10 people in the
South and brought to 17 the
number killed by a storm that hit
California on Sunday and brought
record cold and snow to the Rocky
Mountains as it moved eastward.
Some rivers in Mississippi and
southeastern Louisiana crested at
record levels today but others
were still rising high above flood
stage, notably in Jackson and Hattiesburg, Miss., where damage
from this week's storms and
floods was estimated at $110
million.
GOv. Dave Treen, who declared
a state of emergency in 16 of Louisiana's 64 parishes and ordered 86
National Guard units to help with
evacuations, said today damage
would run into "tens of millions of
dollars.''
The governor, appearing todayl
on ABC's "Good Morning
America," added, "We've committed every resource of the state
to cope with any life-threatening
situation."
For more than 12 hours "there
was virtually no communication
with New Orleans, but that was
restored sometime last night,"
Treen said.
However, telephone communications into the city remained sporadic this morning.

251 Per Copy

Shuttle crew spends last day
in space, ready for flight home
By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla. AP)
— Elated by their "smooth" and
"clockwork" space walk,
Challenger's astronauts began
packing up today as they neared
the end of an inaugural mission
marred only by problems with a
satellite they carried aloft.
The four crewmen were
awakened for their last full day in
space by Mission Control playing
a recording of a folk song with the
refrain "rm a lousy co-pilot and a
long way from home."
Maybe they didn't like the
choice of music, but whatever the
reason, the astronauts were
unusually slow to acknowledge
Mission Control's greetings. It
wasn't until capsule communicator Mary Cleave's third
try, a half-hour after wakeup, that
Commander Paul Weitz responded.
"They were apparently just
reluctant to answer as they got
their breakfast on," explained
NASA commentator Terry White.
Much of today's relatively light
flight plan called for cleaning up
the spaceship and checking
systems for the return to Earth.
The only other items were some
medical experiments and the pursuit of a phantom space target in a
rendezvous exercise.
Weitz and pilot Karol Bobko are
to guide Challenger to a landing at
10:49 a.m. PST Saturday at Ed-

REACHING NEW HEIGHTS -• Traffic around the court square
was partially blocked for 2% hours Thursday as a 65-ton crane
replaced a 4,000-pound air conditioning unit on the roof Of the Bank of
Murray. The crane was owned by Pip Johnson,Calvert City, and the
job performed by Randy Thornton Heating and Air Conditioning Inc.
Staff photo by Rick Orr

wards Air Force Base, Calif.
America's second shuttle has performed near-flawlessly on its inaugural flight.
While looking toward home,
mission specialists Story
Musgrave and Donald Peterson
were expected to provide Mission
Control in Houston with additional
details today on their double space
walk into the ship's open cargo
bay on Thursday — an excursion
they long will savor.
"The EVA (extra-vehicular activity) was really smooth; it went
really like clockwork," said Flight
Director Harold Draughon.
NASA was especially pleased
with the performance of the space
suits — the same $2.1 million outfits that developed technical bugs
during a flight of the shuttle Columbia in November, forcing
cancellation of a space walk.

By MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
Republicans rebelling against the
White House, the Senate Budget
Committee has handed President
Reagan one of the biggest defeats
of the new Congress, voting to
halve his proposed 1984 military
buildup.

VP hopeful visits MSU;
discusses academics

By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
The first of six candidates being
considered for the position of vice
president for academic programs
at Murray State University arrived on campus Thursday for a twoday visit with students, administrators and fi-culty
in the first quarter of this year members.
than they did in the same period
Everett F. Morris, dean of
last year and were increasing pro- academic affairs at Louisiana
duction this week, according to State University at Alexandria,
the trade journal Ward's said his current position is idenAutomotive Reports.
tical to the vice presidential posiThe automakers built 1,501,715 tion at 1VISU.
cars in January-March compared
Morris says the responsibility of
with 1,070,294 a year earlier, the dean or vice president of
Ward's said.
academic affairs is to be the
The gains in retail sales com- academic leader of the faculty.
pared With March 1982 were at- Although he works primarily with
tributed mainly to good weather the faculty, Morris stresses the he
and an earlier Easter, which fell always has the student in mind.
on April 3 compared With April 11
Morris stated his interest in
a year ago.
becoming vice president of
K mart, the nation's second- academic affairs is due to his
largest retailer, said sales in the educational background.
five weeks ended March 30 rose
"I have experience with
13.3 percent to $1.54 billion.
Eastern Illinois University and
Western Illinois University, both
of which, like Murray State,
started out as teachers' colleges
and I like what has evolved from
Today cloudy and cool with
the old teachers' colleges,"' he
occasional rain and a few
said.
thundershowers. High from the
Other features of MSU that apupper 40s to lower 50s. Norpeal to Morris are the biological
theast winds 10 to 15 mph.
station located on Kentucky Lake
Tonight rain and thunderand the Murphy's Pond area.
showers continuing. Low in the
"Students learn a great deal
lower to middle 40s. Northeast
from these out-of-classroom learwinds 10 to 15 mph. Saturday
ning opportunities," said Morris,
continued cool with showers.
who was instrumental in developHigh from the upper 40s to
ing a biological center on the
lower 50s. Northerly winds 10 to
Mississippi River in 1964.
15 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
357.8
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake
357.7

seasonally adjusted figures.
But that slight increase, which
ended two weeks of declines, was
accompanied by a small dip in the
insured unemployment rate, the
proportion of the labor force getting jobless-benefit payments.
That rate dropped from 4.5 percent to 4.4 percent, the agency
said Thursday.
The five major U.S. automakers
said 239,200 U.S. workers were on
furlough without recall dates this
week,down from 239,700 last week
because of callbacks at Ford
Motor Co. It is the lowest layoff
tally since 238,900 workers were
reported on indefinite layoff last
Oct. 14.
Meanwhile, the automakers
turned out 40.3 percent more cars

Murray resident finalist
for Miss MSU pageant
Kathy Roberts of Murray, is
among 14 semifinalists entered in
the 1983 Miss Murray State
University Scholarship Pageant
scheduled Saturday i4ening.
Roberts, a freshman, will be
competing in the pageant to begin
at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William C. Roberts.
The newly-crownet.Miss Murray State will advance to the Miss
Kentucky Pageant scheduled in
July.
Miss Roberts is a 1982 graduate
of Murray High School. At Murray
State, she is majoring in journalism in preparation for a career
in public relations.
Miss Roberts is a member of
Phi Mu Alpha and Racer Band at
Murray State.
Sponsored by the Student'Activities Board of the Student
Government Association, the
pageant this year will follow the
theme of"Dream Girls."
A special guest and featured
entertainer at this year's Miss
Murray State Pageant will be
Miss America 1983, Debra Sue
(Debbie) Maffett.
Serving as co-mistresses of
=ponies will be Ilona Conway,
Indiana 1982, and Lynne
Graham, Miss Maryland 1982..
Also making an appearance will

cloudy, cool
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The suits functioned so well this
that Mission Control gave
Musgrave and Peterson permission to stay outside 45 minutes
beyond the intended 3'2 hours.
They needed only an extra 17
minutes and re-entered
Challenger's airlock after a walk
of 3 hours 47 minutes.

time

Musgrave and Peterson had a
ball, romping effortlessly in the
airless 60-foot-long cargo bay as
they practiced with tools, pretended to free a stuck satellite,
maneuvered a winch with a 100pound load and carried a 50-pound
object the length of the bay and
back.
Bundled in the bulky white suits,
they . soared twice around the
globe during the space walk, enjoying two sunsets and two
sunrises.

Panel hands Reagan
defeat on defense plan

Future job market trends unclear
By The Associated Press
The number of Americans filing
initial claims for jobless benefits
rose moderately in late March,
but slightly fewer U.S.
autoworkers remained on indefinite layoff this week.
Major retailers, meanwhile,
posted strong sales gains in
March, and a survey of 1,500 executives showed their confidence
about improvement in the
economy rose during the first
quarter to its highest level in nearly six years.
The Labor Department, in a
report that again gave no clear
sign of future trends in the job
market, said the number of firsttime applications for unemployment benefits rose by 14,000 in late
March to 498,000, according to the

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

Everett F. Morris
Morris feels his honesty, ability
and willingness to listen, and his
belief in faculty participation
qualifies him to be the next vice
president of academic affairs at
Murray State.
Morris has served his present
position at LSU since 1980. He
earned a bachelor's degree from
Eastern Illinois Universty,
master's degree in biological
sciences from the University of
Wyoming, and the Ph.D degree in
biology from the University of
Iowa.
The next candidate scheduled to
visit the university is Dr. Stanley
G. Sunderwirth, vice president for
academic affairs at Metropolitan
State College in Denver, Colo.
Sunderwirth will be on MSU's
campus April 14 and 15.

The committee voted 17-4 on
Thursday to limit the increase in
defense spending next year to 5
percent, not counting inflation.
For months, Senate Republican
leaders have been trying to persuade Reagan to compromise, but
the president insisted to the end
that the country must have a 10
percent increase, which he said is
needed to offset massive Soviet
military growth.
After Thursday's vote, White
House spokesman Larry Speakes
said Reagan was "deeply disappointed" by the committee's decision, and hoped its members
would reconsider.
But that seemed highly unlikely.
Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M., the
committee .chairman, said the
president brought defeat upon
himself.
Clearly angry, Domenici said, it
is -rather incredulous" for
Reagan and his defense advisers
"to say that you can't defend this
country without a 10 percent increase, and there aren't any options."
He said Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger and other administration officials should have
listened to what Senate
Republicans were telling them
about the need to cut Reagan's
original $44.7 billion defense request for next year.
He said Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger and other administration officials should have
listened to what Senate
Republicans were telling them
about the need to cut Reagan's
original $244.7 billion defense request for next year.
Next week, the committee will
move to another hot topic in the
budget — whether to provide for
elimination or changes in a 10 percent income tax cut due to take effect July 1.
Before :Thursday's voting on
defense, several Republicans
criticized the rapid Pentagon increases urged by Reagan as
unrealistic. They said the increases would slow or kill the
economic recovery by significantly adding to the federal deficit.
And among the Democrats,Sen.
James Exon of Nebraska said,
`Not one bullet has been cut from
the president's budget."

Music, dinner part of festivities

today's index
Two Sections-24 Pages
Classifieds
10,11
Comics
10
Crosswords
10
5
Dear Abby
6
Dr. Lamb
Horoscope
6
Murray Today
4,5
Obituaries
12
Perspective
3
8,9
Sports
Home Improvement .. 12 Pages
•

Kathy Roberts
be Miss Kentucky 1982, Gwendolyn Suzann Witten.
Tickets for the pageant are $4
for adults,LI Sor children under
12, and $3(p.rMSU students.
Tickets may be purchased at the
Information Booth located on the
second floor of the University
Center at Murray State or at the
door the night of the pageant.

Or

MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of lb, felorroy Lodger & Times
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to coil 733-1916 between 5:30
p.m. owl& p.m., Moray *rough Frlday, or 3:30 p.m. wW 4 p.m. Seamdor.

Alumni Weekend events announced
While some Murray State
University alumni sing in a
special choral presentation,
others will dance to their favorite
tunes id music spotlights Alumni
Weekend events April 30 in the
University Center,
Murray State's alumni choir
will fill the center atrium with
music in a choral concert. The
alumni dance band is regrouping
following its successful 1982
homecoming dance for a second
evening of "golden memories."
Traditional activities begin with
the Emeritus Club luncheon at
11:30 a.m. in the small ballroom.
The luoehdwr_v_honors the anniversary class of 1933. Reservations
are $6 per person. An open house
and tour for the special class is
scheduled from 1 to 3 p.m.
Alumni will gather for the annual retognition dinner at 8:30

— I'

p.m. in the ballroom. Honors to be
awarded include the distinguished
professor, distinguished alumni
and 24-year service awards. Officers .of the Alumni Association
Executive Council will'also be installed.
Murray State's alumni choir
will perform a tribute to retiring
music professor Bob Barr in the
atrium from 8:30 to 9 p.m. Former
student conductors who plan to
step in include Lee Somers, Lee
Egbert, Michael O'Neal and John
Guthmiller.
Continous big band music will
keep alumni on their feet from
9:30 p.m. to Plidniest.in addition
to the alumni band, whose fans
favor "golden memories" dance
hits, Murray State's student "little big band" Will play a contemporary set.
Reservations for the alumni

recognition dinner, choral concert
and dance are $10 per person.
Tickets for single events are also
available: dinner and choral
presentation, $7.50 per person;
golden memories dance, $5 per
person.
Reservations should be made as
soon as possible, according to
Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs, but no later than April
20. Anyone wishing to make reservations for the luncheon or dinner
may send name and address,
along. with a check for the proper
amount made payable to the Murray State • University Alumni
Association, before
tion deadline to:
Alumni Affairs Office, Fburth
Floor, Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, Murray,Ky.,42071.
Telephone reservations will also
be accepted at(502)7624737.
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McIntyre will speak at MSU
James T. McIntyre, director of
under fire and he was named
the U.S. Office of Management
director.
and Budget IOMB) during the adThe New York Times, in its
ministration of President Jimmy
McIntyre biography, describes
Carter, will deliver the Harry
him as "a man of few words, but
Waterfield Distinguished Lecture
he makes those count."
at Murray State University on
McIntyre is a graduate of the
Wednesday evening.
University of Georgia and the
To begin at 8 p.m. in the
Georgia Law School. He has also
auditorium of the Wrather West served on the staff of the Institute
Kentucky Museum, the lecture is
of Government at the University
sponsored by the Department of
of Georgia, as general counsel of
Political Science and Legal the Georgia Municipal AssociaStudies. It is open to the public at
tion and as deputy revenue comno admission charge.
missioner and director of the
The Waterfield lecture series
Georg* OMB under Governors
was established to honor the
Carter and Busbee.
former two-time lieutenant goverHe is acknowledged to be one of
nor and former regent, 1932 the foremost authorities on the nagraduate of Murray State who tional budget and is expected to
now makes his home in Frankfort.
have some timely and interesting
McIntyre served five months as observations about the record
deputy director of the OMB under • budget deficit.
Bert Lance before Lance resigned
Dr. Winfield Rose, chairman of

the Department of Political
Science and Legal Studies, said
students, faculty, staff and
townspeople are encouraged to attend the lecture.
Previous speakers in the Waterfield lecture series have included
U.S. Sen. Richard Lugar of Indiana, former U.S. Sen. James
Abourzek of South Dakota,former
New York Congressman John
Leboutillier, former Kentucky
Gov. Louie Nunn, Professor Gordon Tullick of Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State
University and former Ambassador Richard Parker.
Anyone wishing to obtain additional information may contact
Dr. Winfield Rose, Chairman,
Department of Political Science
and Legal Studies, Murray State
University, Murray, Ity., 42971,
telephone (502)762-2662.

CANDIDATE IN TOWN — Tom Harris (center), candidate for the Democratic nomination for commissioner of agriculture, was campaigning in Murray Thursday with E.B. Howton (left), district campaign
chairman and county treasurer,and Ronnie Jackson,county chairman.

Long selected Blue and Gold Officer Ag commissioner candidate visits

CDR James T. Long USNR,
Murray, has been selected as a
United States Naval Academy
Blue and Gold Qfficer.
Long recently completed an intensive training course at the
Naval Academy and was
designated a Naval Academy Information Officer.
As an information officer for the
academy. Long is prepared to
counsel and advise students in
Western Kentucky on admission
requirements and procedures.
"Receiving an appointment to the

naval academy requires that a
candidate begin planning as early
as his or her sophomore year of
high school," according to Long.
.Of the 80,000 inquiries received
for a beginning class, 25,000 will
apply, 2,600 will be found to be fully qualified but only 1,300 will be
selected. Academic, selection is
based heavily on the candidates
academic record and college entrance examination scores. A
strong background in
mathematics and science is also
required. In addition the student

Journalism society recognizes
anniversary of its founding
The Society of Professional
Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, will
be commemorating the 10th anniversary of its founding at 7 p.m.
Friday in the Mason Hall
auditorium at Murray State
University.
David Hawpe, managing editor
of the Louisville Courier-Journal,
will be the main speaker. His topic
will be "Trends in Journalism."
Hawpe has been managing editor
of the Courier-Journal since 1979.
Prior to accepting that position,
he was with the Associated Press
in Lexington and Louisville, and
the St. Petersburg Times. He
received his bachelor of arts from
the University of Kentucky, and
was a Neiman Fellow at Harvard.
Hawpe is married and has two
children.
Dr. L.J. Hortin, a retired faculty
member of the journalism department at Murray State, will also
give a history of the chapter's 10
years. Hortin, who served as
chairman of the journalism
department for 19 years, was
elected to the Kentucky Journalism Hall of Fame in 1981. He
was also a winner of the
distinguished service to journalism award from the Ohio
Newspaper Association in 1967,

Fire department
extinguishes blaze
The Murray City Fire Department was called to the 1604
Catalina Drive residence of
Theresa Farr at 8:15 p.m. Thursday.
The department extinguished a
blaze that apparently started in a
kitchen closet,., according to
department reports.
Damage was reportedly contained to the kitchen area with
some smoke damage occuring in
other parts of the residence.
The fire department was on the
scene Friday morning fumigating
the home.

and was named a distinguished
alumni from Murray State in 1976.
The Sigma Delta Chi outstanding sophomore will also be named at the ceremonies Friday night.
All Sigma Delta Chi alumni and
interested persons are invited to
attend.

Computer course
still has openings
The Murray State University
Office of Conferences and Continuing Education announces that a
few openings still remain in a noncredit course, "Introduction to
Computers."
This hands-on course is designed for persons who want to learn
what computers are capable of doing and also become familiar with
computer terminology. Participants will be introduced to preprogrammed software packages
and will receive hands-on work
with the Apple II Plus computer.
The course will meet six
Wednesdays from 5-7 p.m., April
13 through May 18. The registration fee for the course is $50, which
includes course materials and the
opportunity to spend additional
time outside the regular course
hours to become more familiar
with the computer.
Enrollment in the course is
limited to the first 30 registrations. Anyone interested in
registering for the course should
call the Office of Conferences and
Continuing Education at (502) 7622716.

must possess outstanding physical
and leadership qualities," Long
stated.
Officials at the naval academy
report that Long has over 26 years
of naval science and has served in
a multitude of aviation units,ships
and shore installations around the
world. As a former enlisted
member and as a qualified
aeronautical engineering duty officer, Long is well qualified to
answer all questions concerning
the naval academy and a career in
the naval science.
In civilian life, Long is a professor and chairman of the
Agriculture Department at Murray State University. He invites
any potential candidate to contact
him concerning appointment to
the naval academy.

Agency begins plans
for services to elderly
The Purchase Area Agency on
Aging is in the process of developing a plan for services to elderly
persons within the eight counties
of the Purchase.
The purpose of this plan is to
provide for coordination and pooling of all funds and resources
available to Social Service Agencies in the district. The basic goal
of Aging Services is to assist persons in lending independent useful
lives in their later years. Every effort will be made to encourage
older persons, as well as local officials and the general public to
participate in this public review
process.
A public hearing will be at 2
p.m. April 18 in the Purchase Area
Development District's conference room, Highway 45 North,
Mayfield, to achieve this goal of
broad involvement in the planning
process. Anyone interested in participating in this process is encouraged to attend the public
hearing.
If you have questions, please
contact David French, Aging
Planner, at 247-7171, 554-2097, or
753-8325. Copies of the proposed
plan wil be available at the PADD
between April 14-18.

"We're looking at a period of
surplus crops and stock. It has got
to be controlled," Tom Harris,
candidate for the Democratic
nomination for commissioner of
agriculture.
Speaking in Murray Thursday,
Harris said, "We have to find as
many U.S. markets as possible.
We have to let the buyers know

that Kentucky is here. Foreign
markets are important also."
Harris, who served as commissioner from 1976-79 and who has
been a life-long tobacco, livestock
and grain farmer, added that
"search and research" of Kentucky products must continue. He
supports research with ethanol
and gasohol and is opposed to the
tariff structure on goods.

"They're ( other countries) taking
advantage of us. All I am goi to
say is let's make it fair."
A former two-term sta
senator, Harris was chairman of
the joint senate-house committee
on agriculture and natural
resources. He is a University of
Kentucky graduate with a degree
in agriculture.

WKMS radio begins festival
The WKMS-FM Friendship
Festival is April 11-17.
Each year, the fine arts, public
radio station asks its listeners to
support the quality programming
heard every day on 91.3 FM. The
contributions are used for the
nwintenance of equipment, updating of the record library, acquistion of national programs and
the production of local programs.
The WKMS staff is planning
several exciting special events
during the week-long drive. Starting Monday at 7 p.m., the winners
of the Yoda coloring contest for
children ages 6-9 are to be announced. At 8 p.m., WKMS is
sponsoring the Norman and Nancy Blake Concert at the Stables
Coffee House, University Center,
MSU campus.
The dedication of the Charles M.
Wilson Record Collection is Tuesday at 7 p.m. This collection of
over 5,000 records is made possible through the generous donation
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Wilson,
236 Sycamore Dr.,Paducah.
Friday from 8-10 p.m.,
highlights from the Paducah Sytnphony Orchestra's 1982-83 season
can be heard. Hosts are Robert
Baar, conductor and musical
director, John Drew, president of
the Paducah Symphony Orchestra
and Mark Welch, WKMS program
director.
On Saturday, "Music From the
Front Porch" hosts invite lovers
of bluegrass and folk music to join
them for brunch and music at 9noon. From 5-8 p.m., there is a

Prairie Home Companion
PoWdermilk Biscuit Bake-Off
complete with bluegrass band and
area judges. Everyone can enter
with just six biscuits of any kind.
"The Big Show"from 1-7 p.m. is
a combination of radio comedies,
serials and commercials from the
1930's, 40's and '50's. The six-hour
memory tour also includes music
from the Big Band era and the

popular broadway musicals of the
times.
Listeners can enjoy the regular
programs found on WKMS, such
as "Morning Edition," "Allegro,"
"All Things Considered" and
much more during the WKMS-FM
Friendship Festival 1983.
If you would like to pledge your
support, you can call WKMS-FM
throughout the week of April 11-17
at 762-4737.

A legislative committee studying problems of Vietnam veterans
in Kentucky met last month at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park. Because of that meeting,
area veterans have a chance to
meet together to discuss experiences and problems common
to them all.
Bobby and Gerry Scott, Benton,
offered to host the group and held
the first "rap session" at their
home Thursday night and another
has been scheduled for 7 p.m. Friday.
Several men at Thursday's
meeting reportedly talked for a
couple of hours about their experiences in the Southeast Asian
war.
The meetings are intended to
assist the veterans and their wifes
with problems or situations that
come as a result of the veterans'
involvement in the war.
The Scott home is located at 1401
Mimosa Lane. Anyone interested
in attending can get more in-

formation by calling the Scotts at
527-0831.
Topics of discussion at the "rap
sessions" are expected to include
Agent Orange (a chemical
defoliant used in the war and now
linked with health problems),
delayed stress reaction ( posttraumatic stress disorder),
substance abuse and family problerns that are service-related.
A spokesman for the veterans
says they hope to increase public
recognition and acceptance of the
Vietnam veteran and would like to
see a program in public school to
explain what actually happened
during the Vietnam conflict.
"We want people to realize that
just because the war was wrong,
that doesn't mean the people who
served should be punished," he
said.
The legislative research commission formed to study the problems of Vietnam veterans in
Kentucky will report to the 1984
General Assembly.

County fiscal court
will meet Tuesday
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet at 1 p.m. Tuesday
in the office of Calloway County
Judge-Executive George Weaks.
Weaks reports that several
items are to be considred during
the regular meeting of the fiscal
court.

TOP WINNERS — Winners of the Lucile Potts Award were Jamie
Futrelland Mike Elkins.

SHOW PLANNED — Robert Daniel, chairman of Murray Kiwanis
Knife and Gun Show,scheduled Saturday, April 30,from 9 a.m. to 6
p.m.and Sunday, May 1,from 1 to9p.m.at Calloway County Middle
School, College Farm Road, displayed one of his hand made
gr^00.1%,
'"at a rorent maiPtina of the Murray Flinn/3 Club. Be alw
discussed several aspects of gunsmithing that he pursues as a bobby.
Daniel said a number of area sports equipment dealers and craftsmen will have items on display with many being for sale or trade at
the show.The publicis invited tosee theaddhitsand participttin the
show. Anyone desiring to rent a display table should contact Daniel
at 7534229 after 5 pan. An admission charge of $1 will admit any person 12 or older to theihow.

SCIENCE FAIR WINNERS — Winners in the Science Fair were
(from left, top row) Tracy Shultz, Rhoda Jones, Alan Bazzell,Shane
Black, Jamie Futrell, and Mike Elkins, (middle row) Sara Bucy,
Ftaebel Hammock, Charles Miles, and Bruce Greer, (bottom row)
Brian Mitchell, Charles Archer,and Patrick Robinson.

Science fair project winners announced
There were many science projects exhibited in the Annual
Science Fair at North Calloway
Elementary.Each student in the sixth grade
entered either an individual or
group project. A first, second,and
third place was awarded in each
homeroom along with the best

overall project, which received
the Lucile Potts Award.
Winners in Homeroom A were:
first place — Jamie-Ft:t7s11--and
Mike Elkins, second place —
Patrick Robinson, and third place
— Brian Mitchell and Charles Archer. Winners in Homeroom B
were: first plate — Rhoda Jones,
second place — Alan Bazzell, and

third place Tracey Shultz. Win- awarded to all entries along with
ners in Homeroom C were: first cash prizes to winners. The
place — Bruce Greer and Charles overall winners received plaques.
ShenL.
Miles, second place
Judges for the fair were Rachel
Black, and third place — Sara
Neal, Merrian Ferguson, Wanda
Bury and Rachel Hammock.
The winner of the Lucile Potts Walker, Karen Crick, ha Brown,
Award was Jamie Futrell and and Tammy Crouch. Ronnie
Walker, Sixth Grade science
Mike Elkins.
Ribbons and certificates were teacher, was in charge of the fair.
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Reagan should negotiate in strength
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may make. Who is kidding whom?
These "Star Wars" weapons would
become an offensive weapon, as we
would then have first strike
capabilkties. Russian scientists then
would work on weapons to knock out
our laser beams and the cold war
would only accellerate all the more.
Reagan now announces that the
United States will not give final approval for the sale of 75 F-16 fighter
planes to Israel, one of our strongest
allies. At the same time we are getting further involved in Central
America in military build-ups and
aiding countries with atrocious
human rights. When will the "Buck"
stop here? If we are to help any countries, it should be those that eventually will help us.
There should be a mutual agreement between Russia and these
United States to stop these nuclear
To The Editor:
and -Star Wars" weapons race betThank you for the coverage that
ween these two super powers. There
you gave our department for the 4th
are 171 nations on this earth and
Annual Home Economics Competialready 15 to 20 nations have nuclear
tion Day. With over 630 students on
capabilities. We need all free nations
campus for a day of competitive
to get together and stop aggressions
events, we have termed the day a
through negotiated SALT talks and
• world-wide peace agreements by
success!
banning nuclear weapons.
Sincerely,
Virginia M.Slimmer,
In the past three years, 45 of these
171 nations have been involved in
Ph.D.
Associate Professor
wars. The United States and Russia
are the major suppliers of military
and Chair
To The Editor:
An arms control agreement will
never be reached if the Reagan administration and the proposed
Reagan military build-up will only
weaken the economy further.
Reagan is using scare tactics and
continues to cry "Wolf" at a time
when 65 percent of all those surveyed
said Reagan's defense request can be
cut without hurting our national
security. At the same time he is proposing a new expensive weapon.
Reagan is now asking our great
scientists who created the Atom
bomb and nuclear weapons to get
something going and make all
nuclear weapons obsolete, so we can
knock out any first strike that Russia

Social Security:
reform at last
It's amazing what Congress is capable of doing
when it finally concludes it has no other choice.
After nearly two years of partisan finger-pointing
and doom-saying about the plight of the ailing
Social Security system, it acted with admirable
dispatch and bipartisan spirit to put the system's
retirement fund in the black for many years to
come. Whether this repair job will be good for 75
years, as the Reagan administration and congressional sponsors insist, remains to be seen, but an
essential and unpopular job has been done.
By biting the toughest bullet of all — mandating
an increase in the retirement age beginning in the
next,century and reaching 67 years by the year 2027
— Congress was able to fashion a compromise that
distributes both the pain and the benefits about as
evenly as any political body could have done. Two
other changes also took considerable courage: imposing, for the first time, an income tax on half of
retirement benefits above a moderately affluent income level, and bringing new federal employees
hired after next Jan. 1 into the system.
Before Congress acted, the retirement fund (officially, old age and survivors insurance) was
literally broke and was borrowing from the
Vedicare (hospital insurance) fund to meet its
monthly pension check commitments. Ironically,
the Medicare fund will need major surgery itself
before the decade is out. Even with the new
"prospective payments" plan incorporated in the
recent reform package — by which hospitals will
receive fixed payments for 467 categories of treatment rather than the actual costs now billed — the
fund is expected to go deeply into the red within a
few years.
Bringing federal workers, who have their own
more generous retirement plan, under Social
Security was done over vehement objections by
employee and pensioner groups. Many of those objections were uninformed or deliberately
misleading: Congress has made it clear it will
create a supplementary retirement plan to ensure
that government pension benefits are not reduced.
And to continue funding the existing civil service
pension plan for those workemnot affected by the
changeover, the treasury will continue to subsidize
about five-sixths of benefit payments to a system
that never was self-supporting.
It was only a few years ago that Congress imposed higher payroll tax rates that were designed to
make the system sound well into the next century.
But that change failed to anticipate the inflation
and recession that caused benefit payments to soar
as tax revenues fell. The new plan has a built-in
stabilizer to prevent that from happening by peggMg cost-of-living increases to wage levels, rather
than prices, when revenues fall. Moreover, the 1977
adjustments attempted nothing so far-reaching as
taxing benefits or raising the retirement age, the
latter a move that will save billions every year
when it is fully implemented in the next century.
For the first time, the Social Security system has
been truly reformed, and in a way that, by making
reasonable cuts in benefits to today's older generation, raises some of the burden from younger
workers. It also holds out the promise that those
young people now financing their elders' retirement
can reasonably expect their sacrifices to be made
good by a system now far more likely to survive.
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Take pride in Murray
looking back
Ten years ago
The Calloway County High School
Junior Varsity Debaters won second
place in the Kentucky High School
State Speech and Debate Tournament held April 6 and 7 at Lexington.
Debaters were Gena Cleaver, Sandy
Gray, Tommy Riley and Rick
Wilkerson with Larry England as
coach.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Glenna Arant,78.
Army Private Michael A. Bucy,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Bucy,
recently completed eight weeks .of
basic training at Fort Jackson,S.C.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Dan Crouse and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bynum,
both on April 2.
Johnson's Team was the top
women's bowling team in tournanment of Murray Women's Association at Corvette Lanes. Members are
Isabelle Parks, Norma Bennett,
Mary Harris, Marilyn Chatman and
Barbara Alexander.
Twenty years ago
The Murray Jaycees working with
the Calloway County Health Department administered 12,800 doses of
Type II Sabin Oral Polio vaccine to:
city and county residents at clinics
yesterday.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Belva Anderson, 63, and Lubie U.
Hale,77.
Army 2d Lt. James L. Futrell, son
of Mrs. Vinell Futrell, recently completed a 38-week officer pilot course
at The Aviation Center, Fort Rucker,
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should negotiate with strength, as we
are far better prepared now then we
were in past wars. Israel has proven
that our weapons are far more
superior than we are led to believe.
Alex Pall
Rt. 3 Box 13W

Promotion received
To The Editor: .
Murray, its surrounding community, and Murray State University
recently gained over 1,000 neil.v
"public relations agents." These
travelers from Alaska to Florida and
Maine to California were quite impressed with the hospitality and personalization of our part of the country. Attending the Third Annual National Rural Special Education Conference sponsored by the American
Council on Rural Special Education
( ACRES ), participants stated that
they were unaware of the depth of
hospitality they would receive. This
began with extra special service
from Sunbird Airlines and continued
with the friendliness of the Holiday
Inn.
Special thanks are also in order for
the following merchants who donated
special gifts to be used as awards for
participants who excelled while in
the Murray environment: Blackford
House Gallery, Framer's Gallery,
The Green Door, Juanita's Flowers,
Shirley's Florist, Ellis Popcorn Co.,
Parker Popcorn Co., Fisher-Price
Toys, Farris Grain and Tobacco,
Gene and Jo's Flowers, and Kentucky Paradise.
Murray-Calloway County citizens,
you truly exhibited the -sense of
community" that makes rural
America so beautiful.
Sincerely,
Doris Helge, Ph.D.
Executive Director

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I read in a recent
column of yours about being a
volunteer at a local school. Can you
give me an idea of what a person over •
age 60 can bring to the school setting
and just why such volunteers are
.needed? H.F.
ANSWER: Senior adults can
To The Editor:
volunteer their time to work in
Your editorial "Columbus in
schools under the direction of
Chicago?"
suggests the 500th birthteachers to strengthen existing programs and bring in new resources day of America is just around the
and expertise. Senior volunteers corner, 1992, perhaps to be
spend one or more mornings/- celebrated in Chicago.
All of this overlooks the mere fact
afternoons a week in their assigned
that
"Americans" was not lost, in the
schools working in individually
first
place; more correctly, the Inselected activities which combine
dians
of "America" were not lost. In
their personal interests and skills
fact, Columbus was the one who was
with the school's needs.
lost. Not only was he lost, he did not
They bring to the school setting a
level of patience and understanding have a good press agent. Americus
Vespucius, smart like CBS and The
developed through experience with
Washington Post, was much better at
life that few younger people possess.
-creating" history, as distinguished
The senior adult volunteering in a
from reporting it.
school provides a model for children
The celebration could well be had
which can do more to dispel the myth
at San Diego, Mexico City, El Paso,
that aging is synonymous with inacor even at Miami. But, before we settivity than any curriculum which the
tle the matter, it might be well to reprofessional educator can devise.
mind ourselves that the Eskimos of
Senior adult volunteers are special
western Alaska have travelled back
because there are too few of them!
and forth from our west cape to the
Florida has over 77,000 volunteers in
Siberian east cape, over only a few
its public schools and only 7,000 of miles
of water, for centuries. Some
these are 60 years of age or more.
stories say that persons have
Senior volunteers are needed in our escaped
the law, even by crossing on
public schools:
the very, very treacherous ice. Even
• To assist teachers and other today, Eskimos
on either side of the
school personnel in providing more straits
have relatives on the other.
individualization and special learnSo, why all of the dither? We could
ing activities;
celebrate this "continuing
• To enrich children's school ex- discovery" at
Wales, or even at
periences beyond what is normally Nome, or on Diomede
Island, Little
available in the schools;
or Big Diomede, or even on King.
• To provide input from a signifi- Island.
cant segment of the population in our
Of course, we do know that history
community; and,
is what the people who write it say it
• To illustrate to the community at is, not necessarily what
actually haplarge that seniors, like other adults, pened. And, in our
time, we know
may choose to enrich their lives that it should rather be written
by a
through recognized community ser- European, here and
there, more
vice and meaningful interaction with especially an Englishman.
That, is
children.
what makes it history! Never mind
For information on becoming a the Indians, the Aleuts,
and the
volunteer to your school system,con- Eskimos.
tact your local school volunteer coorBut, — Chicago? My goodness
dinator or your state or county gracious,surely not Chicago!
Department of Education.
Very sincerely yours,
Lindell Bagley

Facts overlooked

WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
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arms and these nations have spent
our $600 billion on their armed forces.
There have been over 5 million people engaged in combat. Yes! Many of
them have been guerrilla-type wars.
Since 1970 this country has aborted
8 million babies. At the same time
since 1970 there have beentrnore than
5 million people killed in these wars
around the world. On the other hand,
Reagan speaks out against abortion,
he is for prayers in school, along with
making 1983, the year of the Bible
and I agree with him. But there are
over one billion people going to bed
hungry every night and starving to
death.
Sure, we have many problems in
this country. But we, along with all
nations should work on the causes of
all these conflicts around the world. I
will never understand these religious
wars going on. Are we going back to
the days when Christians were
thrown into the lion's den?
Nobody with common sense is ask4ng this nation to disarm. They are
only asking that Reagan set down
with Andropov of the Soviet Union
and ban all nuclear weapons. No! We
should not negotiate in fear, but we
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keep it clean

Ala.
Births reported include a girl to Dr.
Charles Mercer and Betty Mayer
Mercer on March 27.
Army Reserve Pvt. Charles Dwain
Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs. John T.
Taylor, recently completed eight
weeks of military police training
under Reserve Forces Act Program
at Army Training Center, Fort Gordon,Gla.
Thirty years ago
M.C. Ellis, chairman of the 1953
fund drive for Calloway County
Chapter of American Red Cross,said
$3,500 has been collected thus far in
the drive by interested volunteers.
Deaths reported include V.A.
Straw.
Dr. and Mrs. J.A. Outland, Miss
Delia Outland, Jack Colson, Mrs. Orval Austin and Miss Marjorie Murphy, all of Calloway County Health
Department, are attending the Fifth
Annual Kentucky Public Health
Association meeting at Louisville.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hughes, April 6.
Pvt. Billy Joe Hosford is serving
with Army Signal Corps at Fort Monmouth, N.J.
Beverly Adams, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Adams. entertained
with an Easter Egg Hunt ather home
on Sunday afternoon.

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
If you think things are bad now,
you should have lived in the "dark
ages" between 500 and 1000 AD! It
was a time, in the words of former
Kentuckian Thomas Merton, "when
the dregs of the world had collected
in Western Europe, when Goth and
Frank and Norman and Lombard
had mingled with the rot of old Rome
to form a patchwork of hybrid races,
all of them notable for ferocity,
hatred, stupidity, craftiness, lust and
brutality
Yet, as Merton reminds us, out of
all this came:
• Grego:friar), chant, monasteries
and cathedrals, the poems of
Prudentius, the commentaries
of Bede..St. Augustine's City of
God.
How could this happen, Merton
wonders? Does it mean that there is a
spirit of excellence in every age,
regardless of the fact that only a

small number of people share it?
Does it mean that we are too hard on
the present? Do we underate the accomplishments of the age in which
we live? Or of the age in which those
lusty Goths and Franks lived?
All of the above could be true? For
a provocative "five-minute read,"
see the essay "Have We Abandoned
Excellence?" by Lance Morrow in
the March 22, 1982 issue of Time
Magazine.

Plans currently are underway for a
second printing of Ken Wolf's
"Thoughts in SePenn," a paperback
collection of the author's columns
which have appeared in the Murray
Ledger & Times. There will have to
be 350 requests for therTiOok to warrant a second printing. Those wanting to order the book, at $5 per copy
for advance orders, should contact
Susan Hart at 753-3474.
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Beshear backed
To The Editor:
In the May Democratic Primary
election, the voters of Calloway
County will have the opportunity to
send a native western Kentucky son
to Frankfort to fill the office of lieutenant governor. The candidate that I
am speaking of is our present attorney general,Steven Beshear.
Steve and I grew up and attended
school in DawsoaSprings, Kentucky.
Steve is the son of a BaptiSt minister
and was raised in a loving and caring
home. He is well aware of the needs
of rural Western Kentucky and has
served the voters in Kentucky with
three terms in the legislature and for
the past four years as attorney
general. Steve has all the qualities
that make him the best candidate for'
our lieutenant governor.
Sincerely,
Michael T. Ridley, WAD
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Lindsay Kay Lyles born

The Calloway County Chapter of the Full Gospel
Business Men's Fellowship International will meet
Saturday, April 9, at Trenholm's Restaurant, A buffet dinner will be available beginning at 6:30 p.m.
with no reservations needed for men and their
families. The Rev. D.L. Callahan, associate pastor
of Calvary Temple, will be speaker. A native of
Fresno, Calif., he and his wife, Brenda, have three
children, Darla, Crystal and Brandon.
Chapter officers include Tom Geerdes, Donnie
Peal, Gerald Turner, Gary Lamb, Tom Klatt, Rick
Clendenen and Kenny Jackson who invite all interested persons to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Lyles, Rt. 1, Benton, are the
parents of a daughter, Lindsay Kay, weighing eight
pounds two ounces, measuring 20 inches, born
Saturday, March 26, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs. Kathryn Lineberry,
Calvert City, and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Lyles,
Bresfers. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
George Boyd, Clifton, Tenn., Mrs. Ada Lyles, Lake
Haven Nursing Home, Benton, and Mrs. Pauline
Cox, Cedar Crest Nursing Home,Calvert City.

Recovery to meet Monday

The film, "All the President's Men," starring
Robert Redford and Dustin Hoffman, will be
presented Tuesday, April 12, at 7:30 p.m. in University Center Auditorium, Murray State University as
a part of the Pi Sigma Alpha Film Festival. Dr.
Winfield Rose, chairman of the Department of
Political Science and Legal Studies at MSU, will
give a film introduction. Admission is free and the
public is invited

Sigmas plan meeting
The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Monday, April 11, at 7:30 p.m. at the
club house. Rita Moody, Murray, chaplain at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, is scheduled to
speak about -Wellness." Chairman of the hostesses
will be Sue Spann.

Need Line will meet
The Murray-Calloway County Need Line Association, Inc., will meet Monday, April 11, at noon at
Pagliai's. Betty Boston, president, urged all board
members to attend to make plans for the next Council meeting scheduled for April 26 at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.

Jones
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Special film Tuesday

Gordon promoted
Mark A. Gordon, son of Gene H. Gordon of Rt. 8,
Benton and Betty J. Erickson, 510 Greenhill Dr.,
Benton, has been promoted to the rank of airman
first class in the U.S. Air Force. He is a security
specialist with the 2nd Communications Squadron
at Buckley Air National Guard Base, Colo. Gordon
is a 1981 graduate of Marshall County High School.

Hairdressers will meet
Murray Unit of National Hairdressers will meet
Tuesday, April 12, at 6:30 p.m. at the Boston Tea
Party. Plans for the upcoming fashion show will be
discussed and all members amd interested hairdressers are invited, according to Aleta Beane,
president of the unit.

School lunch menus for
the week of April 11 to 15
have been released by
Glenda Jeffrey and Joanna Adams, food serviee
directors for Murray City
and Calloway County
Schools respectively.
Menus, subject to occasional change due to
availability of food, are
as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Murray High
Monday — chicken pattie, fiestada; Tuesday —
fish and cheese sandwich,
bacon, lettuce and tomato
sandwich; Wednesday —
spaghetti and french
bread, chuckwagon;
Thursday — fried chicken
and rolls, sausage and
shells; Friday — sweetsour chicken, sloppy joe.
Pizza, hamburger,
cheeseburger, cold sandwich bar, potato bar,
salad bar, variety of
fruits and vegetables,
desserts, milk and
lemonade are available
daily.
Murray Middle
Monday — chicken pattie, hamburger, green
beans, rice, prunes,

pineapple; Tuesday —
pizza, chuckwagon, chef
salad, creamed potatoes,
buttered carrots,
assorted fruits; Wednesday — hamburger, pizzaghetti and bread, w.k.
corn, baked pears,
raisins, applesauce;
Thursday — chef salad,
taco and salad, hot dogs,
mexican beans, kraut,
assorted fruits; Friday —
hamburger, pizza,
macaroni and cheese,
buttered potatoes, ariplesauce, spiced prunes.
French fries, milk and
lemonade are available
daily.

and honey sandwich,
banana, celery sticks, ice
cream, milk.
Robertson
Monday — chicken patties, creamed potatoes,
buttered carrots, milk;
Tuesday — pizza, whole
kernel corn, baked pears,
milk; Wednesday —
spaghetti and french
bread, green peas, tossed
salad, milk; Thursday —
hamburger and dressings, round abouts, applesauce, milk; Friday —
sack lunch — peanut butter and honey sandwich,
banana, celery sticks,
milk,ice cream.

fruits, salads, french
fries, desserts and drinks
are available daily.
Calloway Middle
-Monde y—
cheeseburger or submarine sandwich; Tuesday — pizza or spaghetti;
Wednesday — corn dog or
Kentucky Hot Brown,
turkey„ ham, and bacon
with cheese sauce;
Thursday — batter fried
fish or hamburger; Friday — fiestada or fried
chicken. A variety of
vegetables, fruits, salads,
french fries, desserts and
drinks are available daily.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Carter
Monday — pizza or
Calloway High
Monday — batter fried
chuckwagon, applesauce,
green peas, milk; Tues- fish, pizza, grilled
day — chicken patties or cheese; Tuesday —
hot dogs, creamed spaghetti'', pizza, corn
potatoes, fruit salad, dog; Wednesday — sliced
milk; Wednesday — turkey and gravy,
spaghetti or fish and fiestada, hot ham and
cheese sandwich, green cheese; Thursday —
beans, slaw, milk; Thurs- country fried steak, pizday — hamburger and za, barbecue sandwich;
dressings or sloppy joe, Friday — fried chicken,
french fries, pineapple, pizza, taco salad.
milk; Friday — sack, Cheeseburgers and a
lunch — peanut butter variety of vegetables,

East, North
and Southwest
Monday — pizza or
cheeseburger; Tuesday
— fish sandwich or
Spaghetti; Wednesday —
corn dog or barbecue
chicken; Thursday —
hamburger or sliced
turkey and gravy; Friday
— chicken pattie sandwich or taco salad. A
variety of vegetables,
fruits, salads, french
fries, desserts and drinks
are available daily.
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Choir, singers to perform at Wrother Museum

The Murray State
University Choir and
Chamber Singers will
present a concert at 8
p.m. Monday, April 11, in
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. Bob Barker and actress the auditorium of the
(AP),— Larry Gatlin and"Joan Van Ark as hosts.
Wrather West Kentucky
the Gatlin Brothers Band
The Gatlin brothers Museum on the campus.
will perform at the May performed in more than
12 Miss USA pageant that 100 concerts during 1982
will be televised national- with singer Kenny
ly from Civic Auditorium. Rogers and have also apThe New York-based peared with Dolly Parbeauty contest will be ton.
staged for the first time
They are known for
in Knoxville, with their 1979 hit, All The
veteran game show host Gold In California."

Larry Gatlin, Brothers Bond
will perform at May pageant

Charles Carr, director
of choral activities, will
be the conductor for the
concert, which is open to
the public at no admission charge. It is his first
concert since he joined
the faculty at mid-year.

The 41-voice choir will
sing selections frcitn the
"L,ovesong Waltzes" of
Johannes Brahms and
"Hymn to St. Cecilia,
Opus 27" by Benjamin
Britten. The 16-member
Chamber Singers will be

TRFS

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing
118 South 12th St.

153-0035
YOUTH CHOIR — The Youth Choir of the First Baptist Church, Murray, will
present the musical, "Hello Paul," with Jeff Palmer, church youth director in
charge, on Sunday at the 8:15 p.m. service at Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Members are, from left, first row, Robert Lyons, Jeff Holland, second row,
Ashley Thurman, Greg Jones, third row, Art Bailey, Jeff Garrott, Loyren
American Horse, Gina Williams, Lisa Rezroat, back row, David Sykes, David
McDowell,Joetta Harlow,Nancy!Cramp,Ellen Hogancamp and Beth Boaz.

LYLE SWANN IS A
CHAMPION
OFF-ROAD RACER...
BUT TO THE PEOPLE
OF 1877, HE'S SOMETHING VERY, VERY
DIFFERENT.
Michael Nesmith presents

Bargain Matinees Sat. & Sun. 2:00
Cheri & Cine•All Seats SI.50

TIME
RIDER.
kormol

AMMO

i

INTRODUCING
McDONALD'S▪ NEW BUTTERMILK
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7:09,8:55
+2:00 .,Sun

MEL
GIBSON

Four students will be
featured in the "Hymn to
St. Cecilia, Opus 27."
They are James
Johnsonius, Paris, Tenn.,
junior, tenor; Nathan
Middleton, Paducah
senior, bass; Julie Pirtle,
Paducah junior, alto; and
Tern Taylor, Paducah
junior,soprano.
Carr, who is a candidate for the doctor of
music degree in choral
conducting at Indiana
University, is a former
assistant conductor of the
Cleveland Orchestra
Chorus. He earned the
B.A. degree at Dartmouth College and the
M.A. degree at Case
Western Reserve University.
His experience in conducting also includes
work with choruses at Indiana University and
Butler University and
with church choirs. He
also served several years
as chairman of a high
school music department.

7:10,9415
+ 2:00 Sat.,Sun

Like it's really. totally.
the most fun
a couple of bodies
can have.
You know?

Ns.

featured in "Dance of
Death" by Hugo Distler.
Faculty members to be
featured as soloists in the
selections by Brahrns
are: Dr. Irma Collins,
soprano, Henry Bannon,
tenor; and Dr. Carl
Rogers, baritone. Laura
Mobley Thompson,
mezzo-soprano, will also
be featured as a soloist.
Dr. Judyth Lippman
and Dr. Stephen Brown of
the music faculty will be
pianists.
James I. Schempp • of
the Department 9f
Speech and 'iheatre is
cast in the role of Death
and Philip Sample will be
the flutist in the piece by
the Chamber Singers.

Artcraft Photography

Ornamental Trees 3-5 ft.

ELEGANT
FRENCH
WALLPAPER
IN STOCK
ALLPAPER
ALLPAPER
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5 Academy Award Nominations
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TOM SELLECK
BESS ARMSTRONG
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There ore snli some
things we hove
yet to Imagine

Late Show Tonite & Sot.

SOPHIE'S
CHOICE
,
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1130 p. m.—All Seats $3.00
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Big breakfast
sandwiches.

Two delicious new McDonald's breakfasts—a big big
sausage biscuit, and a big big sausage biscuit with egg.
Both made from good, rich buttermilk and filled with
lean. sizzllna of:minim tat t_uige. And one's .^."feri fixed with
a whole fresh Grade-A Large egg I
Pull into McDonald's for your big big biscuit. If you
missed it this morning, don't miss it tomorrow!

"The Rocky Horror
Picture Show"(R)

E

a-.••••-•

*.

Menus for school lunchrooms for week listed

Fellowship Saturday

Recovery, Inc., will meet Monday, April 11, at
7:30 p.m. at Health Center, North Seventh and Olive
Streets. This is a therapy association for nervous
and former mental patients and is open to all interested persons. Only first names are used and
confidentiality is observed.
Leaders said the program is designed to help any
person with a problem of depression, emotional
stress, nervousness or any other needs. The Murray
group meets each Monday at the center.
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YOU CAN LOSE
17 TO 25
POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
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an overweight woman?
TURNED OFF
DEAR TURNED: Love can move mountains.
•••

By Abigail Van Buren

Son's 'Sleep-Over' Gives
Mother a Rude-Awakening
DEAR ABBY: I have a good-looking, intelligent, 18year-old son who recently graduated from high school. He
has been friends with a boy his age for about a year. (I'll
call the friend "Greg.") He has spent time at Greg's house
and has "slept over" occasionally, as most boys do. I
thought nothing of it, as my other three sons (all older)
had done the same. He would always tell me where he
would be, and when I called, he would always be there. I
could always depend on him to be truthful and reliable.
Recently I found out, and he admitted to it, that he was
having an affair with Greg's 41-year-old divorced mother!
I can't understand this arrangement. What could a jobless, I8-year-old boy have to offer a woman her age?
I am also 41 and am heartsick about this.
What advice can you give me? Should I jtuit sit back
and hope the whole mess blows over?
HEARTSICK
DEAR HEARTSICK: Your 18-year-old son is not
a "boy" — he is a man in the physical sense, and
what he has to offer this 41-year-old woman is
obvious. It is fortunate that you and your son can
talk candidly to each other because he needs to fully
imiderstand the pitfalls of engaging in such an affair. If your motherly advice fails, perhaps his three
older brothers can lay it out for him, man-to-man.

DEAR ABBY: I was married for a long time (35 years),
then my husband and I got a divorce. The decree was
granted, and my husband said he picked up his papers. I
never did pick up mine.
In the meantime, he passed away. Now when people
inquire as to whether lam a widow or a divorcee, I say I
am a widow because I never picked up the divorce papers.
Right?
MRS. E.
DEAR MRS. E.: Wrong. Whether one picks up the
papers or not has no bearing on the validity of a
divorce decree. What is, is. A divorcee you are, and
a widow you aren't.
•••

DEAR ABBY: Right on, gal! You told "M. in Ottawa,
Canada" that if her fiance would visit a family-type
nudist camp he would realize that it is a healthy family
experience. It's absolutely true! Once I was so inhibited
that. I dreaded dying because I knew the undertaker would
see me naked.
Finally I realized that this was just a painful hang-up,
so I decided to do something about it. I persuaded my wife
to visit a nudist camp with me. We gritted our teeth,
disrobed and pretended we were "old-timers."
On the second visit it was like the Garden of Eden.
"They were naked and they were not ashamed." (Genesis
2:25)
Today I Could go on national television nude and not
blink an eye, What a relief!
BEEN THERE
DEAR BEEN: You might not "blink," but a few
million viewers would.

•••

•* *

DEAR ABBY: When I married my wife, her body was
slim and attractive. Subsequently she began to gain
weight, and my desire for her began to diminish commeneurately.
I love my wife and have remained faithful to her. My
question is this: Can a man learn to enjoy making love to

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple, "do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038.

Community events
Friday,April 8
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Second evening of "A
Festival of American
Plays" will be at 8 p.m. in
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. For information call 762-6797.
Rat Olympics and
Psychology Fair will continue today at Murray
State University. For information call 753-0344.
Dance-A-Thon, sponsored by- Murray State
University Student
Government Association,
will start at 6 p.m. Proceeds from pledges and
donations will go to
benefit Muscular
Dystrophy Association.

Saturday, April 9
Saturday, April 9
Murray Squar-A- church with Mayfield
Naders will dance at 8 Presbyterian Church
p.m. at Woodmen of Women as guests.
World Hall.
Skating for Robertson
Alcoholics Anonymous and Carter Schools PTOs
and Alanon will meet at 8 has been changed t April
p.m. at western portion of 16.
Livestock and Exposition
Bedding plant sale-'by
Center.
Murray State University
Horticulture Club will be
Annual cleaning of from noon to 5 p.m. at
Long Creek Cemetery in University Farm
Land Between the Lakes Greenhouse.
will be this morning with
a potluck lunch at noon.
Fourth winter horse
show by New Providence
Captain Wendell Oury Riding Club will start at 6
Chapter of Daughters of p.m. at Livestock and ExAmerican Revolution will position Center.
meet at 1:30 p.m. in home
Calloway County
of Mrs. Carl Lockhart. •
Chapter of Full Gospel
Miss Murray State Business Men's
University Scholarship Fellowship International
Pageant will start at 7:30 will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
p . m . in Lovett Trenholm's Restaurant,
1206 Chestnut St.
Auditorium.

Churchwide Pie-AlaMode Fellowship will be
at 7 p.m. at First Baptist
Church.
Kids' Fun Day of First
Events at Murray Baptist Church will start
Moose Lodge 2011 include at 10 a.m.
games at 8 p.m. and
music by Johnny Glenn
Dance featuring Fourfrom 8 p.m. to midnight.
Fifths will be from 8 p.m.
to midnight at Murray
Moose Lodge 2011.

Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Bread Making at 10
a.m. at The Homeplace1850; Shallow Water
Crappie from 1 to 2 p.m.
and Night Visual at 7:30
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Solar
Greenhouse from 2 to 3
Third evening of "A p.m. at Empire Farm.
Festival of American
Plays" by Murray State
Annual Friends of
Theatre will start at 8 Freed-Hardeman dinner
p.m. at Robert E. and program will start at
Johnson Theatre. For in- 6:30 p.m. at Calloway
formation call 762-6797.
County High School
WASHINGTON(AP) —
cafeteria. Tickets at $8
Parents should guard
First Presbyterian for adults and $5 for
against their children Church Women will have students may be
obtained
swallowing the button- a luncheon at noon at the at the door.
size batteries that power
watches, calculators,
hearing aids, games and
other devices, warn the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission and the National Capital Poison
Center.
Although the vast majority -of these batteries
will pass through the
human system without
problem, occasional
severe complications and
even fatalities have been
reported, the CPSC said.
The batteries may
become lodged in the
esophagus or intestine,
slowly leaking chemicals
and causing an internal
burn.
To prevent accidental
battery ingestion, the
CPSC suggested keeping
batteries out of children's
Ca
si s
reach and discarding
them carefully; prohibiting children from
Offer good Fri., Sat. & Sun.
playing with button batteries; never putting button batteries in your
month for any reason,
and keeping hearing
aides out of the reach of
children.

Care urged
by parents
ofbatteries

.
AM.
KDAA AWARDS — Area dental assistants represented the Southwestern
District Dental Assistants Organization at Kentucky DAA annual session recently in Louisville. They are,from left, Brenda Spees C.D.A., Juanita Sells C.D.A.,
Karla Jones, Carlyn Ray C.D.A. and Barbara Smotherman C.D.A. Awards
received were first place, most cooperative organization; tied for first place,
scrapbook and program; honorable mention, poster contest and ways and
means award. Karla Jones received a correspondence scholarship. Only first
place and honorable mention awards were given.

Sunday,April 10
Mrs. Zilpah Dell Saxon
will be honored at an open
house in celebration of
her 90th birthday from 2
to 4:30 p.m. at her home
in Pryorsburg.

Monday,April 11
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.

Board of MurrayCalloway County Need
Events in Land Bet- Line Association, Inc.,
ween the Lakes Will in- will meet at noon at
clude Wildflowers and Pagliai's.
Warblers at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Murray Neighborhood
Center; Cosmos: The Girl Scout Core will meet
Voyage to the Stars at 1 at 9:30 a.m. at girl scout
p.m. at Golden Pond cabin,Sharpe Street.
Visitor Center; Solar
Greenhouse from 2 to 3
Sigma Department of
. p.m.at Empire Farm.
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Annual Missionary Day club house.
observance will be at 2:30
p.m. at Hazel A.M.E.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle
Church.
of First United Methodist
Church Women will meet
Monday,April 11
at 9:30 a.m. at the
Northside Baptist church.
Church Women will meet
at 7 p.m. with Judy Jones.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
Jackson Purchase 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acAudubon Society will tivities by senior citizens.
meet at 7 p.m. at Broadway United Methodist
Jared Carter, Indiana
Church,Paducah.
poet, will read from his
works at 7:30 p.m. in
Murray State Universi- University Center
ty Choir and Chamber Auditorium, Murray
Singers will present a State University. This is
concert at 8 p.m. in sponsored by Departauditorium of Wrather ment of English.
West Kentucky Museum.
Events in Land BetBoard of Murray- ween the Lakes will inCalloway Mental Health clude Morel Hunt from
and Mental Retardation 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. starting
will meet at 4 p.m. at at Woodlands Nature
center.704 Main St.
Center.

PRESCHOOL — Children of Murray Preschool Corporation listen to instructions from their teacher,Sara Hussung. Pictured,from left, Hilary Lyons,Courtney Lyons, Rachel Hutson,Stephanie Simmons,Tori Glover and Alyson McNutt.

Open house scheduled Tuesday
The Murray Preschool
Corporation will hold an
open house on, Tuesday,
April 12, for all interested
individuals. Parents
planning to enroll their
children in the 1983-84
school year are especially invited to attend.
The event will be from 7
to 8:30 p.m. in the
preschool classroom —
Room 1 of the Early
Childhood Center on the
Murray State University
campus.
The preschool Operates
the area's first
cooperative preschool.
Parents are instrumental
in all stages of the program, planning, administering, and
teaching.
Parents attending the
open house will meet the
teacher, Sara Hussung,
the president of the
organization, Jan Kind,
and the Board of Directors for 1983-84.
Also parents will hear a
short explanation of the
philosophy of early
childhood education
through the cooperation
of parent and teacher and
view a film taken at the
preschool which shows
children's activities on a
typical day.
"There will be ample
Wets

or

r

opportunity for
refreshments and informal conversation with
other parents," said
Katie Carpenter, publicity chairman.
Parents of children
already involved in the

IN BOX — Seth Allgood and Jared Plummer play
in one of the wooden box items at the Murray
Preschool Corporation.
••••=.1=111,•=1.1MIOMI4Mi,
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cJe;i Carpet etaniny
Drapery & Upholstery Cleaning
Chair Cleaned Free
With The Cleaning
Of A Couch

FREE

Offer Good Thre April 17th

GRAND RE-OPENING
at our beautiful new

location 512 Main St.
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE SUPPLIES

program are encouraged
to attend, Mrs. Carpenter
said.
,For more information
on the Murray Preschool
Corporation, contact
Debby McNutt, Membership Chairman,753-0788.

FREE ESTIMATES

753-5827

8X10 COLOR 8X10
PORTRAITS

We are proud
to announce

BIRTH
THRU
5 YRS.

that Pam Ruddle
has now joined

83'

Tina 81 Co. Beauty Salon

50st
HANDLING
CHARGE

Te.t71::***5

753-9847 P"eids"

• One special per family (Additional child
in family $3.95 each)
• Satisfaction Guaranteed
• All Groups $1.00
per person

• Over 5 yrs. $3.95 ea.
• Parent must pickup •
portraits
• No costumes or
uniforms

Chipper 2 for $3.99

Dates: April 11th & 12th
Days: Monday & Tuesday
Hours: 11 a.m. til S p.m.

SINGER
Eva Tanguay, a
famous 1920s nightclub
singer, made a fortune
singing "I Don't Care,"
and lost it all in the stock
market crash of 1929.
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Churches announce Sunday serv;ces
Westside Baptist
Sunday School with
Palmer, the Rev. G.T.
Moody, Kenneth Carson, The Rev. Don Farmer, Jimmy Vance as direcdeacon of the week, Dr. pastor, will speak at 10:50 tor, Max McGinnis as
Castle Parker and Bill a.m. and 7 p.m. services music director and Mary
Adams, Jr., will assist in at Westside Baptist Tutt as pianist will be at
Church. Gene Jones will 10 a.m.
services.
(Continued On Page?)
The ordinance of bap- serve as deacon of the
tism will be observed at week.
the morning service. Tommy Scott will
Gale Vinson will sing a direct the music with
solo and the Churgh Susie Scott as pianist and
Choir, directed by Wayne Patsy Neale as organist.
Cindy Wyatt and Pat
Halley, will sing "At the
Bailey will sing a duet at
Cross Medley."
Martha Moore will sing the morning service. At
a solo at the evening ser- the evening service Jeff
vice. The Men's Choir Gaines and Angela Roach
will sing "Down at the will sing a duet.
Cross." Accompanists Sunday School with
are Joan Bowker, Ronnie Walke? as direcFrances Drake
organist, and Allene tor will be at 10 a.m.
FOR SATURDAY,
Knight, pianist.
APRIL 9,1983
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. Calvin What kind of day will tomorHazel AME
The Hazel AME Church Wilkins will speak at 11 row be? To find out what the
will have its annual mis- a.m. service at Elm stars say, read the forecast
sionary day observance Grove Baptist Church. given for your birth sign.
at 2:30 p.m. with the Rev. Kerry Vasseur will direct
Elliott Joyner and his the music with Glenda
congregation of St. Rowlett and Paula Kin- ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19
James AME Church, solving as musicians.
Morning hours are your best
At
the
6:15
p.m.
service
Paducah, as guests. A
accomplistunent. Later,
for
social hour will follow the the Youth Choir of First
you're easily distracted or inBaptist
Church
with
Jeff
worship service.
Palmer as director will terrupted unexpectedly. Do
present the musical, what you can.
TAURUS
"Hello Paul."
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Sunday School with It's
a busy time for you
Jimmy Kelly as director socially, but watch a tendency
CAA officials at the will be at 10 a.m. and to overdo or to overspend.
authority's London head- Church Training with Don't mix friendship and
quarters, said Thursday Steve Jones as director business.
GEMINI
the $148.50 fare was "ful- will be at5:30 p.m.
(May 21 to June 20)
ly cost-related."
First Presbyterian
Rely on your own efforts for
The 3-year-old airline
The
Rev. H. William career progress now. Others
plans to start the fivetimes-a-week Boeing 747 Peterson, guest pastor, may not follow through on proservice between Newark will speak about "Life mises. Get necessary peace
and London's Gatwick Lived Together" with and quiet.
airport on May 20-provid- scripture from Psalm 145 CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) ISO
ed it gets the CAA's ap- and! Corinthians 12:12-31
at
10:45
a.m.
service
at .Travel leads to exciting new
proval. Pareti said it
friendships, but be careful of
First
Presbyterian
already has permission
health upsets in unfamiliar
from the U.S. Civil Chuch.
restaurants. Accent moderate
Mrs.
Alida
craves
will
Aeronautics Board, but
behavior.
British authority also is e worship leader. LEO
Special
music
will
be
by
required.
(July 23 to Aug.22)4124A
Trans World Airlines, the Church Choir with You'll make some financial
Amy
Jarman
as
director
meanwhile, said Thursgains now, but are all too likeday it is seeking CAA ap- and Cynthia Scribner as ly to fritter away money unnecessarily. Don't try too hard
proval for a 24-hour accompanist.
Church school will gtArt to impress others.
London-New York serVIRGO
vice at a round-trip fare at 9:30 a.m.
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
of $748.50 starting June 1.
Bethel and
Travel and going out with
This compares with a
Brooks Chapel
loved ones is preferable to
standard business class
4
The Rev. Dean home-based activities. A famiLondon-New York return
LEGAL NOTICE
fare of $1,314 and a day- Woodard will speak at ly member's behavior is erKentucky Department of Transportation
raticR.A
u:ili
3Otedam
.m
eth
. odais
t t ch
Beur
theehl LiB
return fare on a Britisii 9
In accordance with KFtS 176.051, Ken-mnfl
Airways
tucky's noxious weed law, the Department
supersonic Conand at 11 a.m. at Brooks (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
corde of $3,544.50.
of Transportation will destroy weeds on
After some <initial gains at
Laker launched his no- Chapel United Methodist
state-owned right of way at the request of
you may become slopwork,
Church.
His
will
subject
frills Skytrain service in
the adjoining property owner.
sure to follow through
n
—v
Be
1977 with a London-New be "Commissioned For on• promising beginnings.
The noxious weeds named in the law are
Service"
with
scripture
York single fare of 59
Johnson grass, giant foxtail, Canada
Don't abuse health.
pounds, then worth $100. from Galatians 1:1-12.
thistles, nodding thistles, and multiflora
At
the
6
p.m.
service at SCORPIO.23to Nov. 21) 111,0etr'
The slash in transrose.
Atlantic fares delighted Bethel, Rev. Woodard
Persons who own property adjacent to
will speak about
lov
ulti
edcaon
shroouvIed
tioens
. YouimP
state right of way and who are involved in
travelers but sparked a
itdiain
g
expe
etohnilngovem
cn
o ethe
sormD
d
tog
savage price war among, Ttirough Our Faith We do
eradication efforts on their property can
airlines flying the route. Become Sons of God"
submit a written application to the highway
Laker Airways went with scripture from Gala- seeking pleasure.
district office in their area. Applications and
addresses of each district office will be
bust in February 1982 ow- tians 3:26-29, 4:1-11. The SAGITTARIUS
t•ri"
located at state highway maintenance
ing $483 million, and fares Bethel Administrative (Nov.22 to Dec.21) 3(
Board
will
meet
through
promise
following
Follow
on
a
garages.
have risen steeply since
the worship service.
made to a loved one. Do-itthe Skytrain's demise.
yourself projects are favored.
Scotts Grove Baptist You'll work overtime.
The Scotts Grove Bap. CAPRICORN
tint Church will observe (Dec. V to Jan. 19) 140
he ordinance of The This is an excellent time for
rd's Supper at the 11 creative activity, travel and
.m. .service with the romance. Afternoon, though,
\ pastor, the Rev. Wayne rn y. bring some rungs or
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
1 Carter, as speaker. He misinformation.
also will have a children's A UARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
sermon.
t
.,
Deacons
assisting
will
hoTh
mee In
fom
oneis
yhiyuou
gs :
spi hdwrii
(Except Malays)
arodu,
socializingHowever, when
spent.
man,
erry
V
Vogel Outland,
after dark you'll
Donald Crawford, Dwain tend to go overboard.
' McClard, Carl Hoke, piscEs
Rudy Barnett, Terry (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XQ
'
Lawrence and Tom Act in your own behalf.
Crider.
You'll make a good impresOwners Louie and Sue Williams
At
the
6
Some business proposip.m.
sion.
service
Located approximately
na, the pastor will begin a lions being voiced are imprac15 miles south of Murray.
Off Hwy. 121 South
436-54= 1series of sermons from bail. Use discretion.
YOU BORN TODAY lean to
the book of Romans.
Donald Crawford will public service and are often
direct the music with Pol- found in law, politics and
ly McGinnis as organist government. You are both
and Beverly Carter as creative and practical, but at
times have difficulty reconcilpianist.
ing these qualities. Often
'Hillbilly 'Barn
•........, o., no ..... o.o... h.,o,.... ord..% you're found in businesses
r
Or
Wet
to the arts. You like
allied
408 N. 12th Street%
753-8214
GRAND RE-OPENING travel and international afat our beavtifill now fairs. Once you develop selflocation 512 Maki St. discipline, you'll go far in the
field of your choice. It is also
TWIN LAKES
Special On Crisp Red Delicious Apples
important that you like your
OFFICE SUPPLI
work.
$/75

Various-churches in the
city and county have announced services and
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. meetings for Sunday,
April 10, as follows:
DEAR DR LAMB -- years before causing the
erwise improve a heart
patient's condition. Of Recently I had an X-ray to problem. The disease cauees
West Murray
course, many people with determine the cause of a dissolving and rebuilding
Worship
services will
nagging
pain
in
the
hip
joint.
bone which causes characheart disease do imorove
be at 10:50 a.m. and 6
with or without any specific The X-ray showed a thicken- teristic X-ray findings.
ing of the bone which may
Medicines.
Many patients with p.m. at West Murray
There is still.inuch to be be the beginning of Paget's Paget's disease have no Church of Christ, Doran
learned about the use of disease. The doctor said lit- symptoms and never require Road and Holiday Drive.
vitamin E and there are evi- tle is known about the cause treatment. Without an X-ray James E. Cooper is the
dently some real dangers in or treatment. I'm 73 years they would never have been evangelist.
using it in large amounts for old. Is diet a factor? What noted. In other instances,
a long time. I have reviewed about exercise? Any infor- pain brings the patient to the Bible study will be at 10
these points of contention in mation would be appreciat- doctor as in your case. Frac- a.m. on Sunday and at
7:30 p.m. on Wednesday.
The Health Letter SR-11, ed
tures may occur.
Current Status of Vitamin E, DEAR READER - While
No, the diet has no role in
which I am sending you. Oth- tlie cause of Paget's disease causing or treating the
First Baptist
ers who want this issue can of bone is not known, iisease. Neither does Dr. Gary Cook will be
send 75 cents with a long, surprisingly, recent studies exercise but bed rest or guest speaker at 10:45
stamped. self-addressed have suggested that it may inactivity speeds up loss of a.m. and 6 p.m. services
envelope for it to me. in care be caused by a virus_ Epide- bone. Calcimar (a synthetic
of this newspaper, P.O. Box mologic studies suggest an calcitonin) and disphospho- at First Baptist Church.
1551, Radio City Station, infectious agent that has nates such as Didronel are He is director of Church
and Staff Support Diviremained quiescent -Tor used in treatment.
New Vnrk NV 10014
sion of the Baptist Sunday
School Board, Nashville,_
Tenn.
The speaker served as
BOSTON
married in 1964 and pastor of Trinity Baptist
API — Burton,shouted,"Yes!
Church, Oklahoma City,
Elizabeth Taylor and
Miss Taylor made a divorced 10 years later.
Richard Burton-drew a voluptuous entrance in a They remarried in 1975 Okla., for 15 years prior
packed house for their flowing negligee, and and divorced Again the to moving to Nashville in
1981.
first joint appearance on took full advantage of next year.
Dr. Marvin Mills, Jeff
stage in 17 years, in the such delicious lines —
Tony Award-winner
Noel Coward play, considering her seven John Cullum, who last
"Private Lives."
marriages — as, "Mar- was on Broadway in
The twice-married, riage scares me,really." "Deathtrap," plays Miss
twice-divorced couple
The audience respond- Taylor's new husband.
LONDON (AP) — A
portray a divorced couple ed enthusiastically to the Kathryn Walker, who
in Coward's 1930 comedy, couple's passionate reu- was in 'the movie year after Sir Freddie
performed at the nion on stage and their "Neighbors," is cast as Laker's pioneering cutrate Skytrain service
Schubert Theater before ensuing spats — perform- Burton's new spouse.
went bust, a new air fare
a packed house of 1,688 ed with much slapping,
war threatens to break
people Thursday night.
spanking and smashing
out over the Atlantic.
Miss Taylor played of glass.
Britain's Civil Aviation
Amanda Prynne, and
Burton, 58, and Miss
FRANKFORT, Ky. Authority (CAA) opens
Burton played her former Taylor, 51, had last ap(AP)— Former state hearings today into an aphusband, Elyot Chase. In peared together on stage
Supreme Court Justice plication by the U.S.
the play, they meet on ad- in 1966 when they perJohn J. O'Hara of Cov- airline People Express'to
joining balconies of a formed in "Doctor
ington has been named to.start a service between
hotel in the south of Fiustus" at Oxford
the Kentucky Board of Newark, N.J., and LonFrance, where both are University.
Tax Appeals by Gov. don with a one-way fare
honeymooning with their
"I kind of got the im- John Y. Brown
Jr.
of just $148.50.
new spouses.
pression they'll always be
O'Hara replaces
This is $114 less than
Tanned in a three-piece lovers," said Elaine AnFrankfort attorney Ed- ,,the present standby onegray suit, Burton entered lonucci of Revere after
ward Prichard Jr., who way fare charged by
to cheers and applause in the show.
has resigned as a other airlines and $178.50
the first act. When a
"It wasn't that great, member of the
board and less than the present
character inquired, but the purpose was to'
as its chairman.
economy class one-way
"Isn't it. lovely?" about see them together," said
Brown designated fare.
the view from their hotel, Angie Gonzales of
board member Garland
Harold Pareti, head of
the voice of a woman in Boston. "It was a big
Howard of Owensboro to operations of People Exthe audience, obviously event."
serve as chairman.
press who is meeting
delighted with her view of
Miss Taylor and Burton

Vitamins for the heart

:1••

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
a 69-year-old male in good
health except for atrial
fibrillation. On my annual
• physical the electrocardiogram showed a bundle
branch block 4or the first
time. I have been taking one
and a half I.,anoxin tablets
daily for the past 16 months.
Did the Lanoxin cause the
bundle branch block?
Also I read a book on vitamin E for hearts. Do you
think that vitamin E would
be beneficial for my heart"
I'm 5-feet-9 and weigh 176
pounds.
DEAR READER — In
your age group the most
likely cause of your atrial
fibrillation is fatty-cholesterol blockage of the arteries to your heart. That does
not mean complete blockage
but some changes, enough to
irritate the heart and cause
fibrillation. There are other
causes of atrial fibrillation
which- your doctor • has probably ruled out.
And the most likely cause
for a bundle branch block
developing in your age
group is also coronary
artery disease. Your doctor
may be giving you Lanoxin
to increase the strength of
the heart contractions to
improve its function or he
may be giving it to control
your heart rate in the presence of atrial fibrillation.
While vitamin E has some
very good uses, such as in
controlling leg cramps in
some people and in
newbolms, there is no reliable evidence that it is beneficial in either preventing or
treating heart disease, notwithstanding the comments
in the book you read.
Whe use of vitamin E in
treating heart disease has
been investigated by many
different medical university
research groups and has
never been found to
decrease heart pain or oth-

GET TWO
TILLERS
FOR'THE
PRIM
OFONE

•

The SNAPPER revolutionary rear tine tiller. Its the one tiller
that does the lob of*
two Because its a
simple matter to convert from fonorard to
reverse tine rotation
tilling, its like getting
two tillers for the price
of one
Gardening is made
easy with this SNAPPER tiller It even
breaks new ground
with ease
So before you buy
any other, you really
owe it to yourself to
put our rear tine tiller
to the test Drop
your SNAPPER 2aler today

Airline seeks permission

O'Hara named

•

RENT TO OWN
AMERICA'S LARGEST RENT-TO-OWN SYSTEM

TELEVISIONS & APPUANCES
NO
LONGTERM
OBUGATION

ypress Springs Restaurant

RENT BY PHONE:

For Your Dining Pleasure

RCA — Whirl ool — %nevi — Pioneer

•

=AA

Now Open Every Day

SEE YOUR YELLOW PAGES
FOR THE SNAPPER
DEALER NEAREST YOU
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Taylor, Burton appear together
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RENTAL SALES

Your Individual
Horoscope

Specializing In:
Fresh Ky. Lake Caffish Fillets
And Broasted Chicken

TV•Video•Audio•Appliances
204 S. 4th Wormy 2647 11.C. Mathis
Drise Peeing AAA
759-44117
'
4"
.
MEOWED

TM

moto.01341101.01.• 04411D 441)

Ron L
Joyce's

I

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
SUNDAY SPECIAL

8 oz. Chopped Steak-N-Stuff

.1

39

:11 Ct.$1 191
/
2 O.

359

Apple Cider $2.00 ..i.

ur Steaks Are Broiled Not Fried
Includes:
• ice of Pot o

se% xis ciodsc

RP

f

5

91

Li

Pk.

Bananas 40' b.

Texas Oranges
Lemons 10' ea.
10' oo. 12 for
or 99' doz.
$1.15, 2 fir $1 39 Tort Wineslp $3.99
Wiles Del. Apple$
Apples 45' lb• pk.
45'Iir. 53.1
,
Pk-

Free to kids

roll and All ou can eat SOUP &

7534440

AD.

Rt

WEEKEND SPECIAL

8 oz. Chopped Steak N' Mushrooms

Fix Your Own Real Dairy Cone 10

A t iti

64

SALAD BAR

Red Rome Apples
45.16.53.99 pi.
I
Jj
so

Celery 35'
Stalk 36 Ct.
Colby Leephera
Cheese $2.1$ lls.

4 Lb. Carrots
9i.:-.
Popcorn
50' b.
Baby Swiss
Cheese $3.50 lb.

Nbkery SitOk011 Sharp ChorMor Cheese U.75 •,

SPRING REVIVAL
Salem Baptist Church
Lynn Grove, Ky.

April 11 through 15
Evangelist Rev.
Ricky Cunningham%
Pastor,
I Owea's Chapel Baptist Chards

Evening Services 7 P.M.
Music, Church Choir-Bobby Fain, Director
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church directory...
Continued from Page 6

James T. Garland, will Gene Orr Miller will
speak at the 11 a.m. and 6 direct the music with
Hazel Baptist
p.m. services at Hazel Gwyn Key as organist
The pastor, the Rev. Baptist Church.
and Oneida White as
pianist. The Church Choir
will sing "Holly, Holy,
Kelly's Termite &
Holy" at the morning service.
Pest Control
Sunday School with
100 S.
We Use Plastic and Wood
Don Bailey as director
13th St Treatment For Mold Fungus 753-3914
will be at 9:45 a.m. and
ChLrch Training with Pat
North 12th Street Hutson as director will be
Hotels
at 5 p.m.

Jack Rose, Jerry Humphreys, Danny Cleaver,
Robert Johnson, James
Thurmond, Stafford
Curd, Ron McNutt, Boby
Fike, Jr., George Patterson, Jim Wilson, Barry
Canter, Charles T.
Grogan, Sam Parker,
Kenneth Grogan, Paul
Ragsdale, B. Steve Simmons and Joe Garland.
Bible classes will be at
9:45 a.m.

Latter-day Saink___
Speakers for the SacraBreakfast Served ment meeting at 11:50
h
7 a.m.
a.m. a.m. at The Church of
Immossinspairimmsw Jesus
Christ of LatterDay Saints will be the
seminary students of the
Murray Branch.
Sunday School at 11
a.m. will feature a discussion of "The Parables of
Jesus Christ" from Matthew 13. A Sunday School
class for visitors also will
mom;Your UNIROYAL Tire Dealer
be at 11 a.m.

Memorial Baptist
Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor, will speak at 10:50
a.m. and 7 p.m. services
at Memorial Baptist
Church. Ralph Bogard,
deacon of the week, and
Brad Powell will assist.
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Milton
Gresham, will sing
"Almighty. God of Our
Fathers" at the morning
service. Margaret and
Michael Wilkins will be
accompanists.
At the evening service
the Youth Choir will present special music.
Church Teaching will
be at 9:40 a.m. and
Church Training at6 p.m.

Sun. Thurs.
7 a.m. -11 p.m.
Fri. a Sat.
7 a.m. -Midnight

Attend Church
Regularly

And On The Sabbath
Day He Rested

rst

Carroll Tire Service

st

11
/
2 Blocks East of So. 12th
1105 Pogue
753-1489

n-'

Kentucky Fria Chau
"It's Finger Darin' Good"
Try Oar Delicious Beef and Hem Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th
Coll in Orders 753-7101

ou
cy
id.
rid

Let Us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres

Af

or
!FS
roce

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

ew
of
iar

12th & Main-Murray, Ky.

Attend The Church Of Your Choice

ite

:Rolland

DA-44-4t
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
15% Discount Cash IL Corry
on Prescriptions
109 So. 4th St.
753-1462

keunird

LOVE THY NEIGHBOR
MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS

at
0Pigh
gs.

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North
- 753-2654
immmunir

*PIZZA HUiPiL
ittw,
.PizzasPeste•Sondwiches

rove
uld
lrig
in

12th & Chestnut, 759-4646

Mar-Lane Ceramics
C tomTeacher
& Gift Shop Certified
Orders

ed.

Hours: Twos. & Thurs. 9:30 o.m. to 4 p.m.

& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Rt. 1, Murray

for
ind
gh,
or

on
rell
len
u'll

MU'.

'

Wild. & Fri. 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

*Supplies

753-2540

Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
We install auto glass"
Auto Paint Material
• 512 S. 12th

•
•
•

8
4
4

753-4563

--

Buck's Body Shop
Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

753-5142
Alm

Elf.

Murray Electric System

ac-

401 Olive - 753-5312

to
ten
Ind
oth
• at
cilten
sea
ike
alelfthe
11.30
DIJE

Compliments of

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

PURINA]
CHOWS

"Complete Milling Facilities"
Industrial Rd..•••753-5378

Seventh& Poplar
Floyd Dethrow will be
the speaker at the 8:30
and 10:40 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Jerry Bolls will direct
the song service
Assisting will be Ray
Karraker, Richard Duke,

BAPTIST

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
600p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Morning Worship
11:01/a.m.
Evening Worship
7,01 p.m.
CHEST'NUTSTREET GENERAL
Sunday School
1010a.nt
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11.00a.m.
Evening Services
600 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9,45
Morning Services
11:00
Evening Services
COO
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wedneolay Serc
6,30p.m.
Sunday School
10,00a.m.
Worship Service
11,03 a.m.
Sunday Nile
6:00p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11,00a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesdsy &Nicolas
7:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00
Evening Worship
1145p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11,06a.m.
Evening Worship
6,00p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6'03p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11.00a
Evening Warship
C45 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9,45a.m
Morning Worship
10452.m.
Singing, Eve. Nor.
6:00p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9,45 a.m.
Mom% Worship
11:00a.m.
Church Training
5:00p.m.
Evening Worship
601p.m.
Wednesday Evening
710p.m.

SALEM BAPTIST
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:12 p.m_
Evening Worship
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11,0a.m.
Evening Worship
7:N p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Moming Worship
11002.m.
Evening Worsdp
7:111 pm.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
44:a.m.
Morning Worship
.
A.M.
Training Union
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship
7.311 p.m.
Wed. Worship
730p.m.
ST.JOHN BAPTIST
•
CHURCH
Morning Worship
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
II:00 a.m.
Evening Nankin
6:46
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10.50a.m_
Evening Westin
6:00 p.m
Wed. Evening Ser.
7:11 p.m
PLAIN GOSPEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
MISSION
Snochiy Schad
111:N
Service
11:00
Evening
6•16
Wednesday
7:•

Ward-Elkins

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services
10:6 a.m.
&10p.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10.3$a.m.
Bible School
9:31 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO
Bible Study
10:10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:01a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
COIDWATER
Morning Worship
NM a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
111:0 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:10a.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
01:11a.m
Morning Serrice
10:45 cm.
6:00p.m.
Wed. Worship .
7:31p.m
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
111:011
A.M. Worship
16:51
P.M. Worship
6:0
Mld-Week
7,0
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sundsy School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11.56cm.
EverMig Worship
7:00 p.m
1Sunday & Wednesdaysl
NEW CONCORD
Wining Service
10:30 a.m.
Evening WorsNp
CO p.m
NEW PROVWENcE
Morning Worship
11:00am.
Evening Worship 6:30p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
11,03 a.m.
Evening Worship
1:00p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
11:6 a.m.
Evening Worship
Celp.m
SEVENTH & POPLAR
Worship Semler
ISa.m.
Bible Study
1145a.m.
Worship Service
10:10a.m.
Evening Worship
611p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
winter
7:011 p.m.sunnier
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
11:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship ,
11,31a.m.
Evening Worship
11:11p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.

COMPLIMENTS OF

Belcher
Oil Co.

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple
Phne 753-1713

,•••

First Methodist
Dr. Walter E. Mischke,
Jr., minister, will speak
about "Wanderers From
God" with scripture from
Genesis 4:8-16 at the 8:30
and 10:50 a.m. services at
First United Methodist
Church.
At the early service the
Chapel Choir, directed by
Lathe Clark, will sing
"Everywhere I Go."
The Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan
with Bea Farrell as
organist, will sing the anthem, "If With All Your
Hearts."
Church School will be
at 9:45 a.m., STEP Class
Grace Baptist
at 4 p.m., Covernant
The Rev. R J Burpoe,
Prayer Groups at 5:30
pastor, will speak at 10:50
-p.m. and UMYF Proa.m. service at Grace
gram at6:30 p.m.

BAPTIST

HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
11,002.m.
Evening Service
5:30 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00
7 31 a:m:
pm
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10,11 a.m.
Preaching
LIM & 11:00
710c
pm
m.
Wednesiay night
Locusr GROVE
Maiming Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
700p.m
- LONE OAK
1st sande, PRIMITIVE
1:111p.m.
3rd Sunday
201p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10,50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
MOUNT HOREB
'FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday Scheel
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:111a.m.
NEW MT.CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11:00a.m
Evening Wreship
7:61 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Smiday School
10.111am.
Preaching Serv.
11:10 am.
Nightly Service
6:00p.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship
11:02.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:1111a.m.
Sunday Evening
616p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
6:31 p.m.

len1110111111111MINIIMIIII

FLIPPEN'S
HILLBILLY BARN

Baptist Church. • Leland Peeler will
direct the Church Choir
as members sing "This Is
Just What Heaven Means
To Me" with Dwane
Jones as organist and
Anita Smith as pianist.
At 6 p.m. revival services will open with the
Rev. Heyward Roberts as
speaker.
Sunday School with
Dan Billington as
superintendent will be at
9:45 alio.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bilge Stady
10,00a.m.
Morning Worship
11:1111a.m,
Wed. Eve, Bible Study
710p.m.
EtETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9,30 a.m.
Sunday School
10,30a.m.
hid 11 4th Sun. Night
603 p.m_
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
1st &*Sun.?Fisk
7:00 p.m.
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st & Ind
Sunday, HIM a.m. 3rd & 4th, Sunday
School 11:10 a.m. 16 & hid Sunday,
11,00cm.3rd Ii 40Sunday.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9:45
Sunday School
10:45
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.,6:10 pin.
FIRST METHODIST
Wiretap :
OM& 10:50a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
WorshipService
11:11114.m.
Smitly School
11:00a.m.
=HEN METHODIST
Church School
11:0 a.m.
Worship SerVice
11:00a.m.
Evened Ser. Wor.
1:311 p.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Warn*
. HIM a.m
Sioth0Schcol
11:00a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
SuNdsy School
11:01 a.m
Morning Warship
11,1111a.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED
1=07School
10:0a.m
Manning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worsdp
7:00 p.m.
LYNN GROVE
WonthipService
9:45 a.m.
ChordiSchool
10:45 a.m.
MARTINSCHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
11:30a.m.
Saw*Sdiool
le:dla.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
111:01a.m.
Sunday Sdiool
11,01a.m.
MT.CARMEL
Worship Service 10:01 cm. 2nd Sunday: 11:00 am. 4th Sunday, Sunday
School 10:01 am- LC 3rd - 4th Sunday:
11 a.m.Ind Sunday.
WT. HEBRON
Worship Service 111:01 a.m. lat Sunday
11:11 3rd Sunday: Sunday School
11,0 a.m. 1st Seedily - 10:00 am.,
Ind,3rd 44th Sunday.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
HIM a.m.
Worship
11:00a.m.
RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:N a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
1:0cm
Morning Worship
111:0 a.m.
Evening
6:00p.m.
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
111:116a.m.
Morning Worship
11:0112.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
11:01 a.m
Undo School
11:00a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a .111:
MOrftifig Service
112.m.
Pastor William J. Pratt

NAZARENE

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
11,002.m.
Morning Worship
11:00aln
Sunday School
6:00p.m.
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
9:45a.m.
Sendey School
16,6a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Naimoli',Warship

FLAY-0-RICH
ALL JERSEY
QUALITY DAIWT?ODOM
Mom,Ky.

It. 2
Murray

OZARK LOG HOMES
St STOVE SHOPPE
. VISIT OUR MODEL HOME NEXT TO M.S.U.
MURRAY
753-6774
HWY 121 BYPASS
ler
4111111eller
••••

•••• ire •-•

•••

•

•

•

•

*".

•IP

ft. •41•• 41111 411,

753-0202

TUCKER'S 753-6593
AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO
MACHINE SHOP a PARTS

.411P •••10"or'

•-

PRINTING

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

East Main Street

Sinking Spring
The Rev. Eddie Young,
pastor, will speak at services at Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
His 11 a.m. subject will
be "Quality Control" with 1Lynn
scripture from James
4:13-17 and his 7 p.m. subject will be "Holding I
Hands With the Angels"

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School
9:31 a.m.
Worship Serrice
10:45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10,10a.m.
Worship Service
11:00a.m.•
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
1100a.m
Evening Worship
700p.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sandsy School
9:45 a.m.
Windup Service
11 MIcm.
OAK GROVE
,Sunday School
IC*a.m.
WondlipServ.
II a.m.,7 p.m.

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11,00a.m.
Evening Worship
630p.m.
Wed.Service
7 30 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
nes Coldwater Rd.
Sun.Set.
041 a.m.,7.00 p.m.
Tues. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
10.01 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:038.m.
Sunday Evening
7,00p.m.
Thurs. Mite
7011p.m
BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:008.m.
Worship Service
1-1:Mcm.
Evening Worship
76p.m.
THE CHURCH OF'JESUS
CHRIST-Alroo Heights
Sunday School
10.00a
Worship Service
11 a.m,7 p.m
UNITED,NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Serv
11 a.m.,6 p.m.

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Murray Middle
School Cafeteria
Sunday School
9,30
Morning Worship
10 30
NORTHSIDE
INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road,Dexter
Sunday School
10002.m.
Worship
11:00 um
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
100h at Calloway
10.01 a m
Church School
11:10a.m.
Worship
6:30p.m.
Swam Evening

HONOR THY FATHER
AND THY MOTHER

Byron's Discount Pharmacy
Everyday Low Price Prescription Service

isy lickairee, Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza

701 Main — 753-5273

Vaughn's Plumbing
Jimmy lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th
753-6168
MURRAY
Enjoy Our Dining Facilities
Sunday Buffet
753-5986
Served 11:30 a.m. -2:30 p.m.
Compliments Of

Taylor Seed Co.
Lynn Grove Rood
'
,MUM

Groceries & Gasoline

SPAGHETTI FACTORY

'.'You Will Find Anything You Need"
Spaghetti• Pizza• Hamburgers
Gyros Sandwiches• Fish Sandwiches
Chicken Strips & A Lot Of Other Things
753-0003

Purchase
Equipment Co., Inc.
Charles Roberts, James Rickman
Chapman
753-2215

Wary. 94 East & Don

Western Sizzlin
Steak House®
Now Serving Steak, T. Bone
Prime Rib & Seafood
12th Street

759-95

753-8971

AMP
Shat*

753-0182

Storey's
Food Giant
Bel Air Shopping Center

•

Joe Todd
Motor SalPe
489-2199

Wheel Alignment
753-6779

Al

"Serving You Since 1897"
Blue Grass — Hardware
Case &Buck Knives

Soon* 12th Street
Seerthekki Center

Hooks
408 N. 4ti

489-2533

Beale Hardware

WaR & Floorteveriag
Seethside Shopping Center
753-3321

wit

6 Days A Week 6-7

Hwy. 121

TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORATING CENTER

Bringing Our Third Year Of Airline
Service To Murray & Calloway County

753-5742

County Line Grocery

530 S. 160 St.

•

753-2380

Parker
. Ford Inc.

OTHERS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATER DAY SAINTS
11'N a.m.
Sunday School
Sacrsment Meet
11.50a,m.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave.& 17th St. Murray
Sunday
11 10 a.m
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
7 30 p.m
Ind Wed.
12-3
RR Ind Wed
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School&
9 15 a.m
Bible Class
10 30 a m
Worship
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watritower
10.30a.m
r9 30 a.m
Bible Lecture
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sit. 9'15 a.m
Worship
Sat. 11 Na.m
ST.JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Communion
0:00a.m
Sunday School
9-15a.m
Holy Ccomuirsion
10.30a.m
Sr LEO CATHOUC
CHURCH
Sunday Mimes 600 p.m. sgisessy
00 2 Sunday
11 00 m Sunday

753-3540

Lynn drove
Feed & Seed
Grove
435-4415
Co.

PENTECOSTAL

AMIN.

4111111e91111911MIMIMIIIIMIP

Phone 753-5012

Victor's Restaurant

S UT
CO PERATIR
cmyythy SERVICE

CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S
PNIUIPS 66 PtODUCTS
NO.4th Street Phone 753-1921

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

I've Got The Shield

METHODIST

Hendon's Service Station

OPEN ALL YEAR
FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES

with scripture from Acts tor will be at 10 a.m. an&
First Christian
12:1-11.
Church Training with
Dr. David C. Roos, Sunday School with Sonny Lockhart
as direcpastor, will speak about Mark Paschall as direc,tor will be at6
p.m.
"Back To Bible Basics"
with scripture from Acts
Ileell11111M111.
17:10-15 at the 10:45 a.m.
service at First Christian
%Mem Immweisco
Dan McNutt
For Your
Church (Disciples of
SHIELD
Of
Christ). Margaret Boone
753-0445
Life•Hea
lth•Home
WHITER
will direct the music with
522 W. Main
law Car•Business•Fann
Maxine Clark as
organist.
Assisting will be Bob
Anderson, Steve Shaw,
West Ky.'s Sandwich Specialist
Dave Eldredge, John
WE DELIVER
Pasco, Sr., Don McCord,
CARRY-OUT SERVICE OR DINING ROOM
Ron Cella, M.C. Ellis,
1301 W. Main — 753-7745
Mack Hayes, Mike
Holton, Bob Washam,
Johnny Williams, Ola
Bailey, Mary Parks,
Diana and Mark UnderWinchester Services
wood and Jewel Jones.
Murray,
Ky.
753-5397
Sunday School will be
at 9:45 a.m., Bethel Bible
Class and Softball Team
meeting, both at 2 p.m.,
Elders meeting at 6:30
p.m. and Church Board
Building Blocks & Reedy Mix Concrete
meeting at 7 p.m.

Joe Todd & terry Wok
507 S. 12th

753-2114
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Beamer looking at players first, team concept second
In a candid statement, Murray State football
coach Frank Beamer admitted his team is not a
good one right now.
But in an equally earnest tone, the third-year
Racer boss will tell you, "We're certainly working
hard to get there."
Beamer's observations came is week in a progress report of his team's first five days of spring
practice.
We have a lot further to go with the people we
.have to become a good football team," he says. But
his tone is optimistic, which leaves anyone with
doubts in a more positive frame of mind.
Beamer's job isn't an easy one this year. Trying
to replac8 key positions with inexperienced players
will be his order of the season. But he's determined,
along with the Racer staff and, of course, the
players themselves.
We don't have the experienced people on both
sides of the ball like we had last year at this time.
But I'll tell you one thing," Beamer said Thursday,
"I've been impressed with our first five practices
and the way people are giving good efforts. They're

e
is

really trying and several people are looking good
right now."
The Racers have been battling bad weather all
spring, including the opening scrimmage last
Saturday which was postponed until Monday. Then,
Saturday's intersquad workout may be postponed
until Sunday or later next week because of bad
weather and a women's track meet which is
scheduled to begin at-8 Saturday morning at Roy
Stewart Stadium.

ioio
ivso
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Fishing Contests

4 Monthly Contest &
so
to
A Grand Prize Contest.
to
to April 1 -April 30th, May 1 -May 31, June 1 -June 30th, Je- . . :.
to

ol
to

,i, ..
114 ly 1 -July 31. Prizes will be awarded mon* for men* -4'
11. winners & will be published on the fins & feathers pew
•4
1to
0 The
Grand Prize will be awarded for Biggest Bass, Crap../ 1,-,
•_in pie, Bluegill, Smarr g Catfish. 1 entry per person per day
.,,_
1° per category. Fish must be caught on Rod & Reel or Pole &
in
to weighed in at Sports Specialists. Guides & Commercial
In Fishemen ore ineligible.
10
in
in
in
in
in

"1

to

Model
36 2"
37 2"
38 2"
17 83/8"
10 4"
67 4"
66 4"
66 6"
59 4"

249"
279"
294"
229"
199"
249"
324"
349"
394"

Si,'
0.1
111
01

10

iol
10
0
ill
0
01
10
0
ei
0.

202 Zebco
It Pflueger Rod
5695

Smith&Utsson

01
01
01

ill
ili)

-,•,..,11.,.....i

Fish

sli
110

1111iElt
.4)
295"
450"
259"

curity 6 6" SS.
ed Hawk 8" SS.
lock Hawk 7" SS.
er Black
uwk 8" B
ck Hawk 4" SS.
ngle Six 4" B
• le Six 4" SS.
ark ll 6 Auto

289"
259"
174"
244"
185"

0.1

01'1

Murray

Islanders' Cup streak overturned
By The Associated Press
For the New York
Islanders, it was an
unusual feeling. For the
Montreal Canadiens, it
was downright discouraging.
The Islanders saw their
10-game Stanley Cup winning streak snapped by
the Washington Capitals
4-2 Thursday night in the
second game of their
best-of-five opening
round playoff series. The
Canadiens were blanked
at home by Buffalo goalie
Bob Sauve for the second
straight night, falling 3-0
and managing only 22
weak shots.
In other National

Hockey League playoff
games Thursday, it was
Minnesota 5, Toronto 4 in
overtime; Edmonton 4,
Winnipeg 3; the New
York Rangers 4,
Philadelphia 3; Chicago
7, St. Louis 2; Boston 4,
Quebec 2, and Calgary 5,
Vancouver 3.
The Sabres, North
Stars, Bruins, Rangers,
Oilers and Flames lead
their series 2-0, while'the
other two matchups are 11 heading into weekend
action,
Bob Gould scored two
goals for the second
straight night and the
Capitals outplayed the
Islanders all over the ice.

"We definitely wanted
to have an even split
here," said Gould, one of
the few, Capitals with
playoff experience, which
he got with Calgary.
"Now we got it and it's a
brand new ballgame."
"We played really
stupid," said Islands'
goalie Billy Smith.

753-0703

New!
Country Bar-&-Q
Sandwich Plate

60,

The University of Kentucky became the third
straight team to knock 'off Murray State's highflying men's tennis team, beating the Racers 7-2 in
Lexington, Thursday.
Only Jan Soegaard (No.2) and Barry Thomas
( No.4) won their singles matches in the loss which
dropped MSU to 16-4 overall.
Today the Racers were scheduled to play Akron
at Morehead and Saturday the Murray men are in
line to play Tennessee Tech. However, weather conditions made both matchups questionable.

•.•
Baseball

While the men's tennis team was suffering .bad
news, the MSU baseball squad has a louder horn to
toot these days.
Murray was ranked 28th in the nation in the latest
edition of Collegiate Baseball Magazine, a national
publication which rates the NCAA baseball teams.
Johnny Reagan's Thoroughbreds sport a 17-4
record and are the only Ohio Valley Conference
team ranked in the Collegiate Baseball standings.
The team immediately ahead of MSU in the No.27
slot is Illinois, a team which dealt the 'Breds a pair
of losses at the first of the season.
MSU was rained out of its opening OVC game
Thursday at Middle Tennessee and the rescheduled
game today was also called off this morning. Saturday the 'Breds are slated to host Austin Pony, but if
rain brings another delay, the game will be
rescheduled for Sunday at Reagan Field.

•
•

his overall game."Either
get on,or get off."
He got it oil Thursday
because of a new driver
and some advice from
Tom Watson.

those with subpar rounds.
Five-time Masters
champion Jack Nicklaus
wasn't in the top half of
the field.
Neither was Gary

URGENT

•

AUGUSTA, Ga.(AP) — The second round of the
47th Masters Golf Tournament was postponed by
rain Friday and will be played Saturday, weather
permitting.
He said the driver was
helping his distance an
average of 25 yards and
that Watson helped him
correct a flaw in his hip
movement during a practice round Tuesday.
"I'm not eliminating
the possibility I'll have a
poor round tomorrow, but
I feel more confident
about going out and playing," Palmer said.
The round was interrupted by a 40-minute
rain delay, but the swirling winds that normally
test the Masters field
never developed.
Because of those conditions, half of the 82-man
international field came
in at par or better, 28 of

Player, nor Sam Snead,
the 70-year-old star of
another era who had announced this would be his
final fling at Augusta. He
shot 79 and withdrew.
Nicklaus never got
anything going and struggled in with a 73, a- figure
matched by Player, the
South African who has
three Masters titles.
Four other players
were grouped with
Palmer at 68 — amateur
James Hallet, 1980 champion Seve Ballesteros of
Spain, J.C. Snead and
Charles Goody, who won
the event in 1971. Defending champ Craig Stadler
and Bruce Lietzke were
deadlocked at 69.

•
•
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$2.99

Jerry's New Country Bar-B-Q is real hickorysmoked pork, slow-cooked with just the right
spices and served pipin' hot on a fresh bakery bun.
Complete with golden fries and creamy cole slaw.
Our new Country Bar-B-Q Sandwich Plate is a
whole 'nather reason to...

GET El CEISE LAKIN
DB GARDEN TIMICTUlii.

•••
Tennis

Two veterans, young lion
share lead in Masters'golf

AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP)
— Two veterans and a
young lion shared the
first-round lead, but the
resurgence of an old hero,
Arnold Palmer, quickened the pulse of the
---BULLE TJI: • Masters Golf Tourna• Eli E
ment.
Palmer, the 53-year-old
living legend who built
his popularity by winning
this event four times,
brought Arnie's Army
back to life Thursday.
Their noise and enthusiasm virtually
drowned out the 5-underpar exploits of the leaders
— former champion Raymond Floyd, Gil Morgan
and Jack Renner, who
tied at 67.
Palmer was one shot
back at 68, his best round
Chereem Om Came tractor Etat Ms yaw need end budget
• on the 6,905-yard Augusta
National Golf Club course
since posting a similar
score in 1965.
"Damn right," Palmer
said when he was asked if
he could win a recordtying fifth Masters title.
"I want to win, or not
play at all," he said,
alluding to the status of

:
:

quickness and aggressive blocking are making him
a solid performer there.
Defensively Beamer was high on junior college
transfer Herbert Jones at safety and linebacker
Tim Bowles, who had "an excellent first scrimmage."

Today's round postponed

:REEL FOMIC/NG FIURLFELE:
: GET FILL YOU Cilf:i GET... :

SPORTS SPECIALISTS
808 Chestnut

But despite the handicaps, Beamer is confident in
his philosophy of the 1983 off-season drills.
••My approach is more people-oriented right now.
I'm not so much concerned how we look as a team,
but how to evaluate the individual players and see
how they'll figure into our team outlook later on.
Right now our offense and defense don't look super
as teams,,but that will come in time," Beamer
assured.
Some individuals mentioned by Beamer as being
on the ball this spring include sophomore quarterback Kevin Sisk who has emerged as the most consistent player in that category while Kevin Extine
(freshman, redshirted last year) and sophomore
Byron Houston "have done well so far, too," according to Beamer.
Former Calloway County running back Tommy
Workman (redshirted last year because of injury)
was praised by Beamer as "coming on strong, and
before the spring is over could be a big help to us."
Meanwhile tailback Monzelle Jefferson is another
runner who has done well this spring. Beamer moved Jefferson to fullback this year and his added

FISH FOR SPRING POND STOCKING

of omalley payment,tow 1141 unealhe et LS APO
aa
pf=16116.
Amami IC
PrOusen.7.11311
be tornond
31 61
$1200
It 46
1100
6,36
2000
77 22
2400
2903
93OS
10096
3200
115 62
3000

Channel Cattisb-Hybrid Blregill-Fathead Minns
SALE IATE-April 11, 1N3
UNE ill 11-11 as
LOCATION Soder'States Cesp-Norray, Ky Saari States Cosp-IlaylieW, Ky.
is belief has Aspired
PAPUA FISIENES
lt./ Bes 353A
Palk* KY 42N1
111-W-1313

OCT ALL. YOU CAN OET ItTs

McKee' Equipment Co. EiSE.
503 Walnut

753-3062

•
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Take another look at Jerry's!

ickman
orsworthy
Building Supply
500 S.4th

753-6450

SPRING TENT SALE
APRIL 1ST—APRIL 9TH

Many Other Specials
Come In Today And Save
To Serve You Better Our New Summer
Hours Are 7:00-6:00 M-F 7:00-2:00 Sat.

Complete Garage Packages
Many Other Sizes To Choose From

$1,77355
Design A - 20'• 20'
Dear - 22.22'
V

A basic garage This design is
available in two sizes, but regordlees
of svhich six* sou chaos* it will be an
added ease to your property

2 Car Garage,

3 Car Garage
Need a place to k oep those two can and a boot?
A three teal I garage will solve Ste problem. This
on* measures 32422' and has two overhead on,
one 16' wide and the other 9' wide making it the
ideal IWO VON to Me problem. • "
.
c•• .4. •
-0---;.
• ••'
0

„

"Goodfood and good service guaranteed.".

South 1 2th Street

-

4
"4
1
1^"t-ir

$2,595"
Materiols•Foir PrimePrompt Service"ipp
l
AIL
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Brewer reliever gets start, victory
By BRUCE Lown-r
AP Sports Writer
Milwaukee's Jerry
Augustine, a relief pitcher, found himself In an
unaccustomed role he weakened and gave up
against the California singles to Fred Lynn and
Angels — as a starter. Ron Jackson and a home
When the game ended, run to Bobby Grich.
nobody was more reliev"I started pushing,"
ed than Augustine.
AuLustine said.
"I was tired late. I "Whenever I got in trouhadn't gone this far in_a ble I tried to keep the ball
long time," said the down and in the park. I
Brewers' left-hander did it — until Grich in the
after pitching eight ninth."
shutout innings and surBy then, the Brewers
viving a shaky ninth had built a 5-0 lead, partly
before walking off the on a two-run homer by
mound Thursday night Robin Yount and a sof°
with a complete-game 5-3 shot by Gorman Thomas.
victory.
"You can't say enough
In other American about Augustine
League games, the New tonight," said Yount."He
York Yankees battered hasn't gotten much of a
Seattle 8-1, Cleveland chance in the past, and he
routed Oakland 9-1, Min- pitched a great game."
nesota nosed out Detroit
5-4 and Boston beat
Yankees 8, Mariners 1
Toronto 7-4. Kansas CiDave Winfield's third
ty's game at Baltimore homer of the season,
was rained out.
Steve Kemp's second and
Augustine, who started Butch Wynegar's first
only two of his 20 games helped the Yankees win
in 1982 and against the their first game of 1983.
Angels was starting for
"This feels good,"
only the eighth time since Manager Billy Martin
being made a reliever in said. "The first one
1979, wound up back in seems to be the hardest.
the Brewers' rotation Now, hopefully, we'll be
when Pete Vuckovich,
'
r on a roll. After you win a
last year's AL Cy Young ballgame, you'll be a litAward winner, was tle more relaxed."
discovered in spring
Dave Righetti pitched
training to be the victim three-hit ball for 52-3
of a torn rotator cuff.
shutout innings and left
"They say I'm starting with a 5-0 lead and
for Pete, but there's no George Frazier mopped
way I can fill his shoes," up, allowing Seattle's onAugustine said. "He's one ly run in the ninth on a
of the best in baseball. I double by Julio Cruz.
just want to help any way
I can."
Indians 9, A's 1
For four innings he held
Andre Thornton had
the Angels hitless. For two singles, a double and
eight he had them baffled a homer and drove in four
with a four-hitter. Then runs — he has eight RBI

American League

Roy Grebey ?esigns
NEW YORK (AP) —
Ray Grebey, director of
baNITAKA Flay,„RetAtions Committee for the
past five years, resigned,
but will remain as a consultant to the sport's
managementrr
Grebey,54, came to the

PRC in 1978 after 30 years
of experience in labor
relations. Hg headed
baseball's negotiating
team during the 50-day
strike that interrupted
the 1981 season, forcing
the cancellation of 714
games.

already — as the Indians
mauled Oakland. Len
Barker scattered six hits
in seven innings while
Cleveland chased Tom
Underwood after 11-3 innings.
Thornton had an RBI
single in the first inning
and another one in a fiverun second and ripped his
two-run homer in the
fifth.
Twins 5, Tigers
Larry Herndon didn't
have the best of days in
left field for Detroit.
In the first inning he
watched John Castino's
shot sail over the wall for
a homer. And in the third

when Ron Washington hit
a fly ball he could get his
glove on, Herndon dropped it for a three-base error and the two runs that
gave the Twins their victory.
Kent Hrbek and Gary
Gaetti walked and Hrbek
went' to third on Randy
Bush's forceout. Hrbek
scored on a wild pitch and
after Jerry Ujdur issued
his third walk of the inning, Herndon dropped
Washington's drive for
the pivotal error.
"It was about time we
got a break," said Minnesota Manager Billy
Gardner. They got all the
breaks the first two
days."
Red Sox 7, Blue Jays 3
Carl Yastrzemski got
back into the swing of

things for Boston, along
with Dave Stapleton and
Dwight Evans.
Yaz, starting what will
be his final season in the
majors, hit a two-tun
single in the first inning
and Stapleton followed
with a three-run homer
that started the Red Sox
on their way to a split of
their season-opening
series with Toronto.
Evans contributed a
two-run homer in the
fourth inning as Boston
built a 7-3 lead, but John
Tudor, struggling from
the opening inning,
couldn't last the
minimum five innings for
the victory. Bob Stanley
took over and was the
winner. Tudor gave up
homers by Cliff Johnson
and Jesse Barfield.

' Where Good Service is a 42 Year
Family Tradition"'

Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles
We Do General Auto

Repoir•Tune

ups•Bralles•Shocks•

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE & WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

Pro Hockey

Pro Baseball

National Hockey League
Playoffs At A Glance
Division Semifinals
1 Best of Five)
Game 2
Thursday, April 7
Boston 4. Quebec 2. Boston leads
series 2-0
New York Rangers 4. Philadelphia 3.
New York leads series 2-0
Washington 4. New York Islanders 2,
series tied II
Buffalo 3. Montreal 0. Buffalo leads
series 2-0
Chicago?. St LOUIS 2, seriv tied 1-1

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pct. GB
Cleveland
1
667
2
Detroit
667
2
I
Baltimore
1
1
500
Boston
1
I
500
Toronto
1
1
500
1
Milwaukee
I
2
333 1
New York
1
2
333 1
WEST DIVISION
Texas
3
0 1 000
California
2
I
667 1
Minnesota 5, Toronto 4, OT. MinSeattle
2
1 .667 I
nesota leads series 20
1
1
500 l'
Edmonton.,4. Winnipeg 3. Edmonton Kansas City
I
2
Momenta
313 2
leads series/-0
I
2
333 2
Calgary 5, Vancouver 3. Calgar!, Oakland
Chicago
0
3 -000 3
leads series 2-0
Thuriday's Games
Boston 71 Toronto 4
Minnesota 5. Detroit 4
Kansas City at Baltimore. ppd 'rain

Pro Basketball

National League

Phillies win on Swan curves
By The Associated Press
Craig Swan threw the
Philadelphia Phillies a
curve — in more ways
than one.
Swan, a fastball-slider
pitcher until he developed
shoulder problems
several years ago,said he
developed a curveball
during the off-season
"just to show it, and here
we are getting batters out
with it."
Although he issued six
walks, the New York
Mets' veteran righthander held the Phillies
to three hits in 62-3 innings Thursday before giving way to NeilAllen, who
preserved a 6-2 victory.
"I was throwing a
curveball and I finally got
some confidence in it,"
said Swan. "My fastball
was so erratic I got into
some trouble situations
and the curve came
through for me for the
first time in my life."
In the day's only other
National League- games,
the Montreal Expos
downed the Chicago Cubs
7-3 and the Pittsburgh
Pirates nipped the

Hendon's Service Station f,

Houston Astros 3-2.
Expos 7,Cubs 3
Tim Raines and Andre
Dawson drove in two runs
apiece — all unearned —
in Montreal's four-run
fourth inning, while Bill
Gullickson scattered
eight hits and struck out
eight.
Although the season
has just begun, the Expos
are all fired up over their
pennant chances.
"In the past, I've picked the teams we had to
beat," said Dawson,"but
this time I think the rest
of the division has to
chase us. We feel we have
a decent starting rotation

and they can get the job
done. There is no question
about our capabilities on
offense. Give us an opening and we'll take advantage."
Pirates 3, Astros 2
Pittsburgh's Dale
Berra led off the ninth
with a game-tying home
run. Lee Mazzilli drove in
the winning run with a
single.
Rod Scurry, the third
Pittsburgh pitcher, earned the victory with 12-3 innings of scoreless relief.
He struck out Tony Scott,
Omar Moreno and Dickie
Thon after Alan Ashby
opened the Houston ninth
with a double.

National Baaketball Association
Thursday's Games
Milwaukee 100, Cleveland 87
Los Angeles 117. Phoenix 108
Seattle 102. San Diego 96
Golden State 118, Portland 107
Friday's Games
Washington at Boston, In
Indiana at Philadelphia, n
Chicago at Atlanta, n
New Jersey at Detroit, n
San Antonio at New York, n,
Denver at Dallas, in ;
Utah at Kansas City,( n
Golden State at Los Angeles.'
Phoenix at Portland.(
Saiwday's Games
Cleveland at New Jersey, n
Atlanta at Washington,in
Milwaukee at Chicago. ; n
Denver at Houston. ini

200 N 4th

Milwaukee 5, California 3
New York 8,Seattle 1
Cleveland 9, Oakland I
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Chicago 'Lamp 0-0 , at Detroit
, Wilcox 0-01
Boston i Ojeda 0-0 at Texas
+Smithson 0-0 i,ini
Milwaukee ; McClure 0-01 at Kansas
City ; Renko 0-0 i. n
Minnesota Viola 0-01 at Seattle
Moore 0-0),
California I Zahn 041 at Oakland
ICodiroli 0-01,1ni
Only games scheduled
Satairday's Games
New York at Toronto
Chicago at Detroit
Cleveland at Baltimore
Milwaukee at Kansas City

Oakland at California
Texas at Boston, n
Minneota at Seattle, in
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pet, GB
Montreal
2
0 1 000
New York
2
0 1060 Pittsburgh
2
0 1 000 St_ Louis
0
I
000 P.
Chicago
0
2
000 2
Philadelphia
0
2 .000 2
WEST DIVISION
Los Angeles
2
0 1.000
San Diego
2
0 1.000
Atlanta
1
1 .500
Cincinnati
I
I
500
San Francisco
0
2 .000.
Houston
0
3 .000 24
Iliarsday's Ganes
New York 6, Philadelphia 2
Montreal 7. Clump 3
Pittsburgh 3, Houston 2
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Montreal I Sanderson 0-0 at Los
Angeles ; Hooton 04
St. Louis Anduiar 0-0, at New Ark
(Torrez 041, n
San Diego 'Show 0.fL at Atlanta
I Camp 0-0i, in I
Chicago i Trout 0-01 at Cincinnati
Soto
, n
Pittsburgh Turuiell 04 ) at Houston
I Rutile Oi. i n
Philadephia Christenson
at San
Francisco I Breining 041. I n
Salinity's Games
St. Lotus at New York
San Diego at Atlanta
Chicago at Cincinnati
Montreal at Los Angeles
Philadelphia at San Francisco
Pittsburgh at Houston. in,

Hendon's Service Station
7531921

Murray

GRAND OPENING
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Wite geodon SPECIAL
62.

PIPES
flasiCS
C CARS
ACCESSUPIES
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{
lEvery Fri. it Sat. Night
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qty. Country bat Dinner

Raw, Center Cut Hon,
Potato, Cornbread & WIN Be

•

00044
PRIZES

'
BRGADeori
VArFif LD F) 11066

THE BOSTON TEA PARTY
US 641

North-

Murray, Ky.

G.M.A.C. Has Announced Their
New Financing Rates That Started
April, 1983 And We Couldn't Be Happier

Men's & Women's

9.9% A.P.R. on up to 48 months
on Omega & Firenza Olds, Skylark
& Sky Hawk Buicks, Phoenix &
J-2000 Pontiacs & Cimmaron
Cadillacs.

SHOES

11.9% A.P.R. for 36
months or 12.9% A.P.R.
for 48 months on all
remaining models.

—.._

During The Month Of April We Will Be Running Specials Every
Week. Check With Our Salesmen.
This Week's Special!
1983 Pontiac T-1000, 4 door
Sedan, air, automatic and much
more.

$6,995

Wells Partlom

OFF

Bob Blake

Jim Salter

John Gresham

See us for the Best Deal!
6 Men's St 6 Women's Styles
Through April 8th
Largest Selection In The Area

We Will Be Open From 6:30-8:00 Mon.,Tues., Thurs.& Fri.

Purdom Motors Incorporated
Oldsmobile-Pontiac-Cadillac:Buick
1406 WEST MAIN STREET
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2. Notke

1, Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

,
:
3110 311

.1, Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

immummoimmeiMMImo

that extra
especial picture that
scan only be cop
stored in heavy oils
it is Carter Studio
CARTER STUDIO

Want to learn
How to Hang
Wallpaper? Attend
oar clinic, April
12, 7 p.m. Call for
reservation.

For

•-;00 MAIN

75

FN SALE
Small Elgin Ship, Saw
sharpeeieg eiripmeel,
Dealerships, Service aui
namely motels. 753-1369

:

NOTICE
Jim Suitor & John
Gresham will be in our
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOIN
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont. Cod.•kick

Bel Air

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Tardier
6 Swindle
11 Green
coating on
copper
12 Lasso
14 King of
Basilan
15 Roomers
17 Preposition
18 Cry
20-Strainer
21 Unit of
Siamese
currency
22 Tax
24 Number
25 Irritate
26 Moves about
furtively
28 Scolded
30 High card
31 Fish eggs
32 Potential
35 Strong
aversion
38 The sweet-

DOWN
1 Shallow
sound
2 New
3 Sesame
4 Man's name
5 Wireless sets
6 Cunning
7 Rabbit
8 Bitter vetch
9 Three-toed
sloth •
10 Gossip
11 Stations
13 Carried
16 Army officer.
abbr.
19 Cried like
a lamb
21 Part of
airplane
23 Intertwines
25 Disturbances
27 Range of
knowledge
29 Macaw

Decor Store

Answer to Thursday's Puzzle

12112111:11013

DU A Ili
1;11111130 0 N El P ILICILICI
pp PLTD GU
L 0 alil S R MR
IIU
UMW! IDEU
DE00
OCIU

000°1120

NUED OA NEI
11113111151
CI T MEC S
iii i E la Imp STAB
cip D El v QUO SIL
121 I

s TIM POO

LE

113131:111 A El s 113CIGIEI
LECID
NI R OM S
32 Kind of beer
33 Makes
amends
34 Verb form: pl
35 Seraglios
36 Football
team
37 Hinder

40 Decay
43 Satiate
44 Woody plant
47 Deface
48 Posed for
portrait
51 Behold!
53 Negative

sop
39 Period of
time
41 Food fish
42 Deity
43 Expel air
forcibly
through
nose
45 Seine
46 Printer's
measure
47 Expeils
49 Brother of
Odin
50 Tell
52 More contemptible
54 Painful spots
55 Surgical
thread

7

4144-,

alaVa

1

NOTICE

Will all customers
of West Kentucky
Rural Telephone Coop
who have had their
service disconnected
with less than 60 days
due on account.
Please send proof of
disconnection and
payment of reconnection fees paid, to:

25 %Off
Regolar Rental Exercise Equipment, Wheel
Chairs, Porta-Potti

753-8201

5. Lost and Found

Occupant
Rt. 5
Box 395A
Murray, Ky
42071

Found spoke :hub cap,
corner of Whitnell and
Glendale, describe car
and it yours. 753-1916.
Lost male cat, year old,
gray with black stripes.
Almo Heights Community, white flea colTent Sale. April 1st 9th. lar. 753-4484.
Doors, Windows,
Shingles, Pressure Men's nylon suit bag,
Treated Lumber, etc. lost in area of Joe Smith
Rickman Norsworthy Carpet Center. If found
Building Supply, 500 S. contact Joe Smith Carpet Center. 753-6660
4th, 753-6450.

6. Help Wanted
DON'T
let the spring rains
get through to you. If
you need a new roof
check our prices now
10% labor discount
good thra June 1st.
Phillips Roofing
489-2477
Joovtoiemps
ovinvu.opereor

fnkt +It Cnt
i&Adeon+3„

ot,i /not 4.61veit.evd¢.1/
cAck10-

it4h48nalk.

GUESS
WHO

ER--I

KNOW-SPIKE

•4.

Sales. If you enjoy
meeting people and
enjoy working without a
great deal of supervision, consider us. We
offer protected territory. Thorough training. No over nights.
Great benefits and
many extras. Average
1st year earnings in the
$18,000 range. Potential
earnings unlimited. 32
yr. old Kentucky Base
Company. Response to
P.O. Box 1040D,
Murray.

Civil Action File No.82-CI-333
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky, Calloway
Circuit Court Bank of Murray Plaintiff, versus Patrick Thomas Fretwell and wife, Rae
Jean Fretwell, and Rayburn J. Fretwell,
Defendant. NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the March 25th Term thereof 1983, in the
above cause, for the sum of One Thousand
and no/100 ($1,000.00) Dollars, with interest
at the rate of 17% per cent per annum from
the 28th day of July 1981, until paid and its
cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Court House door in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on the 25th day of April 1983,
at 1:00 O'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon a
credit of 30 days the following described property,to-wit:
Beginning at Northeast corner of this
Grantor's property line and on the West
edge of the right-of-way of Kentucky #299,
thence West 158 feet to a stake and a fence
row; thence south 40 feet to a stake; thence
158 feet to the West right-of-way of said
highway; thence North and along the rightof-way of said Highway 40 feet to point of
beginning.
For source of title see Microfilm Book 161,
Cabinet I, Drawer 13, Card 405, all of the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

6. Help Wanted

Holiday Restaurant
under new management. Interviews, FriTues and Wed. from
2-5p.m. No phone calls
please. Address, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Highway 68.

itymotatha., 44.exaci,
;not
-wa-aext. /rut.

YEP-- IT WAS
SPIKE

I CAN TELL IT'S
YOU BY HOW

ROUGH YOUR
HANDS ARE

6. Help Wanted
PROCESS MAIL AT
HOME! $75 per hundred! No experience.
Part or full time. Start
Immediately. Detailssend self-addressed
stamped envelope to
C.R.I.-520, P.O. Box 45,
Stuart, FL. 33495.
Work near home. Factory branch positions
available for qualified
persons. We offer a
career that combines
the best features of
owning your own business (no investment)
whtle enfoying a protective employee status.
Fringe benefits.., incentives... promotions
from within. Call 4436460 or apply at 701
Jefferson, Paducah,
Ky. 8a.m.-10a.m. for an
interview. Equal Employment Opportunity.

9. Situation Wanted

MARK LASKY- C)1983 Unded Feature Syndicate. Inc

140PE YOU DON'T
MIND FLYING,
GARFIELD

,

IF A POG CAN BE A
WORLP WAR I FLYING ACE,
I CAN SURELY FLY
COMMERCIAL

SOME ANIMALS DON'T
TRAVEL WELL
NONSENSE

Husband and wife
would like to do yard
work for the summer.
Call 762-4441 after 6p.m.
Will do house cleaning.
492-8930.
Will stay in home with
elderly lady or couple.
I'm dependable and
have references. Cali
after 4:30p.m. 443-6798
'Young married couple
would like to rent
farmhouse. Call between 2-4p.m. 444-6170.

14. Want to Buy

JYM VANif5 q.
MAYBE WE
RUSHED IT

BEETLE, MAYBE
WE GI-IOUL 12 FORGET rYEAI-1
ABOUT OUR ANNUAL
SPRING WALK

Motorcycle trailer that
will hold 3 motorcycles.
Call 753-8185.
Two Bay Service Station in Murray city
limits. List type gas,
inventory, lease
agreements, location
and price. Send to P.O.
Box 1040C, Murray.
Want to Lease Dark
Fired Tobacco Base,
will pay $400 an acre.
753-8428.

15. Articles for Sale

PENGUINS DON'T
LIVE IN AFRICA!

I TOLD YOU THEY
WERE LOST

Channel Master T.V.
antenna with pole. 1 hp.
deep well pump, complete. 753-4091.
Light blue Prom Dress,
wore once, size 8,
purchased at the
Showcase,$40. 753-9880.
Men's /
1
2 caret diamond
ring, 14 Kt. gold setting
With 5 diamonds. For
more information. 7591926 after 6p.m.
Moving Sale. Air conditioner, refrigerator, 3
Wheeler and Ponderosa
Wood Stove. Call 4354419.
Singer Sewing Machine
with cabinet. Boys and
girl's bicycle. Call after
5p.m. 753-9428.
Used riding lawn
mower, 26" cut, Briggs
and Stratton, 5 hp., new
bearings and belts, $200.
Call 762-4464.

16. Home Furnishings
PIC TA TOR I< ON ,
WAS A BARROOM
BRAwLER Ahl(7
HIT MAN. HE
LiSep THESE I
'
s TA LEN TS'''TO
PP' BECO44EOF
DICTA1OR
uic51-4 LAND.

PIANNO CHAR6E5 AGAINST HIM WOULD
RUIN H15 PLANS'. SO. HE'S' TRIED TO
STOP HER„, T
BECOME5..CLEAR!

King sized waterbed,
waveless mattress and
head board. $250 or
negotiable. 759-4778 or
753-0669.
Living room suite, refrigerator with 3 year
warranty, electric
stove, chrome dinette
Set, Yilivlsion set, many
odds and ends. Call
753-5060 or 7524798.
Must Sell Antique Bed
and Dresser, good tondition, $200 or best offer.
20': Electric Stove, good
condition, $15 or best
offer. See at 702 Broad
Ext. after 5p.m.

LEGAL NOTICE
Legal Notice of Public Hearing: SUBJECT: Murray Calloway Transit Authority
application for assistance from the United
States Department of Transportation. 1.
Notice is hereby given that a public hearing
will be held by the Murray-Calloway Transit
System in the City Hall Building, Council
Chambers on April 19, 1983 at 2:30 p.m., the
purpose of considering a project for which
financial assistance-is being sought from the
United States Department of Transportation, pursuant to the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964, as amended generally
described as follows:
A. Description of Operating Project:
Operation for the fourth and fifth year of
transit system drivers, maintenance and
repairs, fuel and oil, insurance and fringe
benefits. Estimated cost $172,885.00.
B. Description of Administrative Project:
Administrative management for the fourth
and fifth year, including, Manager, dispatcher, fringe benefits, advertising, office supplies, telephone, audit, travel, board liabili-,
ty, office lease, bonding, fees and dues.
Estimated cost $65,960.00.
C. Description of Capital Project: The
Capital project consist of replacing obsolete
vehicle, mobile radio equipment, office
equipment as needed, and Repair Parts.
Estimated cost $37,750.00.
D. Relocation: No persons, families or
businesses will be displaced by this project.
E. Enviroment: This project will have no
significant impact upon the urban area.
F. Elderly and Handicapped: This project
will take into consideration the special needs
of the elderly and handicapped persons.
G. Comprehensive Planning: This project
is in conformance with comprehensive land
use and transportation planning in this area.
At the hearing Murray/Calloway Transit
Authority will afford an opportunity for interested persons or agencies to be heard
with their respect to the social, economic
and enviromental aspects of the project. Interested persons may submit orally or in
writing, evidence and recommendations
with respect to said project.
A copy of the application for federal grant
for the proposed project together with an enviromental analysis, will be made available
for public inspection, in the Mayor's Office
and in the Judge Executive's Office, Murray, Kentucky, prior to its submission to the
United States Department of Transportation.
Dr7Peter W. Whaley, Chairman
Murray/Calloway Transit Authority

16. Home Furnishings
Electric dryer, $25.
Refrigerator, $100. Call
753-8113 after 5p.m.
Pair overstuffed chairs,
reupholstery, excellent
condition, avocado
green, $225 both. 602
Main. 759-1700.
Pine Sofa and chair
with cushions, like new.
$75. Call 436-5439.
Sofa, well constructed,
$50. Electric range 30"
with separate matching
hood, $95. Call 753-7961..
Three piece dinette set,
excellent condition. 7591750.
Three rooms of furniture for sale. 753-9770.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Kirby Sales and Service. Call for free home
demonstration. We repair all vacuum
cleaners. Full line of
used and rebuilt
cleaners. Kirby, Electrolux, Hoover, Eureka,
Filter Queen. Call 7594801. Courtsquare.

19. Farm Equipment
1969 M.F. Tractor, 1969
960 Case Combine, 1975
4 row J.D. Corn Drill,
Ford 4 row cultivator,
10 ft T.L. disc, 3 pt spray
Rig, log chains, Electric
fuel pump and tank for
pickup truck. Call 4892662 from 7AM till 12
noon.
1975 4000 Ford Tractor,
3 14" Plows, 6' Bush
Hog, 6' Box Blade, 6'
Tiller, 6' Pulverizer
with seed and fertilizer
box, 750 lbs. Herd 3 pt.
Broadcast Seeder, 20'
Tandem Trailer. 7535699."
(f you compare - Price
- Service - Parts Quality you will buy
Wheel Horse. Stokes
Tractor, Industrial Rd.
753-1319.
Tillers Rear Tine
Briggs and Stratton
engines, chain drive, 3
forward -'speeds and
reverse. 5 hp. 1499.99, 8
hp. $599.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
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19. Farm Equipment
1977 AliS Chalmers F2
Gleaner Combine with
13 ft. header, air, R and
C tires, diesel engine,
excellent condition. 1974
Massey Fergerson 1085
Tractor, diesel engine
With mounted spray
tank and pump, low
hours, excellent condition, 1 set of 4 16" MF
Breaking Plows. 7
Shank Chisel Plow.
1,000 gallon Galvinized
Water Tank. May be
seen by appointment,
calf Don Murray at
527-8660 after 5p.m. or
527-7251 days.
4 Wheel Rubber Tired
Wagon, $200. Call 7539357 after 5p.m.
7 ft. IH Wheel Disk, 3
14" Ford Plows, 2 14"
Massey Fergerson
Plows. 753-1578 after
6p.m.
B model Allis Chalmer
with plow, disc, and
cultivator, $1,350. 7530835.

22. Musical
Baldikn Organ with
Fun Machine, 2 key
boards and pedals,
bench and music books
included, like new. Call
753-5367 after 5p.m.
Two used upright practice pianos, also new
Kimball pianos and
organs at reduced
orices. Thurman Furniture. 208 Main St.,
Murray, Ky.
Used Spinet Piano.
Assume payments with
approved credit.
Leach's Music. Paris,
Tenn. 901-642-6463 or
642-9271.

{v
s

24. Miscellaneous
10 ft. Aluminum
Breaker. Call after
5p.m. 436-2802.
5 hp. Go-Cart, Briggs
and Stratton Engine.
474-2398 after 5p.m.
Atari Cartri-dges,
Phoenix, Ms. Pacman,
Centipede, Sea Quest,
River Raid, Vanguard,
many more.' Coast to
Coast Hardware. 7538604.

PHARMACIST
Taylor Dreg Stores Inc. dedicated to Community health service has opening for pharmacists
wishing to loin oar professional team in Louisville,
Ky. Excellent salary and fringe benefit program,
that includes liability, disability health insurance,
retirement, employee discount, holiday pay sad
tick leave. Opportunity for advancement for
pharmacist with malsageasent potential. Movies
expenses negotible, Contact:
Thew.t.

Taylor Drug Stores
P.O. Box 1884
Levi:vine, Ky. 40201
or call Collect: S02-368-6541
Equal/Opportenity/Employer

Ow Mt IP-.

'
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24. Miscellaneous

20. Mobile Home Rentals

Maple trees. You dig
and plant $1 each. I dig
and plant, guaranteed I
year,$5. 753-0835.

Two bedroom trailer in
Almo, furnished... 7594592.

New air compressors,
commercial 5 hp., 60
gallon tanks, 15.1 CFM
per minute. Retail $1,
295. Special $695. We
deliver. 901-7490091 day
or night.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Call John
Boyer, 753 0338.

41. Public Sale

41. Public Sale

GARAGE
SALE
Sat. April 9

32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished apts., efficiency, 1 or 2 bedroom. Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts., S. 16th. 753-6609.
One or two bedroom
apts., near downtown
Murray. 753-4109, 7626650 or 436-2844.
One bedroom, $80 per
month. 2 bedroom, $100
per month. Stove, refrigerator and water
furnished at Lynn
Grove, Phone 753 7874.
Two bedroom Town
House apt., carpet,
central heat and air,
range refrigerator,
dishwasher, diOosal,
good location. Call 7537559 or 753.7550.
Two bedroom furnished, Panarama
Shores, terrific view,
available for summer
for quiet responsible
person(s), no pets, rent
negotiable. Call 762-6761
or 436-26,12.

YARD
SALE

Almo Heights. tarn right at
Bucy's Grocery, first road
to right. tallow signs.
Acetaline welding I. cut
ting outfit. sliding glass
door tor fireplace. toys
clothes 25' and 50' items.

1626 Main
April 7, 8, 9

AUCTION
SALE
Saturday, April 9,
10:00 a.m. House and
20 acres, all
household items, shop
equipment and much
mile East

47. Motorcycles

53 Acres. 35 acres in 1951 Honda 1855 3
pasture, well, pole barn, Wheeler. 1981 Yamaha
3 ponds, including 20 125 3-Wheeler. Call 437
black cows with calves 4832.
by side, white face 1982 Honda 185S 3 bulls. 7 miles from Wheeler, like new, $1,
Murray on Cherry Cor• 000. 753-8428.
ner Rd. $55,000. Honda C13-650, $1,550 or
753-3625.
best offer. Call 753-0157
after 5p.m.

46. Homesfor Sale

YARD
SALE

Insurance
Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

for
everyone! Cancelled

53. Services Offered

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For lent
753-4758

38.

ublic Auction

egla

DAILY GOLD 114 SILVER PRICES
Silver
Gold
Closed
Closed
11.19
427.00 Yesterday
Yesterday
11.04
422.00 Opened
Opened
.11
Down
5.00 Down

Appointments mode
for your convenience.
Full time sales
associates evening
phones.

Compliments of:

Early Bird
Discount 10%
Roof Pr.b
4

APPLIANCE SERV ICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Service 202 S. 5th St.
7 5 3 48 7 2
7538886
(home).
Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in
Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
354-6956. Earl Lovett.
Are you wanting to
spend your weekends at
Me lake, but you can't
because you have to
mow your lawn? Let
Murray Lawn Service
do it for you. We can
keep your lawn mowed,
trimmed and looking
sharp all season. Reasonabie rates. Call for
free estimate. 759-9246
or 759-4414.
Bob's Home Improvement, 17 years building
experience, remodel
ing, additions, concrete
work, repairs, general
home maintenance. Call
7514501.

Ky.
Sales Associates,
Evening Phones

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Mobile Howe Anchors
underpinning roofs reeled,
etenninsom patios. Awnings L
carpets single end double
Jock Glover 753-1573

LIME
Hauling and custom
Spreading

luz

PUBIA AUCTION
The following
equipment will be of•
fered for sale by the
John Deere Co., Columbus,

fired
753-

45. Farmsfor Sale

3110 311:0

Attractive three bed
room brick home .just 49. Used Cars
outside of town, with 1962 Bonneville Pontiac,
8-4.
25. Business Services
central electric heat, extra nice, $1,500.
753
kitchen, dining room,
4 living room, large den 0423.
with woodburning 1964 Impala SS, white
HODGES TAX SERVICE
Adjoining corner pearl paint, reupholst
stove.
now properieg
lot optional. Home has ery interior, extra
business, ferns end other
an assumable loan. sharp, 61,000 actual
rsteres. 1104 Pogue, Myr.
Priced in the 840's. Call miles. 753-6306 after
ray. 759-1425.
KOPPERUD REALTY 2p.m.
1966 Olds F-85, 5200. 1964
753-1222.
Complete family Thunderbird. 6 ft.
Joyce Noel's Tax Ser
liavability is provided Camper Top, $75. 753vice. Prices start at
by this exceptional floor 7523.
6 1/2 miles from plan. Further, this des- 1971 Hornet, good
$7.50 for short forms. No
more. /
of
1
2
waiting - copies made
mileage, good condiPuryear on Highway
Murray, 1 2 1 ign has a truly delight- tion.
753.9101.
on the spot and ready to
ful traditional exterior.
140.
mail. 489 2440.
South. Last all The fine layout features 1974 Dodge Colt Station
901-247-3341
a center entrance hall Wagon, 4 dr., 4 speed, 4
week.
27. Mobile Home Sales
with wardrobe closet. cylinder. Best offer.
Then, there is the 762-4386.
10x48 Furnished, best
formal, front living 1976 Mercury Cougar,
offer. 474-2382.
43. Real Estate
33. Rooms for Rent
room and the adjacent, AM-FM, cruise, air, all
1974 12x64 two bedroom,
separate dining room. power. 753-2615 or
completely furnished, Girls rooms for rent,
753Purdom & Thurman
The U-shaped kitchen 1675.
washer and dryer, con- one block from Unhas
plenty
of
counter
S.
crete steps, utility pole, iversity. Call 759-9580 or
irebird Esprit,
and cupboard space.
underpinning. Call 489- 7531812.
white with black velour
There
is
even
a
pantry.
2394 or 489-2804.
The family room func- interior, tilt wheel, AM 17th and Johnson
FM cassette, $2,500 or
Atlantic 12x65 home, 34. Houses for Rent
tions with the kitchen
extra nice. 759-1330.
Newly refinished 2 beand is but a step from best offer. 354-8014.
Follow signs, S. of
Extra nice 12 x 60, droom, 2 bath, den,
the outdoor terrace. The 1977 Olds Cutlass, good
Mobile Home on 105 x living room, kitchen,
mud room has space for condition, AM FM 8Murray High.
185ft lot, 4 miles East of utility room, has gas
laundry track stereo tape de-:k.
MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY storage and
Something
Murray. Appliances heat, washer/dryer
equipment. The family Call after 5p.m.
REALTY
if
furnished has built on hook-up. $250 month,
will find those four 759-4569.
502) 753-0148
garage and porch. Re- $100 deposit. 753-8207
bedrooms and two full 19/7 Olds Cutlass, good
rains.
duced to $9000. Call Three bedroom brick
304 N. 12th, Murray, baths just the answer to condition, AM -FM 8Bobby Mohler
753 0457.
sleeping and bath ac- track stereo tape deck.
and frame, carpet, w/d
Call after 5p.m.
753-6692.
comodations. Call Cen
hookup, air condition,
28. Mobile Home Rentals water furnished. 753fury 21 Loretta Jobs 759-4569.
A two or three bedroom
Realtors at 753 1492.
4091.
1977 Thunderbird,
Mobile home, natural
First time on the loaded, new fire-s. 753- CARPET CLEANING,
Prentice Dunn 753-5725.
gas or electric, new 37. Livestock-Supplies
Free Estimates.
market
five bedroom, 2556.
Jean Bird 753-3554.
carpet, new furniture.
Satisfied references,
3
/
1
2
bath
home
489-2266.
on
11
/
2
Haley
•
Bobby
1978
12
Pontiac
nice
pigs
Grand
for sale.
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
acres. 5200 sq. ft. with 21 Safari Station Wagon. Vibra Steam Cleaning.
Will sell 1 or 12. Call
Roy Reeves 753-2437.
(Upholstery Cleaning).
Small two bedroom 436-5812 after
Ohio.
closets,
2 fireplaces, 753-5699.
7p.m.
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
Our interest in you 28x30 family
trailer on Blood River
room
and
1 John Deere
1979 Oldsmobile Royal, 753-5827.
Lake, water front lot, AT STUD: 2 Arabian
many,
many
expays
off.
A-1 condition. 759-1794.
1
2
all electric, $60/month. Stallions, your choice /
Campbell's Tree Ser105 Combine
traordinary features.
A Avisiem of C & R Exteriorises.
old Egypian or Serafix
436-2427.
Located just west of 1979 Trans Am, red, vice for professional
11849,
Breeding. Ron Talent,
1
John
44,xXX,
air, steering, job. Cali John, 1-527
Murray city limits.
Trailer for rent. See 753-9894.
•
$ 125 ,000 . One of brakes, windows, tilt, 0918.
Brandon, Dill at Dill's
13 ft. PlatDeere
STROUT
AM
-FM
stereo tape, Concrete, block,
Horses Boarded. Stalls
Murray's largest and
Trailer Court.
brick,
form 53078.
and pasture. Space
REALTY
best constructed re- extra clean. 435-4294.
basements, founavailable. $20 per
Buick
30. Business Rentals
1980
LaSabra,
4
sidences.
Call
KOPdations,
drive-wa
April 12 10 AM
ys,
PERUD REALTY 753- dr., 350 V-8, 2 Barrel, sidewalks, patios, and
Ideal location for any month. 753-3010.
Equipment
1222 for tri automatic
Office Coast to Coast
retail business or pro- Two Black Angus regichimneys. Free esextra Clean, $3,200. Call timates. Call 753-5476.
appointment.
/
2 and 11
fessional office use. $250 ster bulls, 101
Buyers from Everywhere
Located: G & Y
per month. Contact Bill month old. Two Border
Reliable Service Since 1 900
No dodging furniture, 436-2427.
Fence sales at Sears
Equipment, MurCollie Stock Dogs, 4 yrs
Kopperud, 753-1222.
there's lots of room in 1980 Celica Toyota, low now. Call Sears 753-2310
1911 Coldwater Road
old and 5 months. Call
this $32,000 home. Dry mileage, good condi- for free estimate for
Murray, Kentucky 42071
ray Terms: Cash
437-4365.
half basement with tion. Call 759-9960 after your needs.
(502) 753-0186
shower and laundry 5p.m.
day of sale.
Anytime
GENERAL HOME
Pets-Supplies
room; central gas heat; Dune Buggy, factory REPAIR. 15 years
JOEL. KENNON
exlarge, two car garage; tube frame, all ac- perience. Carpentry,
7 week old Toy Poodle
Broker
two acres of land. A cessories, needs as- concrete, plumbing,
with papers, 1 male, 1
Licensed & /eroded
great place for the sembly. For sale or roofing, sliding.
female, $60 each also 1
NO
growing family. trade. Call 753-6555 or JOB TO SMALL.
white male I year, $50, Nearly 300 MOBILE HOMES
Free
Roberts
Realty,
753-9648.
436-2745.
estimates. Days 753including DOUBLE WI DES
753-1651.
For sale or trade 1979 6973, nights 474-2276.
APRIL 23 & 24, 1983
Older 11
/
2 story home in Pontiac Catalina, 4 dr.,
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
city. Plenty of room loaded with extra
Don't miss this auction. One
with 3 BR, separate equipment, approx. 41,
of the largest sales of
Aluminum Service Co.
dining and garage. 000 miles. Call 759-1926
mobile homes ever. Many
and vinyl shift
alumimun
Fenced yard for chil- after 6p.m.
nearly new models up to
1981. All cleaned and ready
dren or pets to play. Nice 1975 AMC Pacer,
custom trim work.
to go. All sell to the highest
$31,500. Call Spann radial tires, air, AMketereoces. Call Will E
bidder. Buy one Or several.
Realty Assoc. for ap- FM, $1,095. Call
Says thousands of dollars.
iley. 1531619.
pointment 14 see. 753- 489-2595.
Viewing 3 days prior to sale
7724.
date. Terms cash or gueran•
toped bank letter of credit.
REDUCED! 2 BR in 50. Used Trucks
Guttering by Sears.
Sale time 10 a.m. Sat. and
We buy Gold, Silver
city. Ideal for newly
11 a.m. Sun. at Marion
1971 Dodge pickup, 318 Sears continuous gutweds
or
retired.
Stone
GOLD & SILVER and Diamonds.
County Fairgrounds. Indian
automatic, good ters installed for your
front with patio. Must
agolis, Indiana.
mechanically, body specifications. Call.
CUSTOM JEWELERS Hours: 10-8 Daily,
see
to
appreciate
at
this
Call for detailed brochure
Amos McCarty
153-2249
Sears 753-2310 for free
rough. 753-8124.
12-5
reduced
price.
Sunday.
$19,950.
OLYMPIC PLAZA
Indy 13171 352-1511
estimate.
Theresa Knight
1977
153-1121
GMC
Pickup
Realty
Spann
Call
AsWheels Mobile Homo
standard shift topper, Harmon and
soc. 753-7724.
Joyce Betsworth 153-9210
Auction Company
Complete remodeling
$1,895. Call 489-2595.
This
is
truly
a
prize
Guy
Spann
153-2581
'Lexington, KY
1980 Scottsdale 4 Wheel from ground to roof top.
winner!
traditional,
The
Anna Requarth . 153-2411
Free estimates.
L-shaped exterior and Drive, 33,000 actual
753-5883. Evenings, 753covered front porch is miles, local truck, extra
0790 or 436-2107.
picturesque, indeed. clean, loaded with exThe formal front entry tras. Call 753-7707 or Have your air conditio44. Lots for Sale
ner serviced now. We
routes traffic directly to 753-8890.
90x215 ft., 3 miles south the three distinctly,
buy - and sell used air
conditioners. Dill Elecof Murray, set up for zoned areas - the quiet 51. Campers
Come and see our new Swimware,
tric, 753-9104.
mobile home. Would sleeping area; the ef1977 25 ft. Coachman
8, Sat.
caps and shirts, postals, hooded long
consider renting if not ficient, informal familyJC&C Company.
Deluxe
Camper.
2
604 South 9th
sold. 753-8780.
kitchen, and the spac- Volkswagen seats. 753- Siding: Vinyl,
sleeve ladies fashion baseball styles,
Lot on Blood Rivers ious formal living. A 3485.
Aluminum & Steel. 50
men and ladies golf shirts. Top off your
Estate. Location 100B-2- closer look at the floor
year Warranty. OverAlbums,
35 type R. Call 618-455- plans reveals three 52. Boats-Motors
hang: Aluminum. 30
shirt with guaranteed lettering and new
boots,
3002 or write Wilson bedrooms, two full
year Warranty.
Baker, Rt. 2, Box 214, baths, good storage 14 ft. Bass Boat with a Roofing:. Steel &
embroidery designs. See our air-brushed
shoes, free box.
Willow Hill, Illinois facilities, sliding glass 70 hp. Mercury Motor, Aluminum. Standing
beach towels and Sandank
of rain.
Cancel
52480.
doors to the rear and trolling motor and Seam, Steel Roof.
lots of extras in good Aluminum Storm WinTwo large wooded lots 2 terrace. The family - shape,
$1,600 or best dows/Doors. Free esmiles East of Murray kitchen is ideally
offer. 435-4400.
timates. Call today
with city water. Lots located. In addition to
1976 model 18 ft. Mark 759-1600 day/night.
4 are in a restricted being but a few steps Twain. 437-4331.
subdivision. Call 753- from both front and
Lawn mower and tiller
rear entraces, one will 1980 Sea Safe 15 ft. repair. Wayne Wilson. 3
1380 after 6p.m.
enjoy the view of both Tr -hull Calypso with miles South on 121 or
45. Farmsfor Sale
yards. Call 753-1492 1979 Mariner, 80 hp. call 753-5086.
100 Acres, some Century 21 Loretta Jobs motor and 1979 Starr
Realtors.
trailer; plus acwooded, some tillable
and
creek and fencing, $30, Three bedroom brick cessories. Call 759-1030.
dishes, dishwasher,
Colonial, 2 baths, cen- Pflueger 3 speed Troll000. 901-247-5764.
bar and lots, lots
Tobacco base for sale, tral air, heat pump, ing Motor, forward and
more. Old 641, now
dark fired Tenn. Sealed fireplace, just outside of reverse with light,
bids received by town, 1215. Phbne 753- model M130, excellent
1824 near Almo
condition. Sani-Potti by
04-16-83.
Seller may 5482.
Heights.
reject any or all bids. Three bedrooms, 2 bath, Mansfield in good
living room, dining shape. Phone 753-2307.
901-642-8302.
family room,
electric heat, wood
GET IN ON THE stove, air conditioner,
carpet. (Just remodeled
last year). Separate
garage utility room,
new well pump, septic
tank on large lot or
Financirrg
small acreage, stock
barn, outbuilding, good
location, 10 miles west
on 94. Low 140's. Call
435-4356.
Three-four bedroom
brick house, like new,
by
4 acres land,
by Bobby J. Wade and Allen Poole
blacktop. 489-2617, 3452292.
60 years telephone experience

GARAGE
SALE
Sat., April 9
8-2

F2
with
and
gine,
1974
1085
Igine
)ray
low
ondiMF
;. 7
low.
lized
be
)ent,
at
. or

31E
.

Get a second opinion.
Free Estimates. Excellent references.
Call
Hugh Outland
759-1718 759-1135
Licensed electrician for
residential. and corn
mercial. Heating anc
aircondition, gas in
stallation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
Need upholstery work
done? Bill's Upholstery
Will be happy to serve
you. We do custom car,
van and truck interiors,
sunroofs, van windows,
vinyl and convertible
tops. Tractor seats and
tarpes, all sizes and
shapes. Also furniture
upholstery. Free es
timatet, stop by 104 S.
13th St or call 753-8085.

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING
Low, Low Rates.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.
759-1983
Painting - Paperhanging, Interior • Exterior,
Commercial • Residential, 20 years, ref er enc es, free es
timates. Tretnon
Farris, 759-1987.
Painting. Interior and
Exterior. Reasonable
prices. Free estimates.
753-3010.
Fire Wood. Tree trimming and removing
hedges and shrubs.
Free estimates.
753-5476

Newberry Trenching
Co. Residential and
Commercial. Septic
Tanks, Sewer and Water Lines, Auger
Tunneling, TrenchingBackhoe Service. 753'3315.

,.cnift1
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
The bird season is
here. Your chimney
needs screening.
Call

762-4792 435-4348
Tri City Construction.
New houses,
garages,additions,
decks, pole barns, horse
barns, wood interiors
and exteriors. Phone
Bob Wasnam,
1.328-8706.
Will break and disk
gardens. 753-5463 or
753-0144.
Will do painting, interior and exterior, free
estimate, 10 years ex
perience. Call 759-4438.
Will haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
Call Layton Hutson
753-4545.
Will paint your !louse
very reasonable. 20
years experience and
references. 435-4460 or
435-4526.
a.

ROSS
ROOFING
All types roofing,
local references. Free
Estimates. All work
guaranteed.
753-6581,

Days

nights

759-1859.

PAINTING
Yard work, painting,
odd jobs, hauling. 7591894.

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

56. Free Column

WALLPAPERING

Two female
753-2771

poodles

ROG,NSO",

57. Wanted
DA"

753-371 6
753-5292
* FREE

EST, MATES

Wanted! Medical Records Director ART
with experience
preferred. Contact Lee
Maglinger at Marshall
Co. Hospital. 527-1336.

GUN AND KNIFE SHOW
Sponsored by Murray Kiwanis
April 30th L May 1st
Calloway Co. Middle School
Murray, Ky.
Table rental available to both dealers end

individuals. For rental information call 753-9229.
Come boy, sell, traria or display.

Malone.

k, 3
14"
. son

3fter

Imer
and
753.

D's SHIRTS N THINGS
Aurora Ky
474-8890

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri.

with
key
lals,
Mks
Call

pracnew
and

iced

FurSt.,

a no.
with
d it.
'aris,
3 or

U

3fter
riggs
gine.

g e s,
man,
West,
uard,
to
753-

Two story wood frame home 3 bedrooms, 1',2
bath, fireplace, living room, dining room, basement, Commercial or residential property. Close
to down town. Open House April 10th, 2:00 till
4:VO.
Call 753-0569 after 4:30

Yin;f
Aluminum
iding and Aluminum
rim for all houses. It
stops painting.
Jock Glover
753-1873

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
'
RUTH

room,

Hwy. 641 N. Box 45
Murray, Ky.
502453-8521

For Cars 3118

COMPLETE
COMMUNICATIONS
LOCALLY
OWNED AND
OPERATED

ARLY BIRD
SPECIALS
Available
SALE!
LARGE SELECTION OF ABOVE
GROUND POOLS ON DISPLAY
CALL NOW! 502 966-4258

owner,

example

Big 15'x24x4'

Spring Special
Brake lob

OVAL DECK $119500
POOL
ground

Pickup Trucks

Installed, ievel

.NOOMMIMINOMI
•••••••••=mamlimmm.MemNonall

$59.95

OUT OF I PENGUIN POOLS OF KY., INC.
Preston Hwy LOvserdle, Ky 4.21S
TOWN
9 7101
0,••••"•••• re.• ieciiiesentit,•caa I voeffstara ewe
CALL
no °toss/Mon

Includes new front pads and rear shoes tern rotors and
drums Check and repack wheel bearings Check fluid and
master cylinder. Mint brakes.

COLLECT
7 DAYS
itemCM, 117•71. se
A WEEK

••••••

•

-*

•

1

in case

1

TRUCK WASH AND GARAGE

Frog Do/yory m Preserietions m City Waits

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Must Go!

YARD
Who can find a virtuous
Homan? For her price is far above
SALE
rubies. The heart of her husband
doth safely trust in her. HerI Thurs-Fri-Sat-Sun. 8children arise up. and call her 4. Furniture, clothes,
blessed: her husband also. and he:
praiseth her.

CHUCK'S SPEEDWAY

*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
•NOELISTER °STONY PRODUCTS

t-shirts, nic
necks, clothes,

sandals.

From Sherwood. Patrick
and Jared

WALLIS DRUG

-• *

ouRiato,"*"--

•J

-

47. Motorcycles
1976 Suzuki 125 with
accessories, like new,
$475, also 1974 Suzuki
100, 8200. Call 753-3807.
1977 Yamaha' 360, excellent condition, low
mileage. Before
753-1651, after 5p.m.
753 2477.
1978 Yamaha DT250D,
excellent shape. $650.
753 6382
1980 650 Yamaha, 9000
condition.
black.
Call 759 1672

5p.m.

call

color

Everything for your telephone needs:
Phones - Cordless Phones - Adapters
Cords - Answering Machines - Wiring
Automatic Dialers - Modular Jacks Key Systems
Decorator Phones.
We serviLe Act we sell. Try Us, we can
save you money.
Located on 121 South, 4th house on right
past Lynnwood subdivision.
Telephone 75 3-0 1 94.

4
° 144

Oaks CC Pro Shop
hod Specials

Boy's Shirts
Solids Sz. 10-20
Stripes
Men's Shirts
Solids
Stripes 100% Cotton
Men's Slacks .
Ladies' Shirts

11.25
20.00 12.95
18.00

16.95
29.00 19.50
48.00 29.95
25.00

Sleeveless

20 00

1 3.75

S.S. Solids
Rain Slickers
Ladies' Shorts
Cot Poly

21.00
20.00

14.25
13.75

3200

21.75

Come On Out And See
All Our hod Sportswear'
At Prices You Won't Believe!
Don Johnson-Manager

753-6454
Golf Swing Rusty?
Range Balls Available!

^

10M.44'3.

•
—
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Record number of calves sold by association

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Ronda Fitts dies at home
Mrs. Ronda .Fitts, 84,
732 Nast', Dr., died Thursday at 12:20 p.m. at her
home. Her husband, Noble E. Fitts, died Jan. 14,
1937.
The Murray woman
had worked as a licensed
practical nurse at the
Masonic Home at
Louisville. She was a
member of Grace Baptist
Church.
One son, Cecil Fitts,
died Jan. 22, 1976. Two
deceased sisters are Mrs.
Lizzie Hurt who died in
1927 and Mrs. Niva
Parker who died Aug. 6,
1976.
Born Sept. 24, 1898, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter (If J.D.
Roberts who died in
December 1946 and Lela
Boatwright Roberts who
died Jan. 8, 1970.
Survivors include three
daughters. Mrs. 0.1
( Mildred ) Grogan, Rt. 5,
Mcs. Eurie (Polly )
Garland, Murray, and
Mrs. Thomas (Jane)
Lovett, Rt. 3; 11 grandchildren: 20 great-

Shackelford's
rites planned
on Saturday

grandchildren:. five
great -greatgrandchildren.
One sister, Mrs. Vernon
(Eva) Moody, Rt. 8, survives along with six
brothers, Carlton
Roberts, Dearborn,
Mich., Clifton Roberts,
Rt. 5, Guthrie Roberts,
Rt. "2, Gray Roberts,
south Pasadena, Calif.,
Wade Roberts, Rt. 5, and
J.D. Robets, Murray.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will
officiate. Mrs. Otto Erwin
will be pianist.
Pallbearers will be
John Garland II, Ronald
Garland, Max Underwood, Joe Johnson, Eddie
Melton and Robert Swift,
grandsons and
grandsons-in-law.
Burial will follow in the
Outland Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p.m.
today (Friday).
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the Hospice
Program, MurrayCalloway County
Hospital, 803 Poplar St.,
Murray,Ky. 42071.

Services for Solon Ed-

ward Shackelford will be
Saturday at 10:30 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Henry Hargis and John
Dale will officiate. Jerry
Bolls will direct the
singing.
Active pallbearers will
be Lloyd Thompson,
Robert Hopkins, Nix
Crawford, George
Dowdy, Fred Workman
and Gene Jones.
Honorary pallbearers
will be Frank Rougemont, Dr. Hugh Houston,
Dr. C.C. Lowry, Max
Brandon, George Weaks,
H. Glenn Doran, Earl
Nanny. Leman Nix, Davy
Hopkins. Bud Myers and
L.W. Paschall.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home where
Masonic rites will be conducted at 7 p.m. tonight
( Friday).
Mr. Shackelford,80, 703
Elm St., died Thursday at
7:43 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
He was a painting contractor and former owner
of the Murray Paint and
Wallpaper Co. He was a
member of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons.
Born March 22, 1902, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Edward Shackelford and Etna Osborne Shackelford.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Pearl Tidwell
Shackelford, to whom he
was married on Dec. 1,
1928; one daughter, Mrs.
Lenith ( Pat) Rogers, 1714
Miller Ave.; three grandchildren, Mrs. Beverly
Wylie, Jackson, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Susan Bogard
andpEddie Rogers, Murray; two greatgrandchildren, Bradley
Bogard and Stefanie
Wylie.

—
UK STUMP
REMOVAL
We can remove stumps up
to 24 below the ground
435 43430, 435-43)9

.grsatreafasaglispanorr-nir

•

O.H. Guthrie
rites Sunday
Opel Herman Guthrie,
57, 235 Truelton St.,
Nashville, Tenn., died
Monday at the Nashville
General Hospital.
Born May 8, 1925, in
Henry County, Tenn., he
was the son of Hobert
Guthrie and the late Luvvellar Diggs Guthrie.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Nettie Reed
Guthrie, and one son,
Larry Guthri.e,
Nashville; his father,
Hobet Guthrie, Paris,
Tenn.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Mrs. Thylee
Ellis and Mrs. Mable
Tharpe, Chicago, Ill., and
Mrs. Katie Randolph,
Nashville; three
brothers, Jewell Guthrie,
Milwaukee, Wisc., Idell
Guthrie, Chicago, and
HozieGuthrie, Murray.
The funeral will be Sunday at 1:30 p.m. in the
chapol. of Williams and
Rawff Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
C.L. Guthrie will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Greenwood Cemetery at
Paris.
Visitation will be from 3
to 6 p.m. Saturday at the
funeral home.

David Key's
funeral to be Judge named
FRANKFORT, Ky.
at Oak Grove (AP) — Former U.S.
The funeral for David
Key will be Saturday at 2
pem, at the Oak Grove
Baptist Church. The Rev.
Joe Bagwell will officiate. Jimmy Key will
direct the Oak Grove
Choir in special music.
Pallbearers will be
Wallace Key, Jr., Jimmy
Key, Paul Dunn, Jimmy
Taylor, Darrell Wilson
and Hank Petges.
Burial will follow in the
South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
In charge of arrangements is the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends may call
until the funeral hour.
Mr. Key, 79, Rt. 1,
Hazel, died Thursday at
3:30 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. He was a
member of North Fork
Baptist Church. One son,
Wallace Key, died Aug.
18, 1982.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Modest Key; one
daughter, Mrs. Ann
Hargrove, Phoenix,
Ariz.; one son, Lee Page
Key and wife, Jean, Fairfax, Va.; daughter-inlaw, Mrs. Helen Key, Arlington, Texas; eight
grandchildren; 11 greatgrandchildren.

Hog market

District Judge David
Hermansdorfer of
Ashland has been named
by Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. to review a request
that Harlan County
Sheriff Paul Browning Jr.
be removed from office
for neglect of duties.
Harlan County Commonwealth's Attorney
Ron Johnson last month
petitioned the governor's
office to issue such an executive order.

Mrs. Matheney's rites Sunday
Mrs. -Cordie Stevens
Matheney, 92, Rt. 4, died
Thursday at 3:01 p.m. at
Westview Nursing Home.
Her husband, Luther
Matheney, died Oct. 8,
1980.
She also was preceded
in death by one daughter,
Mrs. Iris Lively on Oct.

Mrs. Stratton
dies; funeral
at Union Ridge
Funeral services for
Mrs. Charlotte Stratton
will be Saturday at 2 p.m.
at the Union Ridge Baptist Church near Aurora
wher e she was ,a
member. The Rev. Gary
Frizzell will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Union Ridge Cemetery.
In charge of arrangements is the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton,
where friends may call
until the funeral hour.
Mrs. Stratton, 56, Rt. 5,
Benton, was pronounced
dead on arrival at 2:25
p.m. Wednesday at
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah, by Jerry
Beyer, McCracken County Coroner.
Officials said Mrs.
Stratton died as a result
of a self-inflicted gunshot
wound at her home at approximately 11:45 a.m.
Wednesday.
Survivors are her husband, Edward Stratton;
two daughters, Mrs.
Brenda Dennis, Benton,
and Mrs. Julia Savells,
Mayfield; one son, Barry
Stratton, Benton; two
grandchildren.
Her mother, Mrs.
Daisy Riddle, Louisville,
survives, along with one
sister, Mrs. Betty
Buchheit, Louisville, and
one brother, Danny Riddle, Simpsonville.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

26, 1973, -and one son,
Frankle Lee Matheney
who died in 1928.
Survivors are two
daughters, Mrs.
Elizabeth S. Bailey, Rt. 4,
and Mrs. Estelle
Delaney, Southside
Manor; one grandson,
William E. Stiles, Tustin,
Calif.; one greatgrandson, Steven Stiles,
and one great-greatgrandson, Matthew
Stiles, both of Anaheim,
Calif.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Mrs. Dolly
Adams and Mrs. Edna
McReynolds, Murray,
and Mrs. Gertrude Grant,
Royal Oak, Mich. ,
Mrs. Matheneny was a
member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church where
the funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. Burial will
follow in the church
cemetery.
In charge of arrangements is the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call
after 12 noon on Saturday.

WINCHESTER, Ky.
(AP) — The Bluegrass
Beef Marketing Association sold a record 2,058

head of calves for a
The calves, 1,418 steers
record total of abdut and 640 heifers, went for
$778,000 at this week's an- an average of about $378
nual spring "board" sale. a head, said Bob Brewer.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR

VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Stock market

Prices furnished by First of
Michigan, Woodman Bldg.
Industrial Average

-1.74

Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Emerson Electric
Ford
G.A.F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear

38% +3
/
4
30 +
643
/
4 -L8
1678 unc.
40% -1,13
57 +
383
/
4 -14
151
/
2 -3
/
4
41% -3
/
4
571
/
4 +1
/
4
341
/
4 unc.
36% -%
28% unc.

Gulf Oil
I.B M
J.C. Penney
Jerico
Johnson & Johnson
K Mart
Mary Kay Cosm.
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS— MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Dine With Us
Sunday Nowt Buffet

WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY

12: Noon Till 3:00

Entree's Include, Roast Torn Turkey, Southern Style Fried Chicken,
Breaded Shrimp, Cocktail Sauce, Hushpuppies, Roost Round Of
Choice Beef, Carved On The Line.
Vegetables Include, fluffy Whipped Potatoes, Seasoned Green
Beans, Country Style Cream Corn, Oven Baked Apples, Cornbread
Dressing, Assorted Kentucky Mode Cheese/Fresh Fruit, Two Large
Salad Bars. Assorted Dessert Table Choice Of
Beverage

$

most exhoust pipes, too

Don't Forget Our Friday
Seafood Buffet 5-9 p.m.

Sere
Money...
pipe bending
to yew specs.
*TAILPIPES
*DUALS
•EXHAUST PIPES

Discount
Mufflers
from

10% t.20%

Off

On Exhaust Parts
Inspection'

KENLAKE STATE RESORT
PARK
AURORA, KY.

1981 Dodge Ram D-50
Blue, blue interior, 5 speed.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Murray

Ades *Mir An!!!*

£42zio

Authorized Meth
leader Coster

BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639S 4th St
Phone 753-9868

Federal-State Martet News Service Friday, April 11, 1413
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includesi Buying Stations
Receipts Act 747 Est. MO Barrows & Gilts
Steady Sows 1.2 lower
US 1-2 214240 1.4n
$47.03-V.25
US 1-2 204-210 Lb;
146.01-17.00
US 2 210-240 Lbs.
$4140-17.011
US 24 50-271 Lb..
144.21146.54
Sows
US 1-2 270.354 Lb..
US 1-3 as-a•Lb.
US 1-3 455-5111 Lb.
US 1.3 20443411Lbs
US 2-3 310-241 Lbs.
Boars 10500-3700

RIDE WITH
CONFIDENCE
When you climb aboard our
v and improve visibility, and the
rider, you're riding on years of
acclaimed SNAPPER friction
SNAPPER quality, engineerdisc drive. Available attaching and innovations.
ments include a six bushel rear
-In fact, SNAPPER riders
grass catcher. the Thatcherizer,
have earned their welt dea front dozer blade, a front
• served reputation in the tall,
load carrier and the two-stage
tough grasses of the Sunbelt
snow thrower.
where grass grows most of
See our riding mower at your
the year.
SNAPPER dealer today.You'll
Time tested performance
see why it's a reputation worth
features make the SNAPPER
riding on
easy-to-operate, but tough
These features include on-thego-shifting, easy height adjustment,a rear mounted engine'
to cut down on noise
Discover The DIfferenco

SNAPPER

wet

GRAND RE-OPENING
at our Beavtifel new
location S12 Blain St.
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE SUPPLI

At H&R Block
we guarantee
our work.
This year with over 100 changes in the tax laws and
forms you have more chances of making a mistake
And that could mean an IRS audit If H&R Block
prepares your taxes and you're audited, we go with
you at no added cost Not as your legal representative, but to explain how your taxes were prepared If we make a mistake and you owe additional
tax, you pay only the tax We pay the penalty and
interest

H&R BLOCK
Tho now tax lawn.
This year's numbor on mason to go to N&R Mock.

903 Arcadia Street
Open 9AM .PM Wookdays, 9-5 Sot. Msoos 753-9204
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

32% +%
10254
591,e -14
18/
3
4B. 187/aA.
45% -1
/
4
321
/
4 unc.
34% +as
, 39% unc.
443
/
4 +¼
32/
3
4 +1
/
4
28% +
57 unc.
171
/
2 +3
/
4
1848B. 185'A.

Call 753-8201
200 E. Main

Be Sure To Notice The Specials Of All The*
Advertisers In Today's HOME IMPROVEMENT, LAWN & GARDEN SPECIAL SECTION!
The Murray Ledger and Times

Parts &
Service After
The Sale
Financing
Available

SEE YOUR YELLOW PAGES FOR
THE SNAPPER DEALER NEAREST YOU
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Prescriptions for ill house plants recommended
How did theise house
plants do this winter? If
they fared poorly, here
are a few prescriptions:
In an indoor garden,
perhaps the most important item in the care of
plants is watering. Plants
not given sufficient water
dry out and die. Too much
water causes them to rot
or drown. So water
thoroughly, but only often

enough to prevent
wilting.
When plants seem
ready to wilt, water them
thoroughly again.
Flowering plants need
watering more often then
foliage plants.
Want to make sure
you're watering adequately? Insert the neck
of a plastic funnel into the
soil in the plant pot, fill

the funnel with water.
When it empties, refill it
and when water no longer
drains from the funnel,
poke your finger into its
neck so water won't run
out, then remove the funnel.
You'll find that only the
amount of water the soil
can hold will leave the
funnel — not too much.
Plants watered this way

usually won't need water
again for several weeks.
Want to improve the
humidity of the air
around plants as

moisture evaporates
from them? Spread wet
sphagnum moss on the
soil surface. The humidity is good for most plants.

Fertilize plants when
they are growing actively. Use a solution of
water-soluble fertilizer
every two to four weeks
at label-recommended
strength. Dry fertilizers
for indoor plants are not
recommended because
they don't dissolve completely and may build up
enough to harm roots.
Remove white deposits of
fertilizer from the soil
surface and add new soil.
Plants require light for
12-16 hours a day.
Generally, flowering
plants require more light
(higher intensity levels
rather than periods of illumination I than plants
grown for foliage. A
timer will help control illumination.
To encourage even
development of plants,
turn pots once a week.
If you use a planter
holding a number of
plants, one of which
becomes sick, remove it
and replace it with a
(Continued on Page 10)

MURRAY
LAWN
SERVICE
'Mowing
'Weed Control
*Fertilizing
'Seeding
'Hedging
'Trimming
*Minor Landscaping

c
4

Call Now
759-9246
or
759-4414
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WE HAVE THE
HOTPOINT APPLIANCES YOU
1W
NEED TO REPLACE YOUR OLD BUILT-INS!

Low Interest In-Store Financing

I

FREE
"leave The Lawn To Us" ESTIMATES

8•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
'
ID
•
•
•
•
•

C11,ECTE

WATO
SAVE UP TO
Thrt_11.1-1Xtri-till 17 2 Cu ft no-frost refrigeratorfreezer ill Equipped for optional ice
maker 121 Energy-saver switch IIII Adjustable shelves 111 See-thru meat
keeper, vegetable pans, dairy bins III
Roll-out wheels.
Model CTF17E

SAVE $60...just $559

A1,000.00

on a new ********
John DeereTractor
Good Selection
of Chest 1.
Up-Right Freezers

From $329 lis Up.
t Heon ow' "

I

,-

11,v

113 _

•
•
•
•

While You're In, Sign Up For The Circus
Of Values Give-Away. You Could Win A
Trip To Disney World In Florida.

Air Conditioners from 5,000-23,000 BTU
Check Oat Our New 5 Yr. Warranty
611N.
Across From
Colonial
House

••
•••

753-4478
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Trees add
to value
of homes

Submitted by
Jones Landscaping
Common practice
among developers has
been to cut down trees as
they put up houses. But a
housing developer — and
later, a homeowner —
can probably make
money when selling by
having mature, healthy
trees on the property.
Trees can ad"d
somewhere in the range
of six to 15 percent to the
value of a home, according to a poll of real
estate agents and property owners, who believe
that trees have a tangible
effect• on the home's
marketability.
Interestingly, the poll
indicated that only trees
greater than six inches in
diameter appeared to
have any effect on
boosting the home's selling price. Trees less than
two inches and three to
five inches had little ef(Continued on Page 4)

GET TWO
TILLERS
FOR THE
PRICE
OF ONE

II•

The SNAPPER revolutionary rear tine tiller. Ifs the one tiller
that does the lob of
two. Because its a
simple matter to convert from forward to
reverse tine rotation
tilling, its like getting
two tillers for the price
of one
Gardening is made
easy with this SNAPPER tiller It even
breaks new ground
with ease.
So before you buy
any other, you really
owe it to yourself to
put Our rear tine tiller
to the test. Drop by
your SNAPPER dealtoday.
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SEE YOIGI MAW PAGES
FOR GM SNAPPER
°GAUEN MEANEST YOU.

RENTAL SAIFS

CENTER

Home Improvement Section

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

tusTaette

Phone
153-2511

ein nwrint STORES

HARDWARE STORES

Lawn &Paint Aid
CPSC ada WETY 11(1)111itIMITS:

TRU TEST
iizz2z3Y
29-IL 4-HP
Rotary Mom
This

WeatherAll

model is a top seller because of a great price and these
features: full baffles, ball-bearing steel wheels, cushiongrip handle, anb-scalp disc, lever height adjusters.
602

Late'
Flat Enare

111

LAWN'
CHIEF

22-la.
Silt-Propelled
Rotary Mower
You'll

Fla

House
4 11%111r1.
b,
481t.e
.
K

Rat Acrylic
1

91!

finish mowing sooner
with full baffles for efficient
bagging, a 4-HP engine, and
lever height adjusters.
342

23998

Satin Acrylic

1398
•Ellg Hare Latex
flat hamel

LAWN'
CHIEF

The scrubbable interior latex
with a low-sheen flat finish
that actually resists soiling.
For walls & woodwork in
every room.
EZ

Powered by a 3¼-HP Briggs
Stratton engine With rear baffle. 3 cutting heights, steel
deck. folding handle
501
72-la. Mower 532
Ka.ss

WeathsrAll®

Saner

Our finest acrylic-latex exterior house paint now available in ,
three finishes! For long-lasting protection from extreme
temperature changes plus fade resistant pigments.
Whichever finish, WeatherAll k stays beautiful longer —
without frequent touch-ups'
HPX/SHP/GHP
Flat 25 Town & Country colors, white & black
Satin. White. black &-customcolors
Gloss. Not shown White:black, custom colors 13.01

kat.

Meet Latex
Redwood SOO
Beeutiful redwood color enhances wood siding. fences.
Without hiding texture. LAW

--
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Maintenance most overlooked aspect of landscaping
By DON GISH
Countryside Nursery
The most overlooked
aspect of landscaping is
perhaps the most impor-

Dwarf Fruit Trees
Machine Balled 3'-4'
Apple
Pear
Peach
Mui
Plum

tant — proper
maintenance after installation.
A properly-designed
landscape requires

minimal maintenance,
although some is required. The basic factors
in caring for your landscape are proper watering, fertilizing, and pruning.
Mature landscapes require little, if any, watering to stay alive.
However, newly-installed
plantings will require
regular watering. It is
somewhat difficult to
state how oftw persons
should water Ants, with
the climate and time of
year, as well as size and
the variety of the plant all
being factors to be considered.
Soil type is also a major
determinant in the watering schedule. A light,
well-drained soil in a
warm climate could require a daily watering,
but the same watering
schedule would drown
plants in a tight clay soil
which seems to be
predominant in this area.
After these factors have
been evaluated, a watering schedule can be determined.
Watering mature
plants deeply (whether
by means of a root feeder
or a slow trickling hose)
should be done on a weekly basis even in a porous
soil in dry, hot weather.
Frequent shallow watering will result in a
shallow root system
which will require more
waterings and Will not

provide proper support
for the plant.
Most plants have the
majority of their feeder
roots located at the drip
line of the plant. The drip
line is at the edge of the
foliage and water should
be applied at this point.
Deep watering does encourage a deeper root
system, but most feeder
roots, even on larger
trees, will be in the top
foot of soil.
Plants will prosper if
the proper amount of
nutrients are added at the
appropriate time. Trees
and shrubs will benefit
from fertilizer applied to
the lawn areas, but they
will benefit more from
fertilizers applied directly to the root zone. Fertilizer applications will
improve the overall
health of the plant.
Numerous fertilizers
are available for trees,
shrubs, and groundcovers. Many have been
formulated for particular
types of plants. Dry formulations, wettable
powders, granular slow
release and liquid fertilizers are all good, but
be sure and read the
recommended dosages,
as all will vary.
Fertilizer requirements vary with the
type of plant. Information
on fertilizing can be obtained from the extension
service, fertilizer companies, or area nurseries.

Themost
misunderstood aspect of
landscape maintenance
is pruning. This fact is exemplified by the way that
plantings are pruned to
look like anything but the
way the plant should look
in its natural growth
habit.
Plants should be
selected for a landscape
because of their specific
size, color, texture, and
growth habit. Clipped
hedges, as well as
formally -pruned
evergreens, certainly
have their place in a formal landscape. However,
formally-pruned plants in
an informal landscape
ruin the effect that is to
be obtained.
Evergreens may be
pruned at virtually any
time of the year, except
when they are frozen. The
optimum time to prune
them is during the spring
and fall growth periods
which will enable them to
recover more quickly.
Late winter or early
spring is the best time to
prune deciduous trees.
This pruning should
precede spring growth.
Spring flowering
shrubs should be pruned
after blooming. Pruning
later might mean the loss
of some of the buds that
will produce flowers the
next spring. Fall flowering plants should be pruned in late fall after their
blooming period.

These are just
generalizations in the
area of pruning. There
are many tyes of pruning
that all vary upon the
variety of plant being
worked with.
Having a landscape installed can be very expensive. Do yourself a
favor. Know your landscape. Know its needs. A
good way to find out is to
ask the installer,
designer, or nurseryman
you are buying from for
specifications on how to
maintain their landscape.
A landscape well taken
care of is priceless.

Trees...
(Continued from Page 3)
fect on property value.
Trees can save money,
too. Carefully positioned
on your property, trees
act as windbreaks, which
provide a reduction in
wind velocity during the
winter. Sheltering your
home from blasts of
frigid winter air can cut
winter energy consumption by as much as 30 percent.
For more information
on the financial benefits
of saving that tree, the
American Association of
Nurserymen suggests
that you contact your
local landscaping professional.

--oterow

There Is More Than The Price
To Consider, When You Buy
Draperies.
RaizInteriors has the largest selection of nationally known and advertised Drapery and
Upholsteryfabrics ofany store in our area.Such
• cntll'mown names asSchumacher, Waverly,
Payne& Co., Greeff, Westgate and many
others to Moosefrom.
EfliX Interiors does
custom-made draperies
in our own drapery
workroom in ourstore.
We will measure, make
and install your draperies
for you, by Eras'Interiors'own employees.

We Care About Your Landscape
A Landscape Takes Years To Mature!
We Believe In...
•Routine Inspections After Installation
*Servicing Beyond Our
3 Month Guarantee
•Keeping Our Customers Informed
On Landscape Maintenance
*Our Qualified Experienced Personnel
Leek For Oer Greenlee's'
Greed Opening Nut Week

COUNTRYSIDE
NURSERY
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All-American look adds excitement-to ceramic tile
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Ceramic tile has made the
giant leap from the bath to
rooms all through the house,
even the most formal and entertaining ones. Glass-walled
houses furnished in the minimal manner are softened with
the earthy textures and colors
of natural quarry tile: country
kitchens are brimming with
Americana tile motifs; and
city brownstones boast floors
of tiles glazed to deep jewel
tones.
Behind the skyrocketing
appreciation of ceramic tile
are the new life-styles that
have emerged over the past 10
years plus sweeping product
changes that have replaced
tile's "for-baths-only" image
with terrific fashion excitement.
According to the Tile Council of America, the millions of
new two-income families,
strained budgets in general,

and high energy costs are factors that make tile a -highpriority building and design
material.
Tile's carefree ways are important to working women,
explains the Council, and it is
great for the combination
kitchen/dining/hobby room
that is the center for at-home
togetherness and entertaining
a la the '80s. Also, consumers
are now choosing high-quality
materials that still look good
and function well for the
longest possible time, and this
puts ceramic tile at the top of
shopping lists.
energy-conscious ways are of
much interest to consumers
everywhere. It is an excellent
thermal conductor, which aids
in the storage and release of
both the heat and cooling
breezes, and that makes it the
ideal material for solar and

woodburning installations as
thing Oriental that has been
well as for cooler rooms in
part of the AmeriCan design
warm climates.
heritage ever since the clipper
ships plied the high seas is reAmerican design
flected, today, ip numerous
But for all of its efficiency,
tile designs. lti-S seen in the
it is still tile's new-found fashserene floral paintings by
ion looks that are earning it
California artist Barbara Vansuch an important place in totrease Be'all designing for
day's home.
FjOridatile, and Summitville
The most interesting of the
Tiles features a series of
new tile designs are uniquely
sculptured tiles depicting anAmerican. Often they reflect
cient Chinese coins.
the past, but in fresh, unfetA new generation of texlered and unexpected ways.
tures and a hand-crafted look
Good examples are groups of ,
are also giving today's Ameritile designs- inspired by the
can tile w?nderful designer
crafts of the early colonists.
flair. Good examples are the
These-Maudefh
Dutch stencil and sampler
Mid-State and American
motifs, buttermold designs
Olean 's Quarry Naturals
embossed in terracotta or renBoth featUresurface-variations
dered in blue on white, and
- that emphasize the products'
renditions of early carousel
earthy looks.
animals, weathervanes and
Leather finishes such as
quilt themes.
suede, rawhide and buckskin
The fascination with everyare featured by Vv'enczel Tale.
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RIDE NON-STOP WITH
SNAPPER'S BAG-N-WAGON
Climb aboard and ride non-stop through
Bermuda,St. Augustine, Kentucky and other
types of grass. For the SNAPPER Hi-Vac"
rider with the optional Bag-N-Wagon lets
you cut and bag up to 30 bushels of grass
with ease,and without stopping.
Come fall, this same dynamic duo will vacuum your lawn of leaves while saving you
hours and hours of yard work.You II ride five

times as long without emptying,thanks to
the Bag-Ni-Wagons huge capacity for holding leaves and debris.
But most of all, you'll appreciate SNAPPERs patented Hi-Vac cutting system that
creates a powerful airflow to set up grass for
a smooth.even cut.
So see your SNAPPER dealer today and
you'll be riding non-stop to a beautiful lawn.

delicate eggshell and lace
finishes are seen in collections
by Cambridge and Aztec: and
textures become patterns in
Summitville's Burlap and
Reptile patterns.
A whole different kind of
texture is achieved with Rubble, which consists of random
pieces of quarry tile and pavers. This product. which is
available from Mid-State and
Universal Ceramics. offers the
creative tile setter the otitimum

UJUKIRI
Harrell's
Farm &
`11111V
Home Supply
Lawn and Garden
Home Improvement
Headquarters
Bulk Gorden Seed
Grass Seed
Fertilizer

1/2

Hwy 94 E.

753-7862
•

SALES & SERVICE
For Heating
Air Conditioning
G.E. Heat Pumps
& Sheet Metal Work
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SEE YOUR YELLOW PAGES FOR THE SNAPPER DEALER NEAREST YOU

Parts &
Service After
The Sale

Financing
Available

RANDY THORNTON
Heating & Air Conditioning INC.

753-8181
$02 Chestait
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Chemicals
Plants
Fruit Tree Supplies

4000

ER

•

All Indoor or Outdoor House Paint

Open all day Satarday

MA

challenge.
Color treads
The broadest range of color
is always found in gLued tile
for walls and countertops
and,to a lesser degree,for residential floors. In this group
colors abound, from neutrals
to bolds. from pales to darks.
The dusky blues, golds and
greens of Williamsburg are
there asare the brilliant red of
the flag and the denim blue of
American fashion lank.
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Plan ahead so you'll be decked out for summer
A new deck can do wonderful things for your home's appearance and your outdoor
lifestyle. But before you dive
into the project, take time out
to do some thoughtful planning. Your project will go

quicker in the long run, and
you'll be happier with the results.
First, analyze your needs.
What's the main purpose of
the deck? Is it for sun worship
or dining alfresco, to dress up

f

o Southern States
p.

PHELPS[Ail SERVICE
...for all your
Lawn & Garden and
Farm Needs!

NOW IN STOCK
AND MORE ARRIVING

Jackson Perkins Roses
Peat Pots
Stark Fruit Trees
Flower Bulbs & Seed
Pro Mix
Peat Moss
Potting Soil
Cow & Sheep Manure
Lawn Grass Seed
Fertilizer
Vegetable Seed
Jet Star

an entry or provide a private
getaway?
Knowing the deck's function is essential to a good plan.
You may find you need several
areas or levels—one for entertainment and outdoor cooking, one for sunning.
While rectangular and
square decks are easiest to
build, the simplest design may
not be the best for you. Multiple levels can add more flair
and function than one large
platform in some situations.
Stake out the deck
Begin by drawing to scale
on graph paper a top and side
view of the house. Include
major landscaping, driveways,
doors, and location of utility
lines underground.
Then lay out the deck on paper. Try to design it in increments of 2 feet since lumber
comes in these even lengths. It
will save you a lot of sawing
and extra expense.
Now go outside with tape
measure and I x2 stakes and lay
out the deck on the site. Determine width,then length and
height by measuring the side
of the house and marking
where you want the top of the
decking.
Tap stakes into the ground
along the house where the
ledger strip will go and at
points somewhat beyond the
exact points where posts will
be placed. Mark the string
with a felt pen exactly 'at the
posts positions.
Check for square
To check the corners of the
deck for square, use this simple surveying procedure with
two fixed lines forming a right
angle. This will be your guide
for measurements.
Line #1 is always parallel to
the house or other structure the
deck is built against. If the

CALL IT GRIDWORK, PARQUET OR CHECKERBOARD... by any name this deck is
easy to build if you first start with•good plan.
deck will be detached,just run
a straight line along one edge
of the proposed site. Line #2
will intersect line #1 (see
drawing).
Take three stakes and a
nylon line and lay out a
triangle. Line #1 should be 8
feet long, parallel to the wall.
Stake the line at points A and
B. Line #2 also connects to
stake A, running to a point 6'
from A. Attach the line to
point C several feet beyond.
Check the distance from
stake C to stake B,the hypotenuse of the right triangle.
When its measurement is
exactly 10 feet, your corner
will be square. Double check

at stake A with a carpenter's
square. Then, using stakes and
string, lay out the entire deck,
repeating the process to check

Pik Red

Select materials

Tomato Seed Tomato Seed
APP"

Tomato Supplies
Lawn Edging
Pine Bark & Mulch

Marble Chips
Plants
Lime
Onion Sets
,Ames Tools Seed Potatoes

PHELPS
—1.

FARM SERVICE
424 South 3rd Si.
Phone 443-7565

Pri;/
1

Shirley's Greenhouses
We Are No. 1 In Our Field
Offering You Top Grade
Bedding Plants and Vegetable Plants

Clay Flower. Pots
Cabbage IL Onion

each corner for square.
If building a detached deck,
you can form line #1 by placing stakes along a line parallel
to one edge of the deck site.

•

Our No. 1 Grade Armstrong Rose
Bushes Are The Best To Be Had
Opening April 'I it.
8-5 Monday-Saturday
Shirley Florist and Greenhouses
500 r4. 4th, Murray, 753-3251

STOP BY TO SEE US
"We Make Things Grow"

Your next decision is what
kind of wood to use. We recommend pressure treated
lumber for all your outdoor
project needs. Why? Several
reasons: low cost, low maintenance, resistance to decay and
insects, handsome finish qualities, and workability.
A process which forces preservatives deep into the cells
of quality kimber makes G-P
pressure-treated lumber a solid
choice for decking,joints and
beams. And, its essential to
use only pressure-treated lumber for posts to resist decay.
Use stainless steel fasteners
and hot-dipped galvanized
nails to resist stains.
Know the code
Also, don't forget to check
your local building code before beginning construction to
be sure you meet local requirements
Be sure to follow manufacturer's instructions when
using power tools And, don't
forget to wear safety goggles
when using hammer or power
tools
Your local Georgia-Pacif
lc Registered Dealer can help
you estimate the amount of
lumber you will need for your
plan and give you a copy of
G-P's booklet, Decks & Out
door Prolertc

vement Section

Dr
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Experts answer aluminum siding questions
4
‘
:

this deck is

For nearly a quarter century, Alcoa Building Products
has been manufacturing high
quality, low maintenance aluminum siding for America's
homes.
So it's not surprising that
when homeowners have a
question ah9ut their aluminum
siding they turn to Alcoa for
the answers.
Recently, Charles Gindele,
a staff engineer and consumer
advisor at Alcoa,provided answers to the questions homeowners ask most often about
aluminum siding.
There's a fine dust or
"chalk" on my siding. What
causes this and is it normal?
Oxidation, or "chalking,"
is a normal process whereby
the pigment in siding gradually breaks down and releases
microscopic particles. Siding
is designed to oxidize very
gradually so, if your siding
"chalks" too quickly, you may
want to check with your
contractor.
Oxidation is generally first
noticed as a lightening in the
color of the house, or when, in
brushing against the house,
one notices a fine dust on the
hands or clothing. There's no
way to prevent oxidation—it's
a self-cleaning feature of the
siding:
Homeowners who have
older siding can sometimes
Wash off the chalk and return
the siding to its original color.
Anyone just having his house
sided should be aware that the
color will change slightly over

the years as the siding
oxidizes.
Is siding a good insulator?
Even an uninsulated siding
panel cuts down on air infiltration through cracks, around
doorways and windows and in
cornerlvards. The air space
created by applying an uninsulated siding panel over a wall
has an "R" value of about .75.
(New home insulation standards in the north are R-19 for
sidewalls, R-30 for attic ceilings.) While .75 is not that
high, it is a contribution toward saving energy.
Insulated siding panels have
an "R" value of between 2 and
3. In addition, homeowners
can select from a wide variety
of sheathing products, which
can be applied under siding, or
can have stud spaces blown
with an insulating material ifthe siding is going over wood
clapboard.
Insulated siding is usually a
wise investment as the additional chst may be recovered in,
reduced energy usage.
IfIjust moved into an aluminum sided home that needs'
a panel replaced, how can I
tell the brand?
If you don't know the name
of the contractor who applied
the tiding, you may be able to
make some observations that
will help you determine the
brand. For example:
• While most manufacturers make a woodgrain siding,
the grains vary from brand to
brand and you should be able

look for a small logo on the
back or on the top nailing
hem.
Can I repaint My aluminum siding?
Yes—just be sure to prepare
the surface for repainting by
cleaning it of dirt and oxidation. Any good exterior paint.
preferably latex, will do.
There's usually no need for
sanding or priming_ It changing color, you may need tv.0
coats.
Theut,gh siding Li a /0 maintenance product, is then'
Main .sionething / shou/e/t!
Wilt Ii

A FREE BROCHURE ENTITLED -HOW TO GET A GOOD
from Alcoa Building Products, Inc.
to tell one from another.
• On a smooth, eight-inch
wide siding panel, check the
thickness of the butt (bottom)
edge; it will vary from /
1
2 to %
inch between brands.
• A drip bead that deflects
water off the surface is a distinguishing factor. It's gener-

ally located on the face of the
panel, at the bottom, where it
meets the butt edge.
• Weep holes (most siding
panels have them on the butt
edge) are small openings that
allow moisture to escape from
behind siding. They vary in
size and shape (round, trian-

gular, slotted) from brand to
brand. They're also spaced
differently—Alcoa, for example, has round weep holes
every 18 inches.
• As a last resort, pry loose
a small siding section and look
at the color of the protective
"wash coat" on the back; also

It's a good practice to wash
down the siding v. ith a detergent solution
cup detergent
.to three quarts water) once a
year. This reduces the possibility of mildew, enhances the
appearance and prevents oxidation from staining any
nearby brick. A soft brush or
sponge should be used to remove any dirt or mildew present.
Do you have any questions
about aluminum siding? Alcoa
will do its best to answer them.
Write for more information to
Alcoa Building Products,
Inc., Two Allegheny Center,
Pittsburgh, PA 15212.
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You can keep buying lawn mowers. Or get the SNAPPER ready for all seasons, with an amazing line of attachments
Hi-Vac!' A first-class investment.Yes,investment. A SNAPBefore you buy a mere mower,find out why the SNAPPER is put together to stay together For a long
PER lawn machine is in a class by itself. You'll find it only
and loyal time. And no other
at a professional SNAPPER dealer. Most of all, you'll
mower is engineered like the
find this one,shrewd investment will save
SNAPPER to perform so. masyou face,time and temper over the
terfully.The High Vacuum cutyears.Forourmoney,
ting feature is a SNAPPER
its the only way to
walk
patent. Found only in our
roll in the green stuff.
and riding mowers. And de- .4,
livering splendid looking,
evenly cut lawns every time.
The Hi-Vac riding mower is

tio matter what the job - big or smaN - we will be happy to
advise you on what you'll need and how little it will cost you.

FOR FREE ESTIMATE CALL

753-3355
MURRAY
FEDERAL
MATERIALS

Call 753-8201
200 E. Main
Parts &
Service After
mesas.
Financing
Available
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PERFORM FEATS
WITH YOUR FEET

Vegetable gardeners save money
If you're thinking of
having a vegetable
garden this season to
save a few dollars, you're
in good company. In 1982,
an estimated $18 billion
worth of food was grown
in backyard and corn-

A.
:1-v.
.41748NLA.EG

r/k4N0.• P R

munity gardens.
And last season, according to a Gardens for
All-Gallup survey, the
median size of home and
community gardens increased 10 percent from
1981 to 600 square feet_

Kuhota's new B, 00 HST diesel tractor features a toot-controllec
hcdrostatic transmission
And that makes cc cri 1 ront lOading easy, as one pedal movement
changes this ISubota's direction I rom lorward to reverse
You'll also appreciate 14 diesel horses and a choice of 2-or 4-wheel
,c. pros tiding the strength and flexibility for a wide range of tohs
I rit luding agriculture, light construction, industrial parks, lawn and
estate maintenance, and gardening
Filling, mowing and snow blow ing are also simple feats for
the
B4i100 HST. thanks
to three live power takeoff PTO
outlet,and r 1-point hitch

OKUBOTA•
McKee! Equipment Co.
Nothing Like It On Earth

503 Walnut

Home Imprmement Section

153-3062

The survey also showed
the 38 million househlds
gardening grew more
varieties of vegetables.
Tomatoes still ranked No.
1 in popularity, grown by
94 percent, followed by
peppers, green beans,
cucumbers, onions, lettuce, summer squash,
carrots, radishes, corn,
cabbage, peas and white
potatoes.
Increasing kpopularity in 1982, according to
Jack Robinson, president
of Gardens for All, were
herbs, 60 percent; broccoli, 53 percent; summer
squash, 37 percent;
potatoes, 38 percent;
asparagus, 33 percent;
and spinach,31 percent.
A typical investment of
$20, the 10th annual
survey noted, yielded

•

•
AkstBuys Ai!Limoc„AF •
[

AS ADVERTISED]
ON NATIONAL
TELEVISION

J
1\

for

APRIL-

$2.4.
E6 7004)
65812

. 33 Gal. Plastic

HEADS ARTERS

"At• thy place welt

H."H.
"1"..14....

Paint — Gilman &
.0°

TRASH and,
32
:.
LAW

sr.

FINAL COST

$066

=SI
32 GALLON

Plastic

ROUGHNECK..

Gm) TRASH

CAN

• Chocolate
• Stands up under sub-zero
• Highest quality.
temperatures or super• Tough and durable.
hot steam cleaning.
• Heavy-wall construction.• Lid fits tight, locks in odors.

MURRAY 1
Ltt,%.!..t
** SUPPLY
ta' COMPANY
20$ E. Ma
753-3361

SENOUR

Carpet —

World
Galaxy
Salem
Philadelphia
Others
Vinyl
Congoleum
Armstrong
Mannington
Azrock Floor Tile
Hartco Wood Floors
Del Mar Window Shades

•

N BAGS 2 8111/2 PLY/INAVY WAD

E PRICE
S W'
FACTORY REBATE

MARTIN

PAINTS

• One-at-a-time dispensing. • Convenient attached
• Added strength seals.
twist-ties make closing
• 2 plys reinforce each other,
snap.
up ond down, side to side. • Easy-open bogs.

$470 worth of fruits and
vegetables, a saving of
$450.
Six garden vegetables
regarded as superstars of
healthy eating:
Collards, for vitamins
A and C and calcium; red
kidney beans, protein,
carbohydrates and iron;
kale, vitamins A and C
and calcium; lima beans,
protein, carbohydrates,
iron; broccoli, vitamin A;
mustard greens,
vitamins A, B and C,
calcium and iron.
The increase in wood's
burning in stoves and
fireplaces has raised the
question of disposal of the
ashes. Is the garden a
good place for them?
I was told that wood
ashes applied in excess of
100 pounds per 1,000
square feet can be harmful to plants because of
the high content of
various salts.
Wood ashes should be
stored in a dry area and
applied just prior to
tillage.
Gypsy moths may be
out of sight at this time of
year but they're not out of
mind.
In 1982, gypsy moths
stripped 8 million acres of
trees in the Northeast, 5
million fewer than in
1981, but it still was the
second worst year, the
U.S. Department of
Agriculture reported.
And it was a year of extensive spread, with new
infestations confirmed in
12 counties in six states —
California, Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota,
Virginia and Washington.
In addition, 114 counties in 18 states reported
traps containing several
moths.
USDA's Gary
Moorehead says the moth
spreads a few miles each
year by natural means,
such as the wind, but that
outlying infestations
result from artificial
spread.
"A single gypsy-motli
egg mass — Mi outdoor
household goods moved
across the country, for
example — can result in a
new infestation
thousands of miles
away,"he said.
"Even though we enforce regulations designed to prevent longdistance spread on
nursery stock, logs and
other articles, the
number of new infestations has

0111••
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Careful placement of shrubs can lower home fuel bills
Submitted by
Jones Landscaping
Homeowners mournfully ask the same question
every summer: "How
can I lower these awful
air conditioning bills?"
One answer is: the
careful placement of
shrubs around your
home.
A good place to start is
at your outdoor air conditioning condenser. Plant
shrubs on its eastern,
southern, and western
sides-to shade it. A cooler
condenser doesn't have to
work as hard, and say-

ings of as much as three
percent can be realized.
An especially
vulnerable spot on your
home is the joint where
the foundation and house
siding meet; there, heat
is lost in the winter, and
cool air leaks out during
the summer. A dense
planting of evergreen
shrubs on the western,
northwestern and northern sides of your house
provides needed insulation.
Be careful,
however, to avoid shrubs
that block sunlight from
nentering your windows,

so the sun can help warm
your home in the winter.)
Beneath windows on
the south side, install lowgrowing shrubs. These
will cool the air before it
reaches the openings.
-Fine," homeowners
may say, -but there are
so many varieties of
shrubs. Which kind
should I get?"
That's quite true: there
are many varieties from
which to choose. Recommended plants include
spreading ye1,4, mountain
laurel, or rhododendrons,
to name a very few. So

before you make your investment in foundation
plantings, the American
Association of

Nurserymen recommends that you get advice from your local landscaping professional. He

or she has the training
and expertise to help you
get the most from your
landscaping dollar.

•
HAVE 1.
'
YOU CONSIDERED?

SALE OF CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES
Completdly Erected, Inducing Concrete Floor
11
/
2 CAII GARAGE

$1790(010
2CAIMMAGE

$2490(?°
"the original portable poolr .

THE POOL SHOP, LTD,

WE Wil NOTRION1101,of WIDERSOLD
WENW roe ro memo

1720 bawl Reel P.111•3641

CONTRACTORS,INC.
12946STAR RD.57• DOD 2776,PAWN0• EVANSV1UE,IN 47714

Southern States

TIYIPIOOMI($12)0674677 OR (112)5674411

1 mile 94 East

Hoffman's

759-4512

Specializing in Outdoor Living areas
Landscaping isn't an expense. It's an investment.
We provide complete Lanscape services with a unique flair for design that will meet your individual
needs. We have the best selection of nursery stock in
town. We stand behind our services and our products. Call us today for your free estimate.
AUTHORIZED DEALER
Walks
Decks
Patios
Arbors
Stark Trees Bear Fruit. Since1816.

Complete Line Of
Lawn & Garden Products
Vegetable Seed Flower Bulbs
Bog-Fertilizer
Peat Moss
Bag Lime
Starks Fruit Trees
Herbicides Insecticides
Jackson Perkins Roses
Home Improvement
Headquarters
Paint
Fencing
Tillers
Hand Tools
Lawn Mowers
Many other items to help
you around the home
!MISTRIAL RD. 753-1423
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Prescriptions...
(Continued from Page 2)
healthy new one.
If your plants spent the
summer outdoors they
may dislike the dry air indoors in winter. So add to
the air moisture with

evaporation trays filled
with water or mist them
often with an atomizer or
fogger.
Old Newspapers
Many old newspapers
end up in the rubbish pile,

THE NUR RA1,Ky.. LEDGER & TIMES,Friday. April 5.l9C1
as a starter for wood
President Jack Robinson.
stoves and fireplaces, as
Black and white
packing materials, or colnewspapr (not color
lected for recycling.
pages) make good
But Gardens for All. organic mulch, being 75
National Association for
ground wood pulp and 25
Gardening, says they can
purified fiber or cellulose
help your garden, shreddcontaining nutrients and
ed, as mulch. They will
healthful trace elements
benefit the soil at no addifound originally in the
tional cost, says GFA
tree, Robinson says.
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We At Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Invite
Everyone
To Stop By.
And Compare Our
Prices On All
Lawn & Girden Needs.

••••••••••

Buchanan Feed
753-5378

8

Industrial Rd.

GALLON
REG. 15.99

•
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:1k s Decoratin. ente

CO

GALLON
REG. 19.99

SAVE
$700

•We custom color
•We shake point
•We offer expert
point advice

spred
latex
enamel
S

• Black's Decorating Center'

Black's Decorating

Center

Murray
Black's Decorating Center •

•
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DOORBUSTER

Glidden

Block's Decorating Center
753-0839

SALE,
03

SALE:4-2-83 — 4-16-83
701 South 4th St.

THE SAVING PLACE

LAWN AND GARDEN

•We custom color
•We shake paint
•We offer expert
point advise

St fTI g

Murray, Ky.

Iff"-

Bucks Decoratin. ente

lidden's S
EST
atex
emi-Gloss

[

PURINA
CHOWS

:1. ' D • coratin. enter

SAVE
$6"

Home Improvement Section
of the basic plant
elements found in soil fertilizer such as
magnesium, carbon,
silica and lime, remain in
the newsprint, all of
which can enrich soil and.
help maintain moisture.

Some

— Fertilizer Balk Seed Chemicals
There is a difference! Ask your
neighbors shout vs.

FAMOUS Spred Satin®
Latex Wall Paint

Midden

The ink is made from
carbon black and mineral
oil, notes horticulturist
Sheryl Felty, who adds:
"Carbon helps activate
micro-organisms in the
soil and cellulose has a
high carbon content.

Packaged Shrubs
3'-4'
Severa:
Varieties
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Murray Only
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Gardeners be aware of'damping-off' problem /
Many gardeners starting vegetables from seed
they expect to transplant
outdoors later run into
-damping-off" problems
in the spring.
Damping-off is a
fungus disease that often
hits seedlings that appear
to be growing well, then
wilt and die. Generally,
the stem shows a shriveled black or water-logged
area at soil level.
Sometimes the same
fungus will cause seeds to
rot and seedlings, to die
before they rise above the
soil. Sometimes poor germination". is blamed for
failure to get healthy,
compact young plants.
Several pathogenic
fungi, all common in soil,
may cause damping-off.
Most often seedlings are
attacked, but under cer-

tain conditions, more
mature plants may be hit.
To reduce chances of
damping-off, use a sterile
planting medium for germinating seed and growing transplants. Don't
overcrowd, over-water or
overfertilize, particularly
with nitrogen. Also encouraging the disease are
_high humidity, warm
temperatures and deep
planting.
If you do experience
damping-off, discard the
plants and soil and begin
again with a clean container, new seeds and
sterile growing medium.
--Just as youngsters turn
away from castor oil, a
substance that has the
same effect on the boll
weevil, a destructive cotton plant pest, has been
found by U.S. Depart-

Living screens
serve several
purposes
Submitted by
Jones Landscaping
If Your neighbor's
backyard looks more like
a junkyard, you don't
have to see it. If your
residential street seems
to double as the local
dragstrip, you can protect your eyes and ears
from the hazards of living
near the fast lane. And, if
you want to save money
as you beautify your
yard, you can do that,too.
How? By planting living screens.
Through the use of living plant material, you
can lessen the impact of
unwanted sound, conserve energy, and screen
ugly and undesirable
sights from view with
beautiful plants and
flowers.
Living screens can
save you money: a belt of
trees placed in the right
spot, for example, will
act as a windbreak,
which deflects heatrobbing winter gales
away from your home.
Shrubs which screen your
outsfde air conditioning
condenser will keep it
cooler and lower your
summer energy bills.
There are many
varieties of screen plantings, and many ways to
use them. The American

Association of
Nurserymen suggests
that you contact your
local landscape or garden
center operation for ideas
that will make your homed
a better place to live!

ment of Agriculture
researchers.
It is s.natural produce
of the tung tree, native to
China, that flourished on
southern U.S. plantations
when its oil was added to
paint as a drying agent.
Petrochemical products
replaced tung oil in
paints.
Tung trees may
become abundant again if
a derivative of its oil catches on among cotton
farmers as a weevil "antifeed."
The USDA reports that
Colorado-based BioSystems Research Inc., is
ready to market the twig
oil derivative. It notes
that as a spray, it keeps
boll weeyils away from
cotton plants for up to a
month and is nontoxic to
plants and warm blooded
animals.
--Where you put your
vegetable garden is important. Here are some
things to consider before
planting:
A good garden should
have loose, fertile, level,
well-drained soil. Avoid,
if possible, heavy clays
and very sandy soils
unless you can add
organic material.
To produce healthy, top
quality vegetables, full
sunlight is needed.
Have a water supply
near your garden if possible. Water is especially

needed at seeding or
transplanting time and
drought periods. Carrying water in summer is
arduous.
Locate the garden near
your home if possible,
and consider it in relation
to the trees, shrubs and
flowers around the house.
Trees and shrubs compete with garden crops

for sunlight, moisture
and food. Avoid walnut
trees, which are toxic to
tomatoes, eggplants, peppers and other
vegetables.
• --Dried Flowers for All
Seasons, by Betty Wiita
Van Nostrand Reinhold)
will extend your vision of
dried flower ar-
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Easy to Operate...
Easy to own
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Enjoy the benefits of Case
exclusive hydraulic drive—buy
your Case tractor now during our
Spring Sale and get all you can
get in tractor performance.

The gallery is noted for its custom framing, limited edition prints and many gift
items. Come in today and discover -that
touch ofclass."
1
1......,44,

9.8% APR Financing
Available
There is a Case tractor to fit
your budget

,

Ix.
ofof/Waft payments at 84
APR annielne for 39 neeattos attar a
211% down payment
On Amount
tabs Rimmed
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APR
$1200
38 61
1800
51 48
2000
6435
2400
77 22
2000
9006
'3200
102.96
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The Blackford
House Gallery
418 Main

rangements from harvest
time only to the entire
year.
Miss Wiita, who has
served as secretary to
entertainer Victor Borge,
uses many surprising
varieties of flowers and
several original procedures. Her exploratory
book offers simple instructions.
•
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How to tell which tree is best for different climates
he s:wets of climatic condamns in the United States
makes it :111110.1 impossible to
pros ids: an esact guide on
ss hat brut trees w ill grow successtulls in sour area
At times. *conditlorls Can
fluctuate within the same tins n
or es en w ithin the same garden
to such a great degree that
ss Ise gardeners plan in ter ins
or tnicroclirnates
lour garden mas has e seS-

series or neighbors ss ho could
explain their success and failures flow es cr. Ortho's new b
res bed book, "All About
Fruits & Berries,- oilers some
general guidelines on w hat
you may be able to grow in
your area.
tl'he broad range of climates
in the southern states makes it
imposible to follow one rule
for the whole region Although
it is safe to sus that the South is

era] microclimates. For esample. an area with a wall that
ma s he protecting your trees
lrom the wind tsill hate a
microchmate warmer than an
open area.
- In a northern garden this
mat help a particular tree
hear
. Inn! w hereas in a southet n garden this mas cause too
much heat.
I- or detailed inlormation.
ou should consult local nur-

Shirr Delights
At 20% Off!
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To minimize the damage
caused by severe north winds,
,you should put in evergreen
trees as windbreaks. This isbetter than installing a fence
because the wind can't- flow
over the top and attck the
trees. For strong sun, Which
can do serious damage to leafless trees, you can help protect
your trees by painting the
trunk white or covering it and
some of the main brandies
with burlap.
Again, you may want to
consult experts in your area
before planting anything, but
areas, like Michigan. Ohio.
New York and coastal New
England are good for growing
cherries and'peaches together
with fairly hardy plums and
the hardiest apricots.
In the colder areas of New
England and some of the central states, apples may be a
good choice. You will probably have to Consider growing
dwarf trees in containers for
other species of fruit so that
they can be brought inside for
winter protection.
In the western states, there
are a number of prime areas
for growing fruit trees.
For example, the areas of
Arizona and New Mexico
which escape rhe severe heat
are good for apple and pear
trees. An area like eastern
Washington is great for apples
and good for the. high-chill
peaches.
The areas around Phoenix

and desert areas of California
produce excellent grapefruits
and mandarin oranges. Apple
and pear trees would not survive here.
In the warmer parts of
southern Washington and
western Oregon. some of the
best sweet cherries, pears and
berries are grown. Be careful
about peaches and- grapes
though because they need heat
and their success will again
depend on the climate in your
area.
The variety of climates in
California makes it difficult to
sav just *hat your best choices
would be. The Onho book
suggests that if you live in a
low desert area, you should
choose plants that need heat
rather than apples. pears and
cherries.
On the other hand, intermediate and high desert gardens
escape the worst ofthe summer
heat and can grow fine apples
and pears.
One prime fruit regibn is
the coastal area. Gardeners in
the San Francisco. Bay area
harvest plums, apricots and
sweet cherries. Additionally,
peaches and grapes do well if
they are placed in the hottest
area of the-garden.
Another area which produces some ofthe finest fruits is
the U.S. interior valleys-from
the coast range to the Sierra
Nevada.
Good peaches, plums. Citrus, strawberries and almost
all Of California's wine and
table grapes are prod uc-edhere.
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warm spring day s are followed
by extremely cold nights.
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a las ored fruit growing region.
sou should know that damage mas' occur in winter and
that the hot. .moist summer'
may .gise you trouble with
pests and diseases. •
You may want to grow pears
that resist fire blight, a bacterial infection that is at its
worst in warm spring and fall
.weather, or peaches that are
resistant to leaf spot and
canner.
Tennessee and Kentucky.
for exiample, arc two states
where cold winters are almost
a certainty.
Apples and pears will do
well there together with plums
and sour cherries. HOWeVer,
apricots and sweet cherries
may not be as plentiful especially- if there's a fall or spring
frost.
Citrus fruits should do well
in gardens south of Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, but damage and loss ofthe more tender
plants usually occurs on a
cycle of every. 10 years. Replaced plants certainly can be
fruit bearing again but you
may have to wait t* year or
two.
In the northern states. extremels' cold winters can seriously damage your garden. A
lot depends though on whether
the plant is dormant..A growing plant is not nearly as safe
in a cold climate as one that is
completely dormant. Oriho's
book,"All About Fruits and
Berries," suggests you plant
your garden so that the cold
air will flow downward and
away from the fruit trees when

rs.
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